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ABSTRACT 

Several series of complexes containing metal-metal and metal-heteroatom 

multiple bonds have been examined via gas-phase photoelectron spectroscopy to 

study the electronic structure effects resulting from simple ligand addition or 

substitution. Two types of complexes containing metal-metal multiple bonds form the 

basis of this study: complexes containing the M2X4P4 core (where M = Mo, Re; X = 

halogen, Me; and P4 = (PMe3)4 or [R2P(CH2)xPR212) and the dinuclear cyclopentadienyl 

metal carbonyl complexes [CpM(CO)x12 (where M = Cr, Mo, Wand x = 2,3). 

In the M2X4P 4 dimers two basic substitutions were examined. One involved 

changing the degree of rotation between the metal centers by varying the chelating 

phosphine ligand bridging the two centers. The other substitution involved varying the 

X ligand among CI, Sr, I, and Me on M02 and Re2 complexes witn a monodentate 

phosphine, PMe3• The synthesis and characterization of Re214(PMe3)4' a previously 

unreported member of this series, is also described. For both of these substitutions, 

only very sma" changes were seen in the energy of the ionizations from orbitals 

involved in the metal-metal multiple bond. In the chelating phosphine complexes, 

changes in bandshape of the metal-based ionizations can be explained through the 

reduction in symmetry caused by placing the metals in a "staggered" configuration. 

For the monodentate phosphine complexes, the direction of the energy shifts which do 

occur indicate that changes in 1t-donor capability of the X ligand affect the metal-metal 

bonding to a greater extent than the changes in a-donor capability. 
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The effects of ligand addition to a metal-metal multiple bond (as in [CpM(CO)212) 

were examined, first by addition of one CO per metal, and then by insertion of a 

heteroatom into the multiple bond. In both cases, substantial energy shifts occur in 

related metal-based ionizations upon ligand addition. With CO addition, the M-M 0' 

ionization is destabilized by ca. 1-2 eV, correlating with the longer M-M distances and 

increased reactivity in the [CpM(CO)312 systems. With the insertion of a chalcogen 

(8,8e) atom into the M-M triple bond of [CpCr(CO)J2' the 1t-donor capability of the 

chalcogen results in M-heteroatom multiple bond character, though the PE spectra 

suggest that a full triple bond is not present. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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Transition metal complexes containing metal-metal multiple bonds have been 

one of the most widely studied groups of compounds in inorganic chemistry over the 

last 25 years. The crystallographic characterization of species such as Re3CI12
3-,1 

Re2Cls
2-,2 and M02(02CMe}/ in the early 1960's confirmed the existence of transition 

metal complexes with very short metal-metal distances. These distances were even 

shorter than those observed in the metal itself. Theoretical descriptions of the bonding 

in these complexes were developed to describe the existence of multiple bonding 

between the metal centers. The first proposal was made for the existence of a metal

metal quadruple bond to describe the bonding between the Re atoms in Re2Cls
2-.4 

Since these pioneering studies, the existence of metal-metal multiple bonding has 

been proposed for complexes containing many different transition metals. The interest 

in this unique series of compounds is reflected by the continuing research in this area, 

both from an experimental and a theoretical standpoint.5 Figure 1 illustrates the 

transition metals giving complexes in which metal-metal multiple bonding has been 

demonstrated or proposed. From the initial discoveries in groups 6 and 7 of the 

transition metals, we have now come to a point where the majority of the transition 

metals partiCipate to some degree in metal-metal multiple bonding. 

The metal-metal multiple bond in a dinuclear complex such as Re2CIs 2- or 

M02(02CMe}4 can be qualitatively described in terms of d-orbital overlaps between the 

two metal centers.5a These non-zero overlaps are illustrated in Figure 2. In an 
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Figure 1--Transition Metals Giving Complexes with Metal-Metal Multiple 

Bonds. 
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Figure 2 -- Non-Zero, In-Phase Overlaps Between d-Orbitals of Two 

Transition Metals. 
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idealized D4h coordination geometry, we can define the z-axis of the system along the 

metal-metal bond, and the x- and y-axes along the metal-ligand bonds. Of the five 

sets of orbitals capable of non-zero overlap between the metals, one (the dx2.y2) is 

directed toward the ligand atoms. These orbitals will become heavily involved in the 

metal-ligand bonds, and are not available for metal-metal bonding. The other sets give 

rise to a cr orbital (dz2-dz2), a degenerate set of 1t orbitals (dxz-dxz and dyz-dyz), and a 8 

orbital (dxy-dxy). Corresponding antibonding orbitals (cr*, 1t*, and o*) are also formed 

from the out-of-phase overlaps. 

The occupation of the available bonding orbitals in the d4_d4 dimers results in 

formation of a metal-metal quadruple bond with a ~1t482 electron configuration. This 

qualitative description also provides a framework for understanding metal-metal bonds 

of lower order when other than ~_d4 systems are considered. Two classes of 

complexes with metal-metal triple bonds can be envisioned from either the gain or loss 

of one electron per metal. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between metal-metal 

quadruple bonds and these two classes of metal-metal triple bonds. A d3_d3 interaction 

can give rise to an "electron-poor" metal-metal triple bond (e.g., cr21t4), while a dS_ds 

interaction can give rise to an "electron-rich" triple bond (e.g., ~1t4828*2). The energy 

ordering and occupation of these orbitals are not trivial to determine, and are highly 

influenced by the orbital overlap and the donor/acceptor properties of the ligand set. 

Nevertheless, these Simple configurations based on relative overlaps of d orbitals 

provide a basic understanding of the possible interactions that can lead to a metal

metal multiple bond. 
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Figure 3--Two Classes of Metal-Metal Triple Bonds Derived From a 

cr21t482 Quadruple Bond. 
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Many different theoretical and experimental techniques have been used to 

study the metal-metal multiple bond.5 Complexes containing metal-metal multiple 

bonds have, at the very least, challenged our ability to model the electronic structure of 

molecules. The relatively large molecules and the large, multielectron atoms they 

contain make it impossible to use "exact" molecular orbital treatments (such as the 

Hartree-Fock method with complete configuration interaction) for studying these 

systems. Use of "approximate" molecular orbital calculations, including the SCF-Xa

SW and the Fenske-Hall methods7
, allow complexes with metal-metal bonds to be 

studied within reasonable limits of computing time. The calculations can be further 

simplified by use of appropriate model compounds. Examples include the substitution 

of PH3 to model a PMe3 ligand, or the use of a second row transition metal to model a 

complex containing a third row metal (to avoid including f-orbitals in the calculation). 

Whether exact or approximate calculational methods are used, the results must be 

viewed with some caution. Various theoretical treatments of certain systems with 

metal-metal multiple bonds have predicted different electronic structures for the same 

system. This emphasizes the need to obtain unambigous experimental information for 

these complexes, so that the interpretation of their electronic structures need not 

depend on theoretical results. 

Perhaps the most direct experimental information concerning molecular 

electronic structure can be obtained via photoelectron spectroscopy. Several reviews 

have been published on the application of photoelectron spectroscopy to transition 

metal complexes,s and some of these discuss results obtained for systems containing 

metal-metal multiple bonds. One of the opportunities provided by photoelectron 
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spectroscopy is the ability to observe ionization of all the valence electrons in the 

molecule. In these complexes with metal-metal multiple bonds, it becomes possible to 

observe and compare ionizations from orbitals directly involved in the metal-metal 

bond. Since the individual metal-metal bonds result from orbital overlaps of different 

symmetry (cr, 1&, 8, 8*, 1&*, and cr*), the photoelectron spectra also provide the ability to 

directly compare and contrast the individual interactions that give rise to the metal-

metal multiple bond. 

Complexes with metal-metal triple and quadruple bonds have been studied in 

particular detail using different methods of photoelectron spectroscopy. Complexes 

with metal-metal triple bonds can be broken into two classes, as described previously, 

based on the gain or loss of electrons from the d4_d4 systems which possess metal

metal quadruple bonds. The d3_d3 dimers are classified as electron-poor triple bonds, 

and are most heavily represented by the group 6 M2XS (M = Mo,W) dimers containing 

an "ethane-like" staggered geometry. Complexes of this type studied by photoelectron 

spectroscopy include M2(OR)s, M2(NR2)s, and M2Rs.
9 The metal-based ionizations of 

these complexes confirm the general assignment of a if7t4 configuration for the metal

metal bond, related to the metal-metal quadruple bond by removal of the metal-metal 8 

bonding electrons. 

Few dS_ds dimers containing an electron-rich triple-bond have been examined 

by photoelectron spectroscopy. One complex, Re2CI4(PMe3)4' belongs to an 

isostructural series of M2X4(PMe3)4 complexes (where M = MO,W,Re). Its 

photoelectron spectrum will be discussed shortly along with the Mo and W complexes 

containing quadruple bonds. The series of [CpM(COhJ2 (where M = Cr, Mo, W) 
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dimers, containing a formal metal-metal triple bond, have also been studied through 

the use of photoelectron spectroscopy. These complexes are important as a growing 

class of metal-metal bonded complexes with "organometallic" ligand sets. These 

complexes contrast with the originally characterized metal-metal bonded complexes, 

which contain ligands functioning mainly as a-donors (such as halides or carboxylates). 

They are also very important to our basic understanding of the metal-metal interaction, 

because their capability for 1t-interaction with the orbitals involved in the metal-metal 

bond can directly affect the character and the occupation of these orbitals. In the 

[CpM(COh12 dimers, the information from the photoelectron spectra leads to the 

conclusion that these complexes do contain some degree of metal-metal multiple 

bonding, with the linear semibridging carbonyls acting as 1t-acceptors rather than 1t-

donors.1o 

The greatest amount of photoelectron spectral data on complexes with metal

metal multiple bonds has been obtained for the d4_d4 dimers with quadruple bonds. 

The basic geometries exhibited by complexes containing metal-metal quadruple bonds 

are illustrated below: 

p X 

I/x I/p 
x/i p/i 

p X 
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Several studies have been performed on complexes with the familiar 

dimetaltetracarboxylate [M2(L"L)41 structure, where the bridging ligands are either 

carboxylates or derivatives of the 2-oxopyridinate a.nion [e.g., 6-methyl-2-oxopyridinate 

(mhp)]. In the spectra of the M2(mhp)4 dimers (M2 = Cr2, M02, W2, CrMo, and 

MOW),l1 only the ionization from the metal-metal 8 orbital can be clearly identified from 

the gas-phase He(l) spectra alone. The metal-metal1t ionization is placed under the 

second broad ionization feature by comparison with MO calculations on the system. 

This broad feature also includes ionizations from the ligand 1t-system. 

The interpretation of the photoelectron spectra of the M2(02CR)4 (M = Cr, Mo, 

W) dimers has been the source of a great deal of controversy. For the Cr2(02CR)4 (R 

= CH3, CF3, CH2CH3) dimers, the consensus is that the metal-metal 8, 1t, and cr 

ionizations are all present under the first broad, low-energy band seen in the spectra of 

each of the complexes.11b.12 A wide variety of M02(02CR)4 complexes have also been 

studied (R = H, CH3, CF3, CMe3), and the metal-metal 8 and metal-metal1t ionizations 

are the first ionizations observed (at lowest IP). Unlike the corresponding ionizations in 

the Cr2 dimers, the metal-metal 8 and 1t ionizations are clearly resolved from one 

another.11b,12,13 The identification of the metal-metal 8 ionization is further 

strengthened by the observation of vibrational fine structure in the 8 ionization band.14 

The observed progression (vibrational spacing = 360 ± 10 cm·1), is assigned to the 

totally symmetric Mo-Mo stretching mode. The first two ionizations observed in the 

spectra of the W2(02CR)4 complexes are similar to those in the M02 complexes, and 

have likewise been assigned to the metal-metal 8 and metal-metal1t ionizations.13a.15 
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A third, comparatively sharp ionization has been assigned (with some controversy) to 

ionization from the metal-metal 0' orbital. 

The location of the metal-metal 0' ionization has by far been the source of the 

most controversy in these M2(L"L)4 complexes with quadruple bonds.16 It also serves 

to illustrate how an appropriately designed series of experiments can unambiguously 

resolve discrepancies between observed results and theoretical predictions. The 

identification of the metal-metal 0' ionization has been difficult in these complexes, due 

largely to two factors. First, the ionization is not clearly resolved from the other 

ionizations in the molecule (as is the metal-metal 3 ionization). Second, the 

assignment of the 0' ionization has depended in large part on the results of different 

types of molecular orbital calculations, which do not agree on the placement of this 

ionization. One interpretation has suggested that the metal-metal 0' ionization is very 

close in energy to the metal-metal 7t ionization, and that these two ionizations appear 

beneath the same band in the photoelectron spectra.11b.12.17 The other view is that the 

metal-metal 0' ionization is well separated from the 7t ionization (by> 1.0 eV), and is 

coincident with the ionizations from primarily ligand-based orbitals at 10.0 eV or 

greater.13.18 

Comparison of the gas-phase spectra with the high-resolution solid-state 

photoelectron spectra of the M2(L "L)4 complexes has made it possible to directly 

observe the shift of the metal-metal 0' ionization in M02(02CCH3)4 and in 

W2(02CCH3)4.19 The 0' ionization appears in the solid-state spectrum of M02(02CCH3)4 

as a shoulder on the low ionization energy side of the metal-metal 7t ionization, having 

been destabilized by axial interactions with the ligands on adjacent molecules. These 

interactions occur in the solid state for these complexes (as shown through their crystal 
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structures), but not in the gas phase. A comparable shift occurs in the spectra of 

W2(02CCH3)4' giving rise to a single band in the solid state spectrum containing both 

the metal-metal a and 11: ionizations. This single band results from the destabilization 

of the sharp ionization in the gas-phase spectrum occurring at ca. 8.3 eV (0.7 eV 

higher ionization energy than the metal-metal 11: ionization). An appropriate ligand 

addition (an alkyl group in the open axial coordination site) to the metal-metal bond 

has also been used to make a positive identification of the metal-metal a ionization in 

the gas-phase spectrum of W2(02CCH3)4. The sharp feature at 8.3 eV in the gas-

phase spectrum of W2(02CCH3)4 disappears in the spectrum of W2(02CCH3Mnp)2 (np = 

neopentyl, a d3_d3 system), while the other ionizations from the metal-metal bonding 

orbitals remain relatively unchanged.20 These results have yielded the location of the 

metal-metal a ionization directly from experiment, without having to rely on (and 

perhaps be misled by) theoretical results. 

The M2X4(PMe3)4 complexes (where M = Mo,W) are the other series with metal

metal quadruple bonds which have been studied through photoelectron spectroscopy. 

The d5_d5 Re2X4(PMe3)4 complexes are formally related to the isostructural group 6 

complexes by addition of two electrons to the metal-metal 8* antibonding orbital. The 

occupation of the 8* orbital leads to the electron-rich metal-metal triple bond in the Re2 

series. If the a2n:482 and a2n:4828*2 configurations are correct for the respective group 6 

and group 7 complexes, then the basic features of the spectra should be Similar, with 

an additional ionization (the metal-metal 8*) appearing in the Re2 system. The spectra 

of M02CI4(PMe3)4' W2CI4(PMe3)4' and Re2CI4(PMe3)/1 have very similar features, with 

the appearance of an extra ionization at low energy in the spectrum of Re2CI4(PMe3)4. 
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The appearance of this ionization itself confirms the close relationship between the 

electronic structures of the group 6 and group 7 complexes. A comparison between 

the He(l) and He(") spectra of these M2X4(PMe3)4 dimers provides additional 

information concerning the exact assignment of the ionizations from the metal-metal 

bond. He(l) and He(") ionization sources are used in photoelectron spectroscopy to 

differentiate between primarily metal-based and primarily ligand-based orbitals. In 

general, it is an empirical observation (which can be correlated with theoretical cross 

sections for absorption of He(l) and He(") radiation by various atoms22) that primarily 

ligand-based ionizations lose intensity on going from He(l) to He(") when compared to 

primarily metal-based ionizations. Snob The He(I)/He(") comparison for these complexes 

allows the identification of the metal-metal 0 and 1t ionizations in the group 6 

complexes, and the metal-metal 0·, 0, 1t, and cr ionizations in Re2CI4(PMe3)4' These 

orbitals gain intensity in He(") relative to orbitals with ligand character, such as the M

P cr, the M-CI cr, and the CI lone pairs. 

The identification of the metal-metal cr ionization in the group 6 phosphine 

halide dimers has likewise proven difficult. The metal-metal cr ionization is not directly 

observed in the photoelectron spectrum of M02CI4(PMe3)4' even through the He(I)/He(") 

comparison. SCF-Xa.-S~ calculations for M02CI4(PH3 )4 place the cr ionization at 

approximately 4 eV higher ionization energy than the metal-metal 1t ionization.21n The 

first three ionization features in the photoelectron spectrum of W2CI4(PMe3)4 bear a 

significant resemblance to those in W2(02CCH3)4' As discussed earlier, the metal

metal cr ionization in W2(02CCH3)4 is a sharp feature occurring at 0.7 eV higher 

ionization energy than the metal-metal1t ionization. SCF-Xa.-SW calculations for 
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W2CI4(PHa)4 are in contrast with these results by placing the metal-metal cr orbital ca. 

3.5 eV higher than the metal-metal1t orbital.21a It should also be noted that more 

recent theoretical work, using relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater transition state 

calculations, has predicted similar energies for the cr and 1t orbitals in the Cr, Mo, and 

W complexes.2a 

The key result used to resolve these discrepancies for the d4_d4 phosphine 

halide dimers (along with comparison to the carboxylate-bridged dimers) is the 

spectrum of MoWCI4(PMea)4.1aa,24 The shifts in the metal-metal 8 and 1t ionizations 

are found to be linear for M02CI4(PMea)4' W2CI4(PMea)4' and MoWCI4(PMea)4. 

Assuming the sharp feature in the W2 and MoW complexes (located at 7.45 and 7.67 

eV respectively) can be attributed to the metal-metal cr ionizations, then a similar linear 

shift of the metal-metal cr ionizations would place the metal-metal cr and 1t ionizations 

within 0.2 eV of one another in M02CI4(PMea)4. The information available from the 

experimental results suggests that the metal-metal cr and 1t ionizations in 

M02C14(PMea)4 are both present under the same band in the photoelectron spectrum. 

Examination of these studies on complexes with metal-metal multiple bonds 

makes it evident that assignment of the metal electronic structure is not possible on 

the basis of a single photoelectron spectrum. It is also evident that the direct 

correlation of molecular orbital calculations to photo ionization data can be misleading, 

depending on the type of calculation and the adjustable parameters employed in the 

calculation. Determination of the electronic structure in these complexes has only 

been possible by combining the use of different photoelectron spectroscopic 

techniques with the selection of a suitable series of related molecules. The previous 
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studies on complexes with metal-metal quadruple and triple bonds have centered on 

complexes that fall into two categories. The related complexes most often differ only 

in the transition metal; the group 6 metals chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten are 

the most frequently compared. The group 6 and 7 phosphine halide dimers 

(M2CI4(PMe3)4; M = Mo,W,Re) provide a unique example of isostructural complexes 

containing metals with a different number of d-electrons which have been directly 

compared by photoelectron spectroscopy. The other type of related complexes has 

involved the use of ligand substitution on the metal-metal bonded complex. Several 

comparisons have been made in the studies of the group 6 carboxylate and 

oxopyridinate complexes by changing substltuents on the ligands and observing the 

effects in the photoelectron spectra. In these types of ligand substitution, the trends 

observed in the photoelectron spectra of the complexes follow the changes in a-donor 

ability of the ligand. For example, substitution of -CH3 by the more electron-

withdrawing -CF3 group in M2(02CR)4 complexes causes a stabilization of the orbitals 

involved in metal-metal bonding.11b.12.13n 

The original goal of this research was to find a series of metal-metal multiple 

bonded complexes suitable for photoelectron spectroscopy studies, where the effects 

of ligand substitution or addition to the metal-metal bond could be explored by 

changing the atom dIrectly coordinated to the metal centers. It was felt that these 

changes in metal-ligand bonding could provide the most direct probe of the metal

metal multiple bond by causing the greatest possible perturbation of the electron 

density at the metal centers. Using the same dimetal core, it was anticipated that this 

direct ligand sUbstitution would have a major effect on the electronic structure of the 
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metal-metal bond. The results of the photoelectron spectroscopy studies have justified 

these initial assumptions, and have shown that both metal-ligand a- and 1t-interactions 

can affect the electronic structure of the metal-metal bond. 

The major difficulty in this work emphasizes a limitation in the technique of gas

phase photoelectron spectroscopy, namely that the entire series must possess 

sufficient volatility and thermal stability to allow collection of the spectra. The relatively 

high molecular weights of these dinuclear complexes (typically> 500 daltons) and the 

higher temperatures necessary to volatilize the complexes will often result in their 

thermal decomposition before sublimation can take place. We have found two basic 

groups of complexes in which this direct substitution at the metal-metal bond can be 

made, and which meet the necessary volatiltity and thermal stability requirements. 

One group is based on the M2X4(PMe3)4 (M = MO,Re) phosphine halide complexes of 

groups 6 and 7, and the other on the group 6 [CpM(CO)2J2 dimers (M = Cr, Mo, W). 

In chapter 3, the photoelectron spectra of the M2X4(PMe3)4 series (where M=Mo, 

X=Br,Me; M=Re, X=Br,l) provide an opportunity for direct experimental comparison 

between metal-metal quadruple and "electron-rich" triple bonds, containing the a2
1t

4
S2 

and a21t
4S2S·2 electron configurations. They also provide the first opportunity to 

observe how substitution of ligands directly coordinated to the metal affects the 

electronic structure of the metal-metal bond. The spectra of these complexes are 

compared with the spectra previously reported for M2CI4(PMe3)4 (M = Mo,Re).21 

Surprisingly, only very small « 0.2 eV) shifts in ionization energy are seen for the 

orbitals involved in metal-metal bonding, and the shifts are to lower ionization energy 

as the electronegativity of X increases. This effect is contrary to what is normally seen 
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for a purely inductive effect, namely that replacement of a ligand by a more 

electronegative ligand results in stabilization of the metal orbitals. The magnitude and 

direction of these shifts are discussed in terms of the metal orbitals involved in the 

multiple bond, and in terms of the electronic changes (both in a- and 1t-donor 

capability) resulting from substitution of the X ligand. 

In chapter 4, the photoelectron spectra of two complexes containing bridging 

diphosphines, I3-Mo2CI4(dmpe)2 (P-Mo-Mo-P torsion angle = 40.1°) and Mo2CI4(dmpm)2 

(P-Mo-Mo-P torsion angle = 0.0°), where dmpe = 1,2-bis(dimethylphosphino)ethane 

and dmpm = 1,2-bis(dimethyl-phosphino)methane, are reported. The spectra of these 

complexes are used to study the effect of internal rotation between the metal centers 

on the electronic structure of the complexes. Of particular interest is the effect of this 

internal rotation on the orbitals involved in the metal-metal quadruple bond. One of the 

more well-characterized systems containing a metal-metal quadruple bond are the 

series of monodentate phosphine complexes, M2CI4(PMe3)4 (M = Mo, W, and MoW) 

where the P-Mo-Mo-P torsion angle is 90°. It has been established via measurement 

of the He(l) and He(lI) photoelectron spectra of these complexes210.24 that the orbitals 

which give rise to the three lowest energy peaks in the photoelectron spectra are the 

3b1 (metal-metal 8), the ge (metal-metal1t), and the 8e (M-P a). The He(l) 

photoelectron spectra of the bridging diphosphine complexes show splitting of the 

peaks corresponding to the 8e and ge ionizations in Mo2CI4(PMe3)4' as is expected 

from symmetry considerations. The 8 ionizations do not shift significantly between 

these spectra despite the low 8-overlap between the metal orbitals in the dmpe 

complex. This overlap compares with the maximum overlap expected in the dmpm 



and PMe3 complexes, where the torsion angles are 0° and 90° respectively. The 

relative intensities of the ionizations in the dmpe complex also indicate increased 

metal-metal and M-L orbital mixing caused by the reduced symmetry. 
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In chapter 5, the photoelectron spectra of the complexes [CpM(CO)nJ2 (where n 

= 2,3 and M = Cr, Mo, W) are reported. These spectra are used to compare the 

electronic structure of the tricarbonyl dimers (CpM(CO)3 = 17 electron fragment), which 

possess a formal metal-metal single bond, with the dicarbonyl dimers (CpM(CO)2 = 15 

electron fragment), containing a formal metal-metal triple bond. For the dicarbonyl 

dimers, previous experimental10 and theoretical25 studies have established the 

presence of some degree of metal-metal multiple bonding, with semibridging carbonyls 

acting as 1t-acceptors from the metal-metal1t bonds. The He(l) photoelectron spectra 

of the two systems show very similar ionization features. The major difference is a 

destabilization of the metal-metal 0' ionization, from 8.8-10.0 eV in the dicarbonyl 

dimers to 7.5-7.9 eV in the tricarbonyl dimers. This range (7.5-7.9 eV) is similar to that 

obseNed for 0' ionizations in other systems containing metal-metal triple bonds. The 

destabilization is related to the change in interaction with the metal dz2 orbital that 

occurs upon coordination of the third CO distal to the metal-metal bond. This change in 

the metal-metal 0' orbital between these two systems correlates with their physical and 

chemical differences, which include much longer (> 0.5 A) metal-metal distances and 

increased reactivity toward reagents capable of cleaving the metal-metal bond for 

[CpM(CO)3J2 in comparison to [CpM(CO)2J2' 

The [CpCr(CO)2J2(J.I.-E) (E=S,Se) complexes belong to a growing family of 

complexes where a "bare" main group element is involved in multiple bonding to a 
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transition metal in an organometallic fragment.26 Evidence for metal-heteroatom 

multiple bonding in these (Il-E) complexes comes both from crystallographic27 and 

theoreticafB studies. In chapter 6, the He(I) and He(lI) photoelectron spectra of 

[CpCr(CO)2MIl-S) and [CpCr(CO)2MIl-Se) are reported, and compared with the 

spectrum of [CpCr(CO)212' which contains a metal-metal multiple bond. The first 

ionization band in the spectrum of the (Il-S) complex is a single well-defined band at 

nearly the same energy of the first band in [CpCr(CO)212 (the metal-metal o· ionization). 

In contrast, the (Il-Se) complex exhibits a broad, mUlti-component ionization band, 

stabilized by ca. 0.8 eV from the leading ionization of the (Il-S) complex. The 

differences in the metal- and chalcogen-based ionizations, along with the unexpected 

orbital stabilization in the complex with the less electronegative Se can be explained by 

the nature of the 1t-system in these complexes, and through the changes in the metal

heteroatom 1t-interaction between Sand Se. The photoelectron spectra support the 

idea of metal-heteroatom multiple bonding in these complexes; however, a full triple 

bond (as suggested by simple electron counting) is not present, but rather, the bond 

order is intermediate between 2 and 3. 

The studies presented in this dissertation have accomplished the goal of 

examining the effects of direct ligand substitution and addition on the electronic 

structure of metal-metal multiple bonds. A greater understanding of the metal-metal 

multiple bond has been made possible through these studies, and new models have 

been developed to explain the role of metal-ligand interactions in the electronic 

structure of metal-metal and metal-heteroatom mUltiple bonds. 
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This chapter describes the techniques of sample preparation, data collection, 

and data reduction used in the studies detailed in the further chapters of this 

dissertation. This experimental chapter does not contain a detailed description of the 

data collection procedures for gas-phase He(l) and He(lI) valence photoelectron 

spectroscopy. These procedures have been well outlined in the dissertations of Dr. 

John Hubbard (spectrometer and ionization source modifications),29 Dr. Charles 

Blevins II (data collection and general instrumental procedures),3o and Dr. Glen 

Kellogg (development and design of computer operating system).31 During the 

course of this work, many new synthetic techniques and procedures have been 

implemented in this research group, so that air-sensitive complexes and ligands may 

be more easily and routinely handled. This dissertation will emphasize the use of 

these synthetic techniques and individual syntheses of the metal-metal and metal

heteroatom bonded complexes used in the photoelectron spectroscopy studies. 

Preparation of Compounds 

General Considerations 

The preparations described here were all performed using standard Schlenk or 

vacuum line techniques under an inert atmosphere of either N2 or Ar. Two invaluable 

general references to these vacuum line/inert atmosphere techniques are The 

Manipulation of Air-Sensitive Compounds by D.F. Shriver and M.A. Drezdzon,32 and 
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the recently published ACS Symposium Series entitled Experimental Organometallic 

Chemistry--A Practicum in Synthesis and Characterizaion (edited by A.L. Wayda and 

M. Y. Darensbourg).33 

Water was removed from the inert gases used in the Schlenk line by passage 

through an Aquasorb (P205 supported on vermiculite; Mallinckrodt Chemical Co.34
) 

column. After this treatment, the gas was passed through an O2 scavenging column, 

capable of reducing the O2 concentration in the inert gas to the level of < 1 ppm. Two 

different types of dry oxygen scavenging materials were used in the columns. One, a 

supported copper catalyst (R3-11, manufactured by Dow Chemical) is available 

commercially.3s When the catalyst is fully oxidized, it can be regenerated by heating 

to 150-200°C under a stream of regeneration gas (95% N!5% H2)' When in use, the 

column can be left at room temperature, or run at 150-200°C (with an increased O2 

capacity). The other catalyst used was MnO supported on silica gel. This catalyst is 

prepared by first adsorbing aqueous Mn(N03)2 onto silica gel and then heating the 

silica gel to 100° in air, evolving nitrogen oxides and water, and leaving Mn30 4 

supported on the silica gel. After further oxidation with O2 , the catalyst is activated 

under a H2 stream at 370° for 1 hour. The MnO produced by this activation is capable 

of removing O2 down to the ppb level.36 The advantages of the supported Cu catalyst 

are relative ease of regeneration and commercial availability, while the MnO catalyst is 

very economical and extremely efficient for O2 removal. If the relatively high cost of 

the supported copper catalyst can be tolerated, then it is perhaps ~he O2 scavenger of 

choice simply for its convenience (avoiding the use of H2 at relativ\~ly high 

temperatures), while still being quite efficient. 
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A Vacuum Atomospheres drybox (Model # HE-43-2, equipped with an HE-493 

Dri-Train gas purification column) was used for storage of air-sensitive complexes, and 

for reagent transfers which were impractical or impossible using Schlenk techniques. 

The O2 scrubbing catalyst in the purification column was regenerated every 4-6 weeks, 

or whenever a high oxygen level was detected in the drybox. 

The inert gas in the drybox (and in the Schlenk/vacuum lines) was tested for O2 

content via a published procedure.37 In this procedure, the Ti(lIl) complex 

[CP2TiCI]2ZnCI202(toluene) changes color upon exposure to concentrations of O2 above 

5 ppm. The complex can be easily prepared by reaction of a saturated solution of 

CP2TiCI2 (in freshly distilled and degassed toluene) with a slight excess of Zn powder. 

The color of the solution changes from orange-red to bluish-green in ca. 12 hours while 

stirred under an inert atmosphere. The solution can then be taken into the drybox in a 

Schlenk flask (with all joints secured firmly with electrical tape during the antechamber 

pump/backfill cycles). Kimwipes that have been dried at 1 aaoc and pumped down in 

the antechamber of the drybox overnight should also be taken into the drybox with the 

solution. Several drops of the solution are placed onto the Kimwipe, and the solvent 

allowed to evaporate. The O2 concentration in the inert gas is well below 5 ppm if the 

residue on the Kimwipe remains a faint blUish-green color. In a Slightly higher O2 

concentration, the edges of the residue "spot" will turn an olive-green to yellow-green 

color. As the O2 concentration increases, the entire spot will begin to change color, 

turning an intense yellow-orange when exposed to atmospheric 02. This test can be 

adapted to the Schlenk/vacuum lines by pulling the solvent off a solution of the 



complex, backfilling the flask with inert gas, and observing the color change of the 

residue. 
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Some air-sensitive ligands or starting materials were either too volatile to store 

in the drybox or would deactivate the O2 scrubbing catalyst. These liquids were stored 

in modified Schlenk tubes fitted with a high vacuum stopcock (Dr. David Wigley is 

acknowledged for supplying the design for these tubes). This stopcock contains a 

glass body and a Teflon plug, allowing a greaseless and chemically resistant vacuum 

seal.38 A diagram of this tube (commonly referred to as a Young tube) is shown in 

Figure 4. Samples can be withdrawn by first evacuating the sidearm of the Young 

tube on the Schlenk line (volatile samples should be cooled prior to evacuation), 

backfilling with inert gas, and repeating the process several times. Then, under a 

positive flow of inert gas, the stopcock plug can be removed and a rubber septum 

inserted into the stopcock and secured. Samples can be removed through the septum 

with a gas-tight syringe containing a glass barrel and Teflon plunger.39 

Starting Materials and Solvents 

Unless otherwise noted, starting materials used in the preparation of ligands or 

complexes were obtained from commercial sources, and used without further 

purification. Solvents also obtained from commercial sources were distilled from an 

appropriate drying agent40 before use. Alkali metals (or their alloys) which are liquids 

at the reflux temperature of the solvent are the drying agents of choice, providing the 

solvent is not reactive toward the alkali metal. The rationale for using the molten alkali 

metal is to provide a drying agent where a "fresh" surface can easily be maintained. 
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Figure 4--Design of Young Tube (for inert atmosphere storage). 
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For low-boiling solvents, such as Et20 and pentane, Na/K alloy41 (a liquid at room 

temperature) was used as the drying agent. The melting points of pure K and Na are 

64°C and 98°C respectively, so K was the drying agent of choice for solvents with 

boiling points between these two temperatures (such as THF or benzene). Finally, 

solvents boiling above 98°C (including toluene and diglyme) were capable of melting 

Na at reflux, making Na the appropriate drying agent. Solvents that react with alkali 

metals (most notably, halogenated solvents such as CH2CI2) were commonly dried with 

CaH2. All distillations were performed under a N2 atmosphere, using a Schlenk-type 

vacuumlinert gas manifold that allowed evacuation and backfilling of both the still and 

the receiving vessel. When necessary, the solvents were further degassed via several 

freeze-pump-thaw cycles. 

Some starting materials were either not available commercially, or were quite 

expensive, making it necessary to prepare them prior to the synthesis of the desired 

complexes. Literature methods or their adaptations were used in the preparation of all 

starting materials and in the preparation of the complexes studied via photoelectron 

spectroscopy. Nuances in technique that are required to obtain successful results from 

the syntheses are not included in the literature in many cases. For this reason, and 

because of the widespread use of many of these starting materials in the chemistry of 

metal-metal multiple bonded complexes, some of their syntheses are discussed further 

here. 

Mo2(02CCH3)4. Dimolybdenum tetraacetate was prepared by either of two 

methods reported in the Iiterature.42 In one method, a slight excess of acetic acid 

was reacted with MO(CO)6 in refluxing diglyme [bis(2-methoxyethyl)ether]. The other 
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method involves the reaction of MO(CO)6 with a 10:1 mixture (by volume) of acetic acid 

and acetic anhydride. These reactions are general for many alkyl- and 

arylcarboxylates, the reaction in diglyme being particularly useful when the carboxylic 

acid anhydride is not available. In the preparation of M02(02CCH3)4' slightly higher 

yields were obtained using diglyme as a solvent. However, the additional effort 

required to purify and remove the high-boiling solvent (162°C) outweighed the small 

improvement in the yield. 

In a typical preparation of M02(02CCH3)4' 6 g of MO(CO)6 were mixed with 300 

ml of glacial acetic acid and 30 ml of acetic anhydride (the acid/anhydride mixture was 

degassed by bubbling with dry N2). The reaction was carried out under N2, in a 500 ml 

Schlenk flask fitted at the top with an ice-cooled condenser and a vacuum adapter. 

The mixture was brought to reflux (ca. 140°C), with the solution initally turning a pale 

yellow color, soon replaced by a dark brown color. At this temperature, the MO(CO)6 

sublimed onto the lower part of the condenser, and was periodically returned to the 

solution by applying a slight vacuum to the system. The reaction was allowed to 

proceed (typically over a 24-48 hr. period) until no further sublimation of MO(CO)6 was 

observed. The solution was allowed to cool to room temperature, with the formation of 

yellowish needles of the product at the bottom of the Schlenk flask. The condenser 

was replaced by a filter frit and a receiving flask, and the mother liquor filtered off 

under N2. The yellow solid was washed with deoxygenated ethanol and dried under 

vacuum. Typical yields ranged from 1.5-2.5 g (30-50%). The pure crystalline product 

was stored in the drybox, and showed no signs of decomposition over extended 

periods of time (in contrast with stability reported in one of the literature 
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preparations42b). Mr. Andrew Leavitt (University of Utah) is acknowledged for preparing 

a large amount of the M02(02CCH3)4 used in this work. 

(BU"4NhRe2Xa" The octahalodirhenate(lIl) complexes are an entry point for 

much of the further chemistry of rhenium complexes containing metal-metal multiple 

bonds. This includes the synthesis of the Re2X4(PMe3)4 complexes that contain an 

"electron-rich" metal-metal triple bond. The Re2Cla 2- ion is of particular interest, since it 

is also the starting material for the other Re2X/- (X = F,Br,l) species.43 Although the 

synthesis of Re2CI/- is well known,43b it is only within the last few years that a simple, 

high-yield synthesis of this material has become available.44 

The starting material for the synthesis of (Bu"4N)2Re2Cla is (Bu"4N)Re04, which 

can be prepared by the slow addition of a hot, saturated solution of (Bu"4N)Br (2.75 g) 

to one of KRe04 (2.5 g). The white precipitate of (Bu"4N)Re04 appeared almost 

immediately, and was recovered in nearly quantitative yield (4.25 g) by filtration after 

the complete addition of the two solutions. After filtration, the product was washed with 

cold water and dried under vacuum overnight before further use. 

The improved reaction to produce (Bu"4N)2Re2Cla involves the use of a 

chlorinating/reducing agent (benzoyl chloride) with an extremely high boiling point 

(197°C). The (BU"4Nt salt of the perrhenate ion not only provides the necessary 

solubility in the acid chloride, but also allows direct preparation of (Bu"4N)2Re2Cla 

without potential contamination from other salts (i.e., KBr in the earlier preparations 

from KRe04
43b). 1.5 g of (Bu"4N)Re04 was added to 30 ml of benzoyl chloride 

(degassed by bubbling with dry N2) in a 250 ml round-bottom flask. The flask was 

connected to the Schlenk line via a condenser and vacuum adapter. Another neck of 
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the flask was connected to a mercury bubbler by a second vacuum adapter. After both 

reagents were added and N2 was bubbled through the entire system (including the 

mercury bubbler), the connection to the Schlenk line was closed off. The mercury 

bubbler allows a higher pressure to be maintained within the reaction vessel, raising 

the bOiling point of the benzoyl chloride by ca. 10°C. The use of the mercury bubbler 

is a major factor in the high yield of the procedure.44 The solution was refluxed for 1.5 

hours, with a color change to a deep emerald-green. While the solution cooled (N2 

flow reestablished through the apparatus), 2.5 g of (Bun
4N)Br was added to 75 ml of 

ethanol, and the ethanol solution saturated with HCI(g). This solution was added to the 

original benzoyl chloride solution, the connection to the Schlenk line again closed off, 

and the mixture refluxed for another hour. The solution was reduced to approximately 

half its original volume and cooled, with the precipitation of a large quantity of blue 

solid. The solid was filtered off, washed with three 5 ml portions of cold absolute 

ethanol, and dried under vacuum. Yields ranged from 1.3-1.6 g (75-92%). This 

material was sufficiently pure for synthetic use, and was not recrystallized. 

(BUn4N)2Re2Bra was prepared by the original method of Cotton, Curtis, and 

Robinson.43b (Bun4N)2Re2Clo (1.5 g) was dissolved in 200 ml of degassed methanol, 

then 50 ml of degassed, concentrated HBr was added by syringe. The bluish-green 

solution of the chloro-complex immediately changed to olive-green on addition of the 

HBr. After stirring for 1 hour, the volume of the solution was reduced to ca. 125 ml 

under vacuum, and the solution cooled to -20°C overnight. The mother liquor was 

filtered off, and the olive-green crystals of (BUn4N)2Re2Bra washed with three 5 ml 

portions of cold, degassed methanol and dried under vacuum. Yield = 1.85 g (94%). 
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Two different literature preparations are known for (Bu"4N)2Re2Is' one involving 

the reaction of (Bu"4N)2Re2Cls with HI(g) in solution,43c and another also using HI(g) in 

solution, reacting with Re2(02CC6Hs)4CI2.43d The former method was chosen for its 

higher yield (50-70% vs. 20% for the latter procedure), and to avoid the necessity of 

preparing the carboxylate dimer. A solution of (Bu"4N)2Re2Cls (0.5 g) in freshly distilled 

and degassed CH2CI2 (250 ml) was prepared in a 500 ml three-neck round-bottom 

flask. Through a vacuum adapter, one neck was connected with a mineral oil bubbler. 

Another adapter was connected to an adjacent Schlenk apparatus, used for the 

generation of HI(g). Anhydrous HI(g) was generated by the slow addition of concetrated 

aqueous HI to a large excess of solid P20S with stirring.4s By maintaining a positive 

N2 flow through this apparatus, into the stirred solution of Re2Cls
2- and out the mineral 

oil bubbler, the HI(g) generated was immediately carried into the solution. After an 

hour, the blue-green solution of Re2CIs 2- had turned a deep purple color. The volume 

of the solution was reduced to ca. 100 ml and cooled to -20°C overnight. The deep

violet crystals of (Bu" 4NhRe21a were filtered off, washed with colq CH2CI2, and dried 

under vacuum. Yields ranged from 0.4 to 0.5 g (51-64%), and the isolated material 

was sufficiently pure for further synthetic use. 

Na(DME)(CsHs). One of the more time-consuming steps in the synthesis of 

transition metal-Cp (Cp = CsHs·) complexes involves the preparation of cyclopentadiene 

via the thermal "cracking" of dicyclopentadiene. This reaction is time-consuming, and 

since cyclopentadiene is not thermally stable (the tll2 for the Diels-Alder reaction 

leading back to dicyclopentadiene is ca. 12 hr. at room temperature), the reaction must 

be repeated for each synthesis of a metal complex. Alkali metal salts of the CsHs - ion 
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can be prepared, but are somewhat difficult to isolate and store, owing to their extreme 

air-sensitivity.46 An adduct of NaCp with DME (DME = 1,2-dimethoxyethane, or 

glyme) is relatively easy to isolate, is reasonably air-stable when thoroughly dry, and 

can be prepared in quantities of 100 g or greater.47 

In this preparation, 300 ml of freshly distilled and degassed DME was 

cannulated into a 500 ml round-bottom flask containing 17.3 g (0.75 mol) of Na "sand" 

(prepared by heating Na chunks to their melting point in toluene, and then cooling the 

flask while maintaining vigorous agitation of the mixture). Freshly cracked 

cyclopentadiene (68 ml, 0.83 mol) was then added to the solution with vigorous stirring. 

The cyclopentadiene was added via gas-tight syringe in 5 ml aliquots, taking care that 

H2 evolution from the reaction did not become too vigorous. The white slurry of the 

product was heated to reflux after all the cyclopentadiene was added to insure 

complete reaction. After 1 hour of reflux the solution was cooled yielding a large mass 

of white, crystalline material. This material was filtered under N2, washed with three 50 

ml portions of dry, degassed hexane, and dried under vacuum overnight. This 

procedure yielded 105 g (79% yield) of pure material, giving solutions of Cp- with only 

a faint gold or pink color (any color is indicative of partial oxidation of CsHs -) when 

redissolved. The pure product is stable over long periods ( > 6 months) when stored 

in the drybox. If the presence of a weakly coordinating solvent such as DME can be 

tolerated, this material provides an extremely convenient source of Cp- for preparation 

of metal cyclopentadienyl complexes. 
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Preparation of Alkylphosphine Ligands 

There is perhaps no more important single group of ligands in the chemistry of 

complexes with metal-metal multiple bonds than that containing the monodentate and 

complexes of group 6 and group 7 transition metals form one of the most widely 

studied series of complexes with metal-metal multiple bonds. The arylphosphine 

ligands, including PPha [triphenylphosphine], dppm [bis-1,2(diphenyl-

phosphino)methane], and dppe [bis-1,2(diphenylphosphino)ethane], are readily 

obtained from commercial sources at moderate cost. In contrast, the monodentate and 

chelating alkylphosphine ligands are available only from a few suppliers, and are a ,. 

great deal more expensive.48 In the photoelectron spectroscopy of complexes with 

metal-metal multiple bonds, the alkylphosphine ligands are desirable due to the 

increased volatility of their complexes, and for avoiding the ionizations from the filled 

arene 1t orbitals, which can be of low enough ionization energy to overlap or obscure 

the metal ionizations. The developements in inert atmosphere synthetic techniques 

that have been applied to the synthesis of air-sensitive transition metal complexes are 

also being used in developing the syntheses of air-sensitive ligands such as these. 

Together with the savings in cost, the ability to prepare> 10 g quantities of these 

ligands in a single synthesis represents a large gain in synthetic convenience for those 

studying complexes with metal-metal multiple bonds. The length, and somewhat 

complicated nature of these ligand syntheses justfies their discussion here. Mr. Mark 

Jatcko is also acknowledged for his extensive contributions and assistance in adapting 

these syntheses for use in this research group. 
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PMe3• Trimethylphosphine was prepared by literature methods49 based on the 

reaction of triphenylphosphite with MeMgl in di(n-butyl) ether. The di(n-butyl) ether 

was distilled from molten Na and degassed via several freeze-pump-thaw cycles before 

being cannulated into the reaction flask. The triphenylphosphite was purified by 

vacuum distillation at 178°C (0.5 mm Hg) immediately before use. All of the reactions 

involved in this preparation were carried out under Ar. 

Initially, 50.5 g of Mg turnings (excess) were placed in a 2 liter round bottom 

flask and were oven-dried at 120°C overnight. After removal from the oven, the necks 

of the flask were fitted with a 300 ml pressure-equalized dropping funnel (capped at 

the top with a Suba-Seal rubber septum50
), a vacuum adapter, and another Suba

Seal septum. BU"20 (600 ml) was cannulated into the flask over the Mg turnings, and 

then another 150 ml was cannulated into the dropping funnel. The round bottom flask 

was then cooled in a large ice bath to bring the temperature of the ether/Mg mixture to 

aoc. CH31 (273 g, 120 ml, 1.93 moles) was then also cannulated into the dropping 

funnel with the ether. 

Two points need to be emphasized here. The di(n-butyl) ether was used in the 

preparation. of the Grignard solution instead of the more common diethyl ether to avoid 

the difficult separation of diethyl ether and PMe3, both of which are extremely volatile. 

CH31 was used instead of CH3B~9(1 for the sake of convenience (CH3Br is a gas at 

room temperature; b.p. = 3.6°C), althougl1 CH31 was somewhat more expensive. The 

CH31/ether solution was added dropwise to the round bottom flask over ca. 1 hour with 

vigorous stirring (note--a very large stirbar and a high-torque magnetic stirrer should be 

used if a mechanical stirrer is not available). After the Grignard reaction initiated, the 



temperature of the solution was maintained so that the reaction continued smoothly 

without excessive reflux of the ether. After all the CH31 solution was added, the ice 

bath was removed and the white Grignard suspension allowed to stir overnight. 
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After preparation of the Grignard solution, 150 ml of Bun 20 was cannulated into 

the dropping funnel, followed by 177.6 g (150 ml, 0.58 moles) of triphenylphosphite. 

This solution was added to the Grignard over ca. 1.5 hours with vigorous stirring while 

the temperature of the solution was maintained at 5-1 O°C with an ice-salt bath. During 

the course of this exothermic reaction, a fog-like "cloud" of PMe3 began to appear 

above the surface of the reaction mixture. The ice bath was removed on completion of 

the addition, and the mixture allowed to come to room temperature (with stirring) over 

the course of 1 hour. The dropping funnel was replaced with a distillation apparatus, 

consisting of a Vigreaux column, a distillation head, an ice cooled condenser, and a 

100 ml Schlenk receiving flask. The temperature of the mixture was raised slowly with 

stirring until PMe3 began to work its way up the Vigreaux column into the distillation 

head. Gradually, the temperature was raised further, until the ether began to climb 

more than halfway up the Vigreaux column (the temperature at the distillation head 

should be 80-100°C by this point). The crude PMe3 was collected in the receiving flask, 

which was cooled to -78°C by a dry ice/acetone slush. 

The crude PMe3 was cannulated into a N2-purged distillation apparatus of 

similar design, and redistilled. With proper temperature control, 30-35 g of pure PMe3 

distilled over at 40-42°C (yield = 68-79% based on triphenylphosphite), leaving a small 

amount of ether/PMe3 solution remaining in the distillation flask. The pure PMe3 was 

cannulated (at -78°C) into a Young tube, taken through three freeze-pump-thaw cycles, 



and stored at -20°C. The purity of the samples ( > 99%) was confirmed by 1H 

NMR.49
•
51 Phosphine containing residues from both distillations were destroyed by 

slow addition of household bleach (dilute aqueous NaOCI) to the mixtures. 

Bls(1,2-dimethylphosphino)ethane (dmpe). Several literature methods are 

available for the preparation of (CH3hPCH2CH2P(CH3)2. The reactions used in these 

syntheses are outlined below: 

PH3 -------------> PH2Me -------------> PHMe2 ______________ > dmpe52 

(1) NalNH3(1) (1) NalNH3(1) (1) NalNH3(1) 

(2) CH31 (2) CH31 (2) CICH2CH2CI 

PSCI3 -----> Me2PS-PSMe2 --> Me
2
P-PMe

2 
_____________ > dmpe53 

MeMgl Fe (1) NalNH3(1) 

(2) CICH2CH2CI 
or 

(1) CH2CH2 

Me2PS-PSMe2 ---------> Me2PS-CH2CH2-PSMe2 -------___ > dmpe54 

liCH2CH2 PBu3 or Fe 

PCI3 --------------------------> CI2PCH2CH2PCI2 _____ > dmpe55 

(1) P4 MeMgl 

(2) CH2CH2 (50 atm, 200°C) 

The first three reaction schemes involve multiple reaction steps, handling of volatile 

and/or toxic reagents, and relatively inconvenient (and in some cases, potentially 

unsafe53b) synthetic techniques. The fourth scheme is also somewhat inconvenient, 

inasmuch as an autoclave is required in the preparation of CI2PCH2CH2PCI2. The 

alternative is to obtain the chlorophosphine from a commercial supplier, adding a 

considerable expense to the preparation. Further research aimed at a more 

48 
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convenient preparation of CI2PCH2CH2PCI2 is continuing in this research group.56 

Overall, the best balance between convenience and expense was obtained through the 

reaction of CI2PCH2CH2PCI2 (from commercial suppliers) with methyl Grignard.55a 

The first step in the preparation of dmpe was to obtain methyl Grignard, either 

commercially (MeMgBr in Et20 solution) or by reaction of CH31 with Mg turnings. In 

either case, the amount of Grignard used was in a 6/1 molar ratio with the amount of 

CI2PCH2CH2PCI2 used. The Grignard was also prepared so that the concentration in 

the Et20 solution was ca. 1 M. In a typical reaction (all reactions carried out under Ar), 

0.52 moles of Grignard solution was reacted with 0.086 moles (20 g) of 

CI2PCH2CH2PCI2• The Grignard solution was prepared in a 2000 ml round bottom flask 

equipped with a dropping funnel and a condenser cooled to O°C. It was then cooled 

to -50°C with vigorous stirring using a dry ice/chloroform slush (much of the Grignard 

may precipitate from solution at this point). 75 ml of freshly distilled Et20 and 20 ml of 

CI2PCH2CH2PCI2 were cannulated into the dropping funnel. As the dropwise addition 

of the chlorophosphine solution was started, a vigorous exothermic reaction ensued 

with the re-dissolution of much of the precipiated Grignard. The addition was 

completed over ca. 1.5 hours, the mixture allowed to come to room temperature, and 

stirred overnight to ensure complete reaction. 

The workup of the crude product was begun by hydrolysis of the excess 

Grignard with aqueous NH4CI. 75 g NH4CI was dissolved in ca. 250 ml H20 and 

degassed with slow bubbling of Ar overnight. The degassing of the water is critical to 

the final yield of dmpe, since the product is extremely oxygen-sensitive. The reaction 

mixture was cooled to O°C, the NH4CI solution cannulated into the dropping funnel and 
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then slowly added to the reaction mixture. The exothermic hydrolysis of the Grlgnard 

caused reflux of the ether, and was controlled with an Ice bath. After the addition was 

complete, the solution was allowed to warm to room temperature with continued 

stirring. Another 1000 ml round bottom flask was charged with 70 g Na2SO., 

(anhydrous), and was placed under an Ar atmosphere with several pump/backfill 

cycles. When the ether and water layers of the reaction mixture had separated, the 

ether layer (top layer) was cannulated into the flask with the NaSO" and allowed to stir 

overnight. The dried ether solution of dmpe was then cannulated Into a clean, dry 

round bottom flask to separate it from the solid Na2SO.,. A distillation apparatus 

(consisting of a Vigreaux column, distillation head, ice-cooled condenser, and a 1000 

ml receiving flask) was mounted onto the round bottom flask after addition of the ether 

solution. The ether was distilled off at atmospheric pressure (35°C), leaving a 

yellowish oil. The first distillation apparatus was replaced by a smaller (14/20 ground 

glass joints instead of 24/40) but similar apparatus, and brought slowly under vacuum 

while the flask containing the crude product was maintained at DoC. Initially, the 

volatilization of the residual ether caused the 011 to froth when the vacuum was applied. 

Once the frothing ceased, the oil was allowed to warm to room temperature, with the 

dmpe distiling over near room temperature (0.5 mm Hg). A typical yield of pure dmpe 

was 9.1 g (70% yield). The purity of the product was confirmed by 1H NMR [0.95 ppm 

(t,3,CH3); 1.3 ppm (m,1 ,CH2); in CoDe]. 

As in the preparation of PMe3, aI/ of the residues from reactions or distillations 

contain chloro- or alkylphosphines which are very reactive to water and/or oxygen. All 

residues were destroyed by slow and careful addition of dilute bleach solution. 
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Bls(1,2-dlmethylphosphlno)methane (dmpm). The preparation of 

(CHa)2PCH2P(CHa)2 (dmpm) is similar to that for dmpe, except that in this case, a 

convenient and inexpensive preparation of the chlorophosphine precursor 

(CI2PCH2PCI2) is available. The reaction scheme outlining the preparation of dmpm is 

shown below: 

AI ------> CI2AICH2AICI2 ----> CI2PCH2PCI2 ------> (CHa)2PCH2P(CHa)2 
CH2CI2 PCla MeMgBr 

The literature method used in the preparation of dmpm is described by two different 

groups57, and is based on modification of several other literature syntheses.58 

Initially, a 1000 ml round bottom flask was equipped with a reflux condenser, 

vacuum adapter, and Suba-Seal septum, and brought under an Ar atmosphere with 

several pump/backfill cycles on the Schlenk line. The apparatus was charged with 

16.2 g of AI turnings and 500 ml of freshly distilled CH2CI2 (via cannula tubing), and the 

CH2CI2 heated to reflux. It was necessary at this point to add a small amount of CH212 

(ca. 2 ml) as an initiator (scraping the AI turnings with a metal spatula or against the 

walls of the flask was also effective in helping to initiate the reaction). After the 

reaction initiated, the mixture was stirred for 24 hours while continuing the CH2CI2 

reflux. This caused dissolution of ca. 90% of the AI, giving an amber to yellow-colored 

solution. The stirring and heating of the solution were discontinued, the undissolved 

solids allowed to settle, and the warm solution was cannulated into another similarly 

equipped reaction apparatus (only using a 2000 ml round bottom flask, and with the 

addition of a 300 ml pressure-equalized dropping funnel). This solution contained the 



CI2AICH2CH2AICI2 [bis-1 ,2(dichloroalumino)methane: dcam], and was used directly in 

the preparation of CI2PCH2CH2PCI2 [bis-1 ,2(dichlorophosphino)-methane: dcpm]. 
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Once the dcam solution was cannulated over to the new reaction vessel, ca. 

1S0 ml of CH2CI2 and S2 ml of PCla were cannulated into the dropping funnel. The 

PCla solution was added dropwise to the dcam solution with vigorous stirring, 

maintaining the CH2CI2 at a steady reflux. The mixture was refluxed for 4 hours after 

all the PCla solution had been added, and then allowed to cool to room temperature. 

The CH2CI2 and any residual PCla were distilled off, leaving a solid brownish-colored 

mass. The reaction vessel was placed under vacuum (O.S mm) and heated, with 

distillate coming over almost immediately. The heat was increased until AICla began to 

sublime into the distillation head. When this occurred, the distillation was discontinued. 

The distillate obtained (2S-30 ml) was transferred to a 14/20 distillation apparatus 

under Ar and heated slightly, distilling off a small amount of CH2CI2 and PCla. Once 

the distillate cooled back to room temperature, the apparatus was placed under 

vacuum, and POCla distilled off at room temperature. The clear to faintly yellow

colored CI2PCH2PCI2 was distilled off at 4S-S0DC (O.S mm), yield = 1S-20 ml (38-50%). 

The yellow color in the dcpm presumably arises from contamination by iodine

containing products, but this contamination was not a serious problem in using the 

dcpm for the further synthesis of dmpm. 

After the isolation of the dcpm, a SOO ml round bottom flask equipped with a 

condenser, pressure-equalized dropping funnel, and vacuum adapter was placed under 

an Ar atmosphere on the Schlenk line. The flask was charged with 142 ml of MeMgBr 

solution (3 M in Et20) and another 100 ml of freshly distilled and degassed Et20. The 



Grignard solution was cooled to -50°C with a dry ice/chloroform slush and 50 ml of 

Et20 was added to the dropping funnel via gas-tight syringe, followed by 13.4 ml of 
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dcpe. With stirring, the dcpe solution was added to the Grignard solution over an hour, 

using the dry ice/chloroform slush to control the exothermic reaction. The solution was 

allowed to come to room temperature when the addition was complete, and was stirred 

overnight to insure complete reaction. 

Workup of the dmpm solution was done in much the same way as for dmpe. A 

aqueous solution of NH4CI (47 g NH4CI in 150 ml water) was deoxygenated by 

bubbling overnight with Ar, and cannulated into the dropping funnel. The ether solution 

of dmpm was cooled to O°C with an ice bath, and the NH4CI solution added dropwise 

to hydrolyze the unreacted Grignard. After allowing the solution to warm back to room 

temperature, stirring was discontinued and the ether and water layers allowed to 

separate. Another round bottom flask was charged with 70 g Na2S04 (anhydrous) and 

placed under an Ar atmosphere. The ether layer (top layer) was cannulated into the 

flask containing the Na2S04 , and allowed to stir overnight. The dried ether solution of 

dmpm was then cannulated into a clean, dry round bottom flask to separate it from the 

solid Na2S04 • The round bottom flask was equipped with a distillation apparatus, and 

the ether distilled off at atmospheric pressure leaving a small amount of a clear, 

viscous oil. A new 14/20 distillation apparatus was put into place, the oil cooled to 

O°C, and the entire apparatus slowly placed under vacuum (0.5 mm). Initially, some 

foaming of the oil occured due to evaporation of residual ether. The receiving flask 

was cooled to -78°C after the foaming subsided, and tile oil allowed to come to room 

temperature. Some distillate came off immediately, and with slight warming, a total 
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yield of 11.5 g (82% based on dcpm) of pure dmpm was obtained. The purity of the 

product was confirmed by 1 H NMR, which was in agreement with literature spectra.57 

As in the preparation of all other alkylphosphine ligands, the residues from 

reactions or distillations contain chloro- or alkylphosphines which are very reactive to 

water and/or oxygen. All residues were destroyed by slow and careful addition of 

dilute bleach solution. 

Preparation of Complexes Used in PES Studies 

All complexes prepared for use in photoelectron spectroscopy studies were 

prepared by standard literature methods or by slight adaptation of these methods. 

Different synthetic methods were available for several of these complexes, yet for 

reasons of yield, convenience, or volatility of the product, one method usually proved 

superior. The syntheses of these complexes are discussed here to point out some of 

these details. Also, one complex prepared in this study, Re2' 4(PMe3)4' has not been 

previously reported in the literature, and is identified and characterized here. 

M02X4(PMe3)4 (X = CI,Br). The originally reported preparation of phosphine 

halide complexes of the formula M02X4(PR3)4 (where PR3 = trialkylphosphine) involved 

the reaction of dimeric halide complexes (such as M02Cla
4

" or M02Bra
3
") with methanol 

solutions of the phosphine.59 The solid PMe3 complexes prepared by this route were 

not suitable for the photoelectron spectroscopy studies, because of extensive 

decomposition under the conditions of the experiment. The spectra obtained from 

these samples inevitably showed substantial loss of PMe3 concurrent with sublimation 

of the complex. Recently, a new and apparently quite general synthesis of these 
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phosphine halide complexes was reported by Gray and co-workers.6o Samples of 

M02C14(PMe3)4 and M02Br4(PMe3)4 prepared by this route sublimed cleanly in the 

photoelectron spectrometer without loss of PMe3. However, it was not possible to 

obtain a spectrum of M0214(PMe3)4 from a solid sample prepared in the same manner. 

M0214(PEt3)4 and M0214(PBu"3)4 were also prepared with the anticipation that the 

increased donor ability of the phosphine would cause it to be more strongly 

coordinated, but these samples also decomposed in the photoelectron spectrometer. 

M02C14(PMe3)4 was prepared from this procedure by charging a Schlenk flask 

(under N2 atmosphere) with 0.84 g M02(02CCH3)4 and 20 ml freshly distilled CH2CI2. 

This suspension was cooled to O°C, and 1.5 ml (1.2 g) PMe3 added via a gas-tight 

syringe. The suspension turned an orange-yellow color, presumably from axial ligand 

addition of PMe3 to M02(02CCH3)4.61 (CH3)aSiCI (1.60 ml, 1.36 g) was added 

dropwise to the suspension over 20 minutes, with a color change to an intense blue. 

The suspension was stirred for 6 hours at O°C, warmed to room temperature, and 

stirred an additional 24 hours to insure complete reaction. After pulling off the solvent 

under vacuum, the bluish-grey residue was extracted with small aliquots of toluene 

until most of the blue color was lost. The solution was filtered through a Schlenk frit 

packed with Florasil and the filtrate collected and stored at -20°C until crystals of the 

pure product formed. The crystals were filtered, and dried under vacuum before 

storage in the drybox. The filtrate was reduced to approximately half its original 

volume under vacuum and cooled, obtaining a second crop of product. The total yield 

of the reddish crystalline solid was 0.95-1.1 g (81-93%). The preparation of the 



bromide and iodide dimers was identical, with the use of (CH3)3SiBr and (CH3)3Sil as 

the halide sources. 
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The color of the complexes is interesting, in that the solid complexes are wine

red in color, while the solutions can either appear red or blue, depending on the angle 

of viewing. Gray and co-workers attribute the red color of the solid to its luminescence 

in room Iight.60 They also imply that previous workers59 were incorrect in their report of 

these complexes existing as dark blue crystals. By using both methods to prepare 

samples of M02CI4(PMe3)4' we have observed that samples prepared by these earlier 

methods59 are blue in color. However, the more crystalline samples of M02C14(PMe3)4 

prepared by the reaction described above do appear wine-red in color. 

Mo2Me4(PMe3)4' Several methods have been reported in the literature for the 

preparation of this complex. M02(02CCH3)4 was reacted with PEt3 and MeMgCI in Et20 

to yield M02Me4(PEf:J)4' followed by phosphine exchange with PMe3 to give the desired 

product.62 M02(02CCH3)4 can also be reacted with MgMe2 and PMe3 in Et20, giving 

M02Me4(PMe3)4 directly.63 This method involves the preparation of a 

dialkylmagnesium solution, which is somewhat cumbersome, requiring the ability to 

centrifuge the solution under an inert atmosphere.64 A third method involves the 

reaction of M02C14(PMe3)4 with MeLi in ether.65 Owing to the ease with which 

M02CI4(PMe3)4 can be prepared, this proved to be the method of choice for preparing 

M02Me4(PMe3)4' In a Schlenk flask under a N2 atmosphere, M02CI4(PMe3)4 (0.55 g. 

0.87 mmoles) was suspended in 10 ml freshly distilled Et20, and cooled to DoC. An 

Et20 solution of MeLi (2.2 ml of a 1.6 M solution, 3.52 mmoles) was then added 

dropwise via a gas-tight syringe. The solution was stirred for 30 minutes at DoC, with 
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the reddish color of the M02CI4(PMe3)4 suspension turning to a deep blue color. After 

the solution was allowed to come to room temperature, it was stirred overnight to 

insure complete reaction. The solution was filtered under N2 through a ground-glass 

frit, and a small amount of greyish-white solid (presumably LiCI) was filtered off. The 

ether was removed from the solution under vacuum, leaving 0.44 g of product (92% 

yield). 1H NMR of the product corresponds to the literature spectrum,63 and also 

showed no sign of unreacted M02CI4(PMe3)4' 

Mo2CI4(L"L)2 (where L"L = dmpm or dmpe). The samples of these quadruply 

bonded complexes with chelating alkylphosphine ligands which were used in the 

photoelectron spectroscopy studies came from two sources. Dr. F.A. Cotton and co

workers are acknowledged for supplying samples of P-M02CI4(dmpe)2 and 

Mo2CI4(dmpm)2' These complexes were also prepared in our research group using 

literature methods similar to those used in the synthesis of the M02X4(PR3)4 

monodentate phosphine complexes. 

Two isomers of M02Cl4 (dmpeh are known in the literature. One, deSignated (l

M02CI4(dmpe)2' can be prepared by the reaction of (NH4)4[M02Cla]oNH4CloH20 with 

dmpe in methanol.59c Although the crystal structure of this complex has not been 

reported, all physical evidence suggests that it has the same structure as the 

corresponding dppe complex [dppe = 1,2-bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane]. In this 

structure, both ends of the individual dppe ligands coordinate the same molybdenum 

and the coordination sites of each molybdenum are related by an inversion center, 

giving an idealized C2h geometry for the complex.66 In P-M02CI4(dmpe)2' both ends of 

the ligand are on different Mo atoms, and the dmpe ligands are trans to one another. 



Two different crystalline modifications (designated ~ and W) of this complex exist, 

differing only in the degree of "twist" between the metal centers (measured by the X-

Mo-Mo-X torsion angle, where a torsion angle of 0° would indicate a completely 

eclipsed conformer).67 The isomer used in the photoelectron spectroscopy studies 

was ~-M02CI4(dmpeb prepared by the method of Cotton and Powel1.67a A Schlenk 

flask under N2 atmosphere was charged with 1.28 g of M02CI4(PE~)4 68 and 75 ml of 

freshly distilled and degassed toluene. 0.5 g (0.55 ml) of neat dmpe was added via 

syringe, with the M02CI4(PE~)4 dissolving almost immediately, giving a deep blue 

solution [presumably containing a-M02CI4(dmpe)2]' The solution was refluxed 

overnight, with a color change from deep blue to brick-red. The solution was filtered 

through a ground-glass frit, removing a small amount of blue solid. The solution was 

concentrated to ca. 10 ml under vacuum, and cooled to -20°C overnight. A reddish

brown solid precipitated and was filtered off, then dried under vacuum overnight to 
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remove the remaining solvent. Further evaporation of solvent and re-cooling produced 

a second crop of product (total yield = 0.88 g, 87%). The purity of the product was 

confirmed by IR (showing absorptions characteristic of coordinated dmpe) and mass 

spectrometry [m/e = 633.7 (molecular ion, 100% relative abundance). 

M02CI4(dmpm)2 has the same basic geometry as ~-M02CI4(dmpe)2' except there 

is no "twist" between the Mo centers (the CI-Mo-Mo-CI torsion angle = 0°). 

M02CI4(dmpm)4 was prepared by a procedure virtually identical to that used in the 

preparation of M02X4(PMe3)4.69 A Schlenk flask under N2 atmosphere was charged 

with DAD g of M02(02CCH3)4' 30 g of freshly distilled toluene, and 0.60 ml (0.51 g) of 

(CH3)3SiCI. The suspension was cooled to DoC, and 1.6 ml of dmpm solution (1.2 M in 
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toluene) was added dropwise via a gas-tight syringe. When the addition was 

complete, the solution was refluxed for an hour, and allowed to stir overnight. The 

solution was filtered, yielding a homogeneous blue powder which was vacuum-dried 

(0.51 g; 89% yield). The IR spectrum showed absorptions characteristic of coordinated 

dmpm, and the mass spectrum gave a parent ion peak (m/e = 605.7) of 90.61 % 

relative abundance [peak of 100% RA was for m/e = 75, from (CH3hPCH2+] with no 

sign of any impurities in the solid sample of the complex. 

Re2X4(PMe3)4 (where X = el,Br,I). The general method of preparation for the 

Re2X4(PMe3)4 phosphine halide complexes involves the reaction of (Bun4N)2Re2Cla with 

PMe3 in solution. The only difference among the most recent preparations in the 

literature is in regard to the solvent used. In the preparation of Re2C14(PMe3)4 and 

Re2Br4(PMe3)4' n-propyl alcohol was used as the solvent.70 Although Re214(PMe3)4 

has not previously been reported in the literature, other Re214(PR3)4 (where R = Et, Pr", 

and Bun) complexes were prepared by the reaction of (Bun4N)2Re2la with PR3 in 

acetone.43d Both methods were employed in the preparation of Re214(PMe3)4' with the 

reaction in n-propanol proving to be superior, providing a homogeneous, pure material 

directly from the reaction mixture. The light grey solid complex isolated from the 

reaction mixture when acetone was used as the solvent was invariably contaminated 

with a white solid, presumably (CH3}3Si(02CCH3). 

Since Re214(PMe3)4 has not previously been reported in the literature, its 

syntheSis is given here as an example for the preparation of this series of 

Re2X4(PMe3)4 complexes. The CI and Br complexes are prepared in the same fashion, 

using the appropriate Re2X/- salt as a starting material. 0.62 g (0.333 mmoles) 
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(Bun4N)2Re2Ia and 10 ml n-propanol (freshly distilled from sodium n-propoxide) were 

added to a Schlenk flask under N2 atmosphere. 1.0 ml (0.8 g, excess) PMe3 was then 

added to the solution by gas-tight syringe, and the mixture refluxed for 2 days. Initially, 

the condenser on the Schlenk flask was cooled to O°C to prevent loss of PMe3 during 

the early stages of the reaction. After cooling the solution to -20°C overnight, the solid 

that precipitated was filtered off, washed with cold n-propanol, and vacuum dried. The 

remaining solution was concentrated to ca. half its original volume, cooled again to -

20°C, and a second crop of crystals obtained. The total yield of bluish-green product 

was 0.26-0.30 g (67-77%). IR spectrum (cm-1): 2904(w), 1417(m), 1292(m), 1275(m), 

942(s), 850(w), 720(w), 666(w), 347(w), 272(s). Mass spectrum (m/e, MI = molecular 

ion): 1031.8 [100.0%, MI-2(PMe3)], 1107.8 [82.81%, MI-PMe31, 1183.9 [27.89%, M11. 

The infrared and mass spectra showed no detectable impurities in the solid samples. 

Mr. Matt Seidel (Univ. of Arizona) is acknowledged for his help in developing this 

synthesis of Re214(PMe3)4' 

[CpM(COhh (M = Cr,Mo,W). The synthesis of these complexes is important 

not only for their use in the photoelectron spectroscopy experiments, but also for their 

further synthetic use in these studies. These complexes are the starting materials for 

the synthesis of the [CpM(CO)2h dimers, and [CpCr(CO)312 is also the starting material 

for the synthesis of the [CpCr(COhMIl-E) (E = S,Se) Il-heteroatom dimers. A single 

convenient synthetic route exists for all three of the [CpM(CO)312 dimers (and also for 

the corresponding [(MeCp)M(CO)312 complexes).71 Of the three complexes prepared 

using this method, the preparation of [CpCr(CO)312 was certainly the most difficult, and 

is the one that is detailed here. The basic procedure for preparing all the complexes 
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was the same, except for the need to rigorously exclude O2 in the preparation of 

[CpCr(CO)3J2' Both the solutions of [CpCr(CO)3J2 and the undried solid product are 

extremely oxygen sensitive. On contact with oxygen, the deep green solutions turn a 

brownish-orange color, and the moist solid changes color from green to blue-grey. 

However, very pure samples of all three [CpM(COhJ2 complexes can be prepared if a 

good inert atmosphere is maintained. 

In a typical preparation of [CpCr(CO)3J2' 4.46 g (0.025 moles) of Na(DME)C5H5 

was weighed into a Schlenk flask inside the drybox, and the flask sealed with a Suba

Seal septum. The flask was removed from the drybox, and 100 ml of freshly distilled 

and degassed (using several freeze-pump-thaw cycles) diglyme was cannulated into 

the flask, giving a gold to light pink solution of C5H5-. Solid Cr(CO)s (6.6 g; 0.03 moles) 

was added to the flask, with a vigorous N2 flush maintained during the addition. A 

reflux condenser was added to the flask, and the mixture heated to reflux for 30-60 

minutes. Unreacted Cr(CO)a sublimed onto the lower part of the condenser, and was 

periodically returned by a slight lowering of the pressure in the system, allowing the 

solvent to reflux up into the condenser and carry the solid hexacarbonyl back into the 

flask. After refluxing, the dark brown suspension of CpCr(CO)3- in diglyme was 

allowed to cool to room temperature. 

The condenser was replaced with a pressure-equalized dropping funnel (under 

N2 flush). The dropping funnel was charged with a suspension of Fe2(S04k3H20 (10 

g) in H20 (125 ml) and glacial acetic acid (10 ml). This suspension had previously 

been degassed by bubbling with N2 (while stirring the suspension) for 2 hours. After 

the suspension was added to the dropping funnel, the entire apparatus was partially 
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evacuated and backfilled with N2 three times to ensure a completely oxygen-free 

atmosphere. The aqueous Fe3
+ was added over 30 minutes, with the precipitation of a 

large amount of solid, and the entire mixture changing color to a deep green. 

At this point, a slight modification of the literature procedure was necessary, 

since filtration of the large amount of product proved difficult, even with the use of a 

coarse filter frit. The suspension of the crude product was allowed to settle, and as 

much of the solution as possible was cannulated off into a second Schlenk flask. The 

remaining amount of solvent was filtered off, the green solid washed with a small 

amount of cold (-78°C) acetone, and briefly (1-2 hours) dried under vacuum. The 

literature preparation states that the products obtained at this point were analytically 

and spectroscopically pure. We did not find this to be the case, with recrystallization 

being necessary in all cases (for M = Cr,Mo,W) to obtain pure product suitable for 

further synthetic and spectroscopic use. In the case of [CpCr(CO}312' the crude product 

was extracted with aliquots of hot toluene until the crude solid began to lose much of 

its green color. The toluene solution of [CpCr(CO}312 was cooled to -20°C until dark 

green crystals of the pure product appeared. After the crystals were filtered off, the 

solution was concentrated under vacuum and re-cooled, yielding a second crop of 

product. The total yield of pure [CpCr(CO}312 ranged from 1.4-1.7 g (26-32%). The 

yields of the pure Mo and W complexes were somewhat higher ( > 2.0 g), owing to 

their lower oxygen sensitivity. The purity of the solid products was confirmed by IR 

(showing no other CO-containing impurities) and mass spectra. These recrystallized 

products gave satisfactory results in the synthesis of other Cp-metal carbonyl 



complexes, and were also used in the photoelectron spectroscopy studies of this 

series. 
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[CpM(CO)2h (M = Cr,Mo,W). Several literature preparations are known for 

these compounds, involving both thermal and photochemical decarbonylation of the 

tricarbonyl dimers.72 The thermal decarbonylations are more easily carried out on a 

large scale ( > 0.2 g product), and were best suited for preparing the quantity of 

product needed for the photoelectron spectroscopy studies. In all the preparations of 

the [CpM(CO}2J2 dimers, the basic procedure is the same: the [CpM(CO}3J2 dimers are 

placed into solution and refluxed until the IR spectra show only the CO absorptions 

from the dicarbonyl dimers. The hot solutions are then filtered to remove any insoluble 

material, and cooled to -20°C to crystallize the [CpM(CO}2J2 product. Since the 

syntheses did not differ appreciably from the literature methods, they will not be 

discussed further here. However, two observations concerning these syntheses are 

important. First, the [CpM(CO}3J2 starting materials must be pure before they are used 

in the preparation of the [CpM(COhJ2 dimers. The crude material obtained from the 

literature synthesis of the [CpM(CO}3J2 dimers71 is not suitable as a starting material, 

but can be used after recrystallization. Second, the decarbonylation becomes more 

difficult going from Cr~Mo-)W, requiring that a higher boiling solvent be used to 

obtain satisfactory yields. Highest yields were obtained with toluene used as the 

solvenf2b for [CpCr(CO}2J2' with either toluene72a or diglyme72d as the solvent for 

[CpMo(COhJ2' and with m-xylene72c or diglyme72d as the solvent for [CpW(CO}2J2. IR 

and mass spectrometry were used to establish the purity of these complexes. 
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[CpCr(CO)2MwE) (E = S,Se). These complexes were prepared with only slight 

modifications of the literature procedures.73 In both cases, 800 mg (2.0 mmoles) of 

[CpCr(CO)3J2 was dissolved in 20 ml THF (freshly distilled and degassed) in a Schlenk 

flask under N2 atmosphere. Solid Sa or Sea (0.25 moles; 64 mg Sa' 158 mg Sea) was 

then added to the solution under N2 flush. In both cases the solution immediately 

changes color, to a much darker green for the (J.l-S) complex, and to reddish-orange 

for the (J.l-Se) complex. After stirring for 30 minutes, the solution was filtered through a 

small amount of Florasil, and the filtrate cooled to -20°C overnight. The pure solid 

product was filtered off, more THF stripped from the filtrate under vacuum, and the 

solution re-cooled to -20°C. A second crop of product was filtered off, after allowing 

time for the solid to precipitate. A typical yield for both preparations was 0.7-0.8 g (> 

90%). The purity of the solid products was established through their mass spectra and 

also by the agreement of their IR spectra with literature values.73b
•
e 

Experimental Characterization of Complexes 

Routine characterization of the complexes and ligands prepared in these 

studies was accomplished through the use of IR and NMR spectroscopy. IR spectra 

were measured on a Perkin-Elmer PE-983 spectrometer, and NMR spectra were 

measured using Varian T-60 and Bruker WM-250 spectrometers. 

The mass spectra of the complexes used in the photoelectron spectroscopy 

studies were collected on a Finnigan MAT-90 spectrometer. The electron impact (EI; 

70 eV source energy), and in some cases, the chemical ionization (CI; isobutane) 

spectra were collected. In both cases, solid samples of the complex were introduced 

into the mass spectrometer via a direct insertion probe, placed under high vacuum, 
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and then volatilized using a programmed temperature ramp to control the heating of 

the probe. The total relative ion count (a measure of the number of ions of all masses 

detected during application of the temperature ramp) was monitored to determine that 

the complexes sublimed cleanly over the entire temperature range used in the 

collection of the photoelectron spectra. This procedure also helped confirm the purity 

of the samples used in the photoelectron spectroscopy studies. Mr. Peter Baker of the 

mass spectrometry lab at the College of Pharmacy, University of Arizona is 

acknowledged for his assistance in obtaining the mass spectra presented in this study. 

Gas-Phase Valence Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

Photoelectron spectra were recorded on a GCA-McPherson ESCA-36 

instrument featuring a 36 cm radius hemispherical analyzer (10 cm gap), and 

customized sample cells, excitation sources, detection and control electronics, and 

data collection methods that have been described previously.29-31.74 The sample cell 

temperatures during the He(l} data collections for each of the complexes studied are 

given in Table 1. All He(II} spectra were collected at a cell temperature ca. SoC higher 

than for the corresponding He(l} experiments to obtain data with sufficient signal-to-

noise. The spectra of all complexes were reproducible over several data collections, 

and there was no evidence of decomposition either before or after the sublimation 

temperature of the complexes was reached. 
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Table 1--Sublimation Temperatures for Compl~xes Used in 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy Studies. 

Complex Sublimation Temperature (OC) 

Mo2C14(PMe3}4 120 

Mo28r4(PMe3}4 123 

Mo2Me4(PMe3}4 115 

Re2C14(PMe3}4 125 

Re28r4(PMe3}4 130 

Re214(PMe3}4 136 

P-Mo2CI4(dmpe}2 130 

Mo2CI4(dmpmh 215 

[CpCr(CO}2J2 88 

[CpMO(CO}2J2 115 

[CpW(CO}2J2 119 

[CpCr(CO}3J2 73 

[CpMO(CO}3J2 96 

[CpW(CO}3J2 115 

[CpCr(COhMIl-S) 88 

[CpCr(CO)2MIl-Se) 84 
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Data Reduction 

The photoelecton spectral data is represented analytically with the best fit of 

asymmetric Gaussian peaks through the program GFIT.7s The asymmetric Gaussian 

peaks are defined by their position, amplitude, and bandwidths at half-heights as 

indicated by the high binding energy (Wh) and low binding energy ('W,) sides of each 

peak. The confidence limits of the peak positions and widths (in a band envelope 

containing one or more peaks) are generally ± 0.02 eV. The confidence limit of the 

area of a band envelope is about ± 5%, with uncertainties introduced in the baseline 

subtraction and fitting in the tails of the peaks. If a peak overlaps substantially with 

another peak, the total areas of the peaks are known with the same confidence, but 

the individual areas are not independent and therefore are more uncertain. The He(") 

spectra were corrected for the intensity contribution from the He(") ~-satellite excitation 

line [48.4 eV, 12% of He(") ex-excitation line (40.81 eV) intensity]. The He(") spectra 

. were fitted using the peak positions and bandwidths obtained from the fit of the 

corresponding He(I) spectra. The bandwidths in the He(") fits may be increased 

uniformly to account for the differences between the He(l) and He(") data, but the 

amplitudes are the only parameters that are indepedently refined. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EFFECTS OF LIGAND SUBSTITUTION ON METAL-METAL MULTIPLE 

BONDS: DIRECT ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE COMPARISONS FROM 

THE PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRA OF M2X4(PMe3)4 (M = Mo, X = 
CI,Br,Me; M = Re, X = CI,Br,l) COMPLEXES WITH METAL-METAL 

TRIPLE AND QUADRUPLE BONDS 

Introduction 

For complexes containing metal-metal multiple bonds, the M2X4(PR3)4 (X = 

halogen or pseudohalogen; R = alkyl or aryl) series provides a unique opportunity to 

study the factors that influence the metal-metal bond. This series of complexes 

provides a relatively rare example of Isostructural complexes with metal-metal 

multiple bonding which are known across more than one group of the transition metals. 

Examples are known and structurally characterized for M = Mo, W, and Re.76 These 

group 6 and group 7 complexes contain ~ and d5 metal centers, respectively. The d4
_ 

~ metal interactions give rise to the classic metal-metal quadruple bond, containing cr,---- -

1C, and 8 interactions between the metals. In the related d5_d5 complexes (group 7), the 

additional electrons occupy a metal-metal 8* antibonding orbital. These complexes 

thus allow the direct comparison of a metal-metal quadruple bond of a21C
482 

configuration with an "electron-rich" metal-metal triple bond of a21C
4

8
2
8*2 configuration. 

Gas-phase ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy has proven to be a very 

useful experimental method for characterizing the electronic structure of these 

M2X4(PR3)4 complexes. Spectra have been obtained for M02C14(PMe3)4' W2C14(PMe3)4' 



Re2CI4(PMe3)4,77 and the mixed metal species MoWCI4(PMe3)4.
78 From these 

spectra, it is possible to identify ionizations from metal-metal interactions of different 

symmetry. including metal-metal cr, 1t, 0, and 0* ionizations. The major metal-ligand 

interactions with the chlorine and with the phosphorus of the PMe3 ligand are also 
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readily identified. The comparison of the spectra of M02C14(PMe3)4 and Re2C14(PMe3)4 

provides insight to the respective assignment of if1t402 and if1t4020 .. 2 configurations for 

these complexes. For complexes differing only in the occupation of the metal-metal 0* 

orbital, very little difference would be expected in their valence ionizations. The 

valence photoelectron spectra (from 6 to 16 eV) of M02CI4(PMe3)/7a and 

Re2CI4(PMe3)/7b are compared in Figure 5. In the spectrum of Re2CI4(PMe3)4' the 

major features are unchanged from the spectrum of M02CI4(PMe3)4' with the exeception 

of an additional feature appearing at lower ionization energy. This peak is of similar 

shape and relative area to the peak arising from ionization of the M-M 0 orbital in both 

complexes, and was subsequently assigned to ionization from the M-M 0" orbital.77b 

The lower ionization energy and bandshape of this additional feature in the spectrum of 

Re2C14(PMe3)4 emphasizes the change from the if1t402 configuration in the group 6 

complexes to the if1t4020 .. 2 configuration in the group 7 complexes. 

In studying the electronic structure of transition metal complexes via 

photoelectron spectroscopy, ligand and metal substitutions in series of related 

molecules can provide a probe of the bonding within the series.79 The changes in the 

basic electronic structure brought about by these substitutions can be an aid in the 

assignment of the ionizations and in interpreting the electron distribution within the 

complexes. For complexes with metal-metal multiple bonds, most of the work done to 
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Figure 5--He(l) Valence Photoelectron Spectra of M2CI4(PMe3)4 (M = 
Mo,Re). 

IONIZATION ENERGY (eV) 

16.0 14.0 
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this point has involved the substitution of metals within a given series of complexes, 

most frequently involving the group 6 metals chromium, molybdenum, and tungsten.80 

In terms of ligand substitution on metal-metal bonded complexes, several comparisons 

have been made by changing substituents on bridging carboxylate and oxopyridinate 

ligands and observing the effects in the photoelectron spectra.78b.80.81 The trends 

observed when these type of ligand substitutions are made follow the changes in cr 

donor ability of the ligand. For example, substitution of -CH3 by the more electron-

withdrawing -CF3 group in M2(02CR)4 complexes causes a stabilization of the orbitals 

involved in metal-metal bonding (corresponding ionizations shift to higher ionization 

energy).81 

Due to a combination of factors, it has not previously been possible (through 

photoelectron spectroscopy) to explore the effects of ligand substitution on complexes 

with metal-metal multiple bonds by changing the atom directly coordinated to the metal 

centers. Though several series of complexes that contain this type of ligand 

substitution are well known (such as M02(02CCH3)4' M02(SOCCH3)4,82 and 

M02(S2CCH3)4
83), the lower volatility and thermal stability of the complexes with higher 

molecular weight has precluded their study by gas-phase photoelectron spectroscopy. 

The original goal in this research was to find a series of complexes differing only in the 

atoms directly coordinated to the metal center, with each complex having sufficient 

volatility to allow the measurement of its photoelectron spectrum. It was felt that these 

changes in metal-ligand bonding could provide the most direct probe of the metal

metal bonding by causing the greatest possible perturbation of the electron density at 

the metal centers. 
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The enhanced sensitivity provided by our instrumentation has made it possible 

to measure the photoelectron spectra of a series of M2X4(PMe3)4 complexes (where M 

= Mo and X = CI, Br, and Me; M = Re and X = CI, Br, I), differing only in the nature of 

the halogen or pseudohalogen ligand directly coordinated to the metal center. Through 

the studies detailed here, we have found that the experimentally observed cl1t402 and 

cl1t4020·2 configurations for the metal-metal bonds in the group 6 and group 7 chloro

complexes are general for the series. Somewhat more surprisingly, we have found 

that these direct substitutions cause only very small changes in the energies of the 

orbitals involved in metal-metal bonding, and that those changes follow trends opposite 

to those observed when substituents on the ligand framework are changed. For these 

dinuclear phosphine halide complexes, substitution of a less electronegative ligand 

causes a slight stabilization of the metal-metal bonding orbitals. By examining these 

results, we have developed a more general picture of the metal-metal multiple bond in 

these complexes. Also, these results are valuable in understanding the degree to 

which the metal-metal bond is affected by changes in metal-ligand bonding. The 

spectra of the M2X4(PMe3)4 complexes and the further discussion of the bonding in 

these complexes are contained in the remainder of this chapter. 

Results 

Mass Spectrometry of M2X4(PMe3)4 (M=Mo, X=Br,Me; M=Re, X=Br,l) 

The electron impact (EI) mass spectra were collected for M02Br4(PMe3)4' 

M02Me4(PMe3)4' Re2Br4(PMe3)4' and Re214(PMe3)4. In all cases, solid samples of the 

complex were introduced into the mass spectrometer via a direct insertion probe, 
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placed under high vacuum, and then volatilized by using a programmed temperature 

ramp to control the heating of the probe. Table 2 lists the major peaks caused by 

metal-containing species in the EI mass spectrum of of M02X4(PMe3)4 (X = Br,Me), and 

Table 3 gives the same results for Re2X4(PMe3)4 (X = Br,I). 

Isotope splitting patterns are evident in all of the spectra, caused by the Mo, Br, 

el, and Re nuclei in the samples. These patterns are particularly complicated for the 

molybdenum complexes, where seven stable isotopes (with abundances ranging from 

ca. 9-24%) contribute to the overall distribution of molybdenum atoms. Many of the 

peaks listed in Tables 2 and 3 are at the center of a group of masses, ranging from 5-

10 mass units wide in the Re complexes, to 10-20 mass units wide in the Mo 

complexes. Because of the complexity of the isotopic splittings in these complexes, 

the assignment of peaks to simple protonated or deprotonated species was not 

pursued further here. The important factor is that the resolution of the experiment is 

quite sufficient to observe ligand loss or substitution occurring for a particular ion, 

which is the basis for many of the peak assignments. 

One of the purposes of these mass spectral studies was to characterize the 

species present in the gas phase for these complexes, under conditions similar to 

those present in the photoelectron spectroscopy experiment. By monitoring the total 

relative ion count over the entire temperature range used to collect the spectra, it was 

determined that the complexes sublimed cleanly in all cases. All species identified 

from the mass spectra (other than the molecular ions) can be ascribed to reaction or 

decomposition of the parent complexes. In all cases, free PMe3 (m/e = 76) was 

observed in the spectra of the M2X4(PMe3)4 complexes. The M02 complexes show a 
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Table 2--EI Mass Spectrum of M02X4(PMe3)4 (X = Br,Me): Major Peaks 

From Metal-Containing Species. 

Mass(amu) Assignment % Relative Abundance 

208.9 Mo2Me+ 100.0 

239.0 Mo2Me3+ 93.19 

224.0 Mo2Me2+ 81.30 

254.0 Mo2Me4+ 61.61 

401.9 Mo2Me4(PMe3}2 + 14.57 

327.9 Mo2Me2(PMe3t 5.42 

478.0 Mo2Me4(PMe3}3+ 3.38 

556.1 Mo2Me4(PMe3}4 + 2.79 

386.9 Mo2Me3(PMe3)2 + 1.60 

463.0 Mo2Me3( PMe3}3 + 1.09 

663.4 Mo2Br4(PMe3}/ 100.0 

737.5 Mo2Br4(PMe3}3+ 62.60 

586.4 Mo2Br4(PMe3t 44.72 

331.7 MoBr2(PMe3t 39.19 

355.0 Mo2Br2+ 32.20 

409.8 MoBr2(PMe3}2 + 23.90 

815.5 Mo2Br4(PMe3)4 + 19.19 

508.5 Mo2Br4+ 8.13 
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Table 3--EI Mass Spectrum of Re2X4{PMe3)4 (X = Br,I): Major Peaks From 

Metal-Containing Species. 

Mass(amu} AssIgnment % Relat/ve Abundance 

919.1 Re2Br4(PMe:J):J + 100.0 

843.4 Re2Br4(PMe:J)2 + 71.34 

875.5 Re2Br4(PMe:J)2P+ 52.14 

799.6 Re2Br4(PMe:J)P+ 46.68 

995.9 Re2Br4(PMe:J)4 + 27.75 

950.8 Re2Br4(PMe:JhP+ 19.02 

752.6 Re2Br4P/ 17.93 

706.5 Re2Br4Me+ 9.55 

1031.8 Re214(PMe:J)/ 100.0 

1107.8 Re214(PMe:J):J + 82.81 

1183.9 Re214(PMe:J)4 + 27.89 

940.7 Re214(PMe2t 26.62 

1082.7 Re2ls(PMe:Jt 23.35 

903.9 Re21:J(PMe:J)2 + 16.51 

1158.7 Re2Is(PMe:J)2 + 12.52 

827.8 Re21:J(PMe:Jt 12.84 

955.7 Re214(PMe:Jt 11.12 

1209.6 Re2ls(PMe:Jt 2.96 
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higher percentage of free PMea in their mass spectra than do the Re2 complexes. The 

lability of the PMea ligands on the M02X4(PMea)4 complexes was also evidenced by 

their sensitivity toward decomposition under the conditions of the photoelectron 

spectroscopy experiment. An increase in temperature of approximately 5° in the 

sample cell of the photoelectron spectrometer was sufficient to cause loss of the 

phosphine ligands in the M02 dimers. The loss of these ligands during the 

photoelectron spectroscopy exeperiment was readily observed by appearance of the 

ionizations from free PMea• However, the presence of the molecular ion and many of 

its dinuclear fragments in the mass spectra leaves little doubt that the M2X4(PMea)4 

complexes are preserved in the gas phase during the photoelectron experiment. 

In this study, the mass spectrum of Re214(PMea)4 was also used in the 

characterization of this previously unreported complex. As mentioned earlier, 

syntheses of Re214(PRa)4 complexes (R = Et, n-Pr, n-Bu) were known from the 

Iiterature.84 With the extensive redox chemistry of Re2
4
+ species,85 it was important 

to establish that the same product was obtained when PMea was used as the 

alkylphosphine ligand. The mass spectrum of the product obtained upon reaction of 

Re21/- with PMea indeed indicates that the product is Re214(PMea)4. The molecular ion 

is present in the mass spectrum at 27.89% abundance, and the two ions with peaks of 

higher abundance are derived from the molecular ion by loss of PMea ligands. Other 

ions with Re2
5
+ or Re2

a
+ cores are present in the mass spectrum, but are of low « 

25%) relative abundance and are also likely derived from the molecular ion. 

The fragmentation patterns of the M2X4(PMea)4 complexes indicate major 

differences in bond strengths within the series. From the spectrum of M02Me4(PMea)4' 
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it is apparent that the Mo-P bond is more easily broken than the Mo-Mo bond in this 

complex. In the spectrum of M02Me4(PMe3)4' the most abundant ion containing 

coordinated PMe3 is M02Me4(PMe3)2+ (14.57% abundance). For M02Br4(PMe3)4' the 

M02Br4(PMe3)/ ion is 100% abundant, and only one ion of > 10% abundance contains 

no coordinated PMe3• For this complex, the Mo-Mo bond is more easily broken than 

the Mo-P bond, as shown by the appearance of monomeric ions resulting from 

cleavage of the metal-metal bond. Peaks of relatively high abundance (>20%) are 

seen for MoBr2(PMe3)/ (one half of the M2X4(PMe3)4 unit) and for MoBr2(PMe3t (one 

half of the M2X4(PMe3)4 unit - PMe3). The corresponding monomeric ions are not 

observed in the mass spectrum of M02Me4(PMe3)4. 

Differences are also apparent in the spectra of Re2Br4(PMe3)4 and Re214(PMe3)4. 

As in all the M2X4(PMe3)4 complexes, the most abundant ions are for peaks 

corresponding to [molecular ion - n(PMe3)]. showing the weakness of the M-P bond. In 

Re2Br4(PMe3)4' the P-C bond of the PMe3 ligand is also easily broken, as evidenced by 

ions containing "bare" P atoms. In contrast, the ease of oxidation c:nd reduction of 

Re214(PMe3)4 is shown by the formation of ions containing the Re215, Re2ls, and Re213 

cores. This type of rearrangement leading to oxidation of the M2 core is not seen in 

any of the other M2X4(PMe3)4 species. 

He{l) Ionization Features for M2X4{PMe3)4 Complexes 

The He(l) full spectra for the 5.5-15.0 eV region in the series of M02X4(PMe)4 

complexes (where X = CI, Br, Me) are shown in Figure 6. The corresponding spectra 

for the series of Re2X4(PMe3)4 complexes (where X = CI, Br, I) are shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 6--He(l) Valence Photoelectron Spectra of M02X4(PMe3)4 (X = 

CI,Br,Me). 
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Figure 7--He(l) Valence Photoelectron Spectra of Re2X4(PMe3)4 (X = 

CI,Br,I). 
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The general features of all of the spectra are quite similar, and there are three distinct 

regions from 5.0-15.5 eV where ionizations are observed in these complexes. From 

12.5-15.5 eV, a broad, featureless ionization manifold is observed, consisting of 

ionizations from ligand orbitals responsible for P-C 0' bonds and C-H 0' bonds. From 

ca. 9.5-12.5 eV a series of ionizations of intermediate relative area are seen. In the 

previous photoelectron spectra of M2C14(PMe3}4 complexes, these features have been 

attributed to ionization from CI lone pairs and orbitals combining M-P 0' and M-CI 0' 

bonds.77 Finally, in an area from 5.5-9.5 eV where ionizations from transition metal-

based orbitals would be expected,79 all the complexes show a series of comparatively 

sharp ionizations of low relative area. The latter two regions contain information 

pertinent to the metal-metal and metal-ligand interactions in these complexes, and are 

the only ones to be discussed in further detail here. 

Within the two series, the energy and relative area of the major ionization 

features remain relatively constant for each complex. And, as noted in the 

introduction, the spectral features that distinguish the ~1t482 electron configuration of 

the metal-metal quadruple bond in M02C14(PMe3}4 from the 0'21t
4828·2 configuration of 

the "electron-rich" metal-metal triple bond in Re2C14(PMe3}4 can also clearly be seen in 

the spectra of the other complexes. Most important are the lowest energy ionizations, 

beginning at 6.5 eV in the M02 complexes, and at 5.5 eV in the Re2 complexes. In all 

of the spectra, the M-M 8 ionization is seen at ca. 6.5 eV, and in the M02 complexes, it 

is the lowest energy ionization. In the Re2 complexes, an additional ionization with a 

similar peak profile occurs at ca. 5.5 eV, due to the occupation of the metal-metal 

antibonding 8· orbital in the d5_d5 Re(lI} dimers. The conSistency of the spectra in 



these complexes emphasize the general nature of the crrc4fi and crrc4020*2 

configurations for these metal-metal bonded dimers. 
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Since the halogen ligand is substituted in these complexes, the ionizations from 

orbitals involved in M-X bonding should be most directly affected by the substitutions. 

In the spectra of M02C14(PMe3)4 and Re2CI4(PMe3)4' ionization of the CI lone pairs 

occurs at ca. 10 eV. When the full spectra of these chloro-complexes are compared 

with the full spectra of M02Br4(PMe3)4 and Re2Br4(PMe3)4' a definite change can be 

seen in this region. The relatively sharp ionization at 10 eV in the chloro-complexes 

has broadened and shifted to lower ionization energy (by appoximately 0.6 eV) in the 

bromo-complexes. This shift reflects lower orbital stability of the less electronegative 

bromine in comparsion to chlorine. In the case of Re214(PMe3)4' a larger change in 

electro negativity would be expected to produce an even larger shift in the halogen lone 

pair ionizations. In fact, another shift of 0.6 eV or greater would place this ionization at 

< 9.5 eV, along with the ionizations from the transition metal-based orbitals. When the 

full spectrum of Re214(PMe3)4 is examined, it is apparent that the ionization manifold 

from 7.5-9.5 eV has changed in relation to the CI and Br complexes. The details of 

this change will be examined further when the closeup spectra of the Re2 complexes 

are compared. 

The high-resolution closeup photoelectron spectra reveal more subtle changes 

in these M2X4(PMe3)4 complexes. Closeup spectra for the region from 6.0-9.3 eV in 

the M02X4(PMe3)4 complexes are shown in Figure 8. A comparison of peak positions, 

half-widths, and relative areas for these spectra is given in Table 4. In Figure 8, the 

peak occurring at 8.51 eV in M02Me4(PMe3)4 is omitted to allow the other two peaks to 
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Figure 8--He(l) Closeup Spectra of M02X4(PMe3)4 (X = CI,Br,Me). 
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Table 4--He(l) Ionization Data for the 6.0-9.3 eV Region of M02X4(PMe3)4 

(X = CI, Br, Me). 

Ionization energy (eV) Wh 

Mo2C14{PMe3)4 

6.44 0.38 

7.71 0.51 

8.40 0.56 

Mo2Br4(PMe3)4 

6.53 0.35 

7.73 0.44 

8.33 0.69 

Mo2Me4(PMe3)4 

6.42 0.44 

7.62 0.50 

8.51 0.64 

WI 

0.31 

0.41 

0.38 

0.30 

0.39 

0.35 

0.34 

0.31 

0.54 

Rei. area., He(l) 

1.00 

4.08 

4.88 

1.00 

3.95 

6.49 

1.00 

3.16 

18.8 
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be viewed on a reasonable scale. As in the full spectra, the closeup spectrum of 

M02Me4(PMea}4 has lower signallnoise than do the spectra of the other M02 complexes. 

This is due largely to the thermal instability of this complex with respect to loss of the 

PMea ligands. The fact that the four peaks of highest abundance in the mass 

spectrum of M02Me4(PMea}4 contain no coordinated PMea also provides evidence of the 

ease of PMea dissociation in this complex. This necessitates using the lowest 

temperature possible to effect sublimation of the complex. In turn, this limits the 

volatility of the complex, and lowers the signal/noise of the data. 

Upon substitution of an alkyl group for a halogen in the case of M02Me4(PMea}4' 

these closeup spectra reveal one major difference when compared to the CI and Br 

complexes. In the spectra of M02CI4(PMea}4 and M02Br4(PMea}4' a peak is seen at 

approximately 8.4 eV, which is assigned to ionization from the M-P a bond.77 In the 

spectrum of M02Me4(PMea}4' this peak is of much greater intensity relative to the other 

metal-based ionizations than in the spectra of the CI and Br complexes. Since the 

position of the M-P a ionization does not change appreciably between M02CI4(PMea}4 

and M02Br4(PMea}4' it appears unlikely to shift an appreciable amount in 

M02Me4(PMea}4' With this in mind, an explanation for the increase in relative intensity 

of this peak in M02Me4(PMea}4 involves the shift of another ionization to the same 

approximate energy as that of the M-P a ionization. Based on the similarity of all other 

features in the spectra, it is unlikely that a major shift has occured in any of the 

ionizations from the metal-metal bonding orbitals or from purely ligand orbitals. The 

remaining orbital in M02Me4(PMea}4 which could then give rise to the "additional" 

intensity in the M-P a ionization is the M-C a orbital. The energy of 8.51 eV for this 



feature is within the typical 8-10 eV range for M-C 0' ionizations,B6 and is also 

comparable to the energy of M-C 0' ionizations seen in the triple bonded 

M02(02CCH3)4(np)2 (np = neopentyl) complex.BOb 
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The shifts in ionization energy between the spectra are quite small (under 0.2 

eV in all cases). In comparing the closeup spectra of M02C14(PMe3)4 and 

M02Br4(PMe3)4' it is interesting to note that the first two ionizations (assigned to 

ionization from the M-M 0 and M-M 1t orbitals in the CI complex778
) shift to slightly 

higher ionization energy on going from the CI to the Br complex. In contrast, the third 

ionization (assigned to the M-P 0' ionization in the CI complex778
) shifts to lower 

ionization energy on going from the CI to the Br complex. The opposite trends are 

observed when the closeup spectrum of M02Me4(PMe3)4 is compared with that of 

M02CI4(PMe3)4. The first two ionizations shift to slightly lower ionization energy in the 

Me complex, and the third ionization shifts to slightly higher energy. The magnitude of 

the energy shifts between the complexes is also somewhat different. In comparison 

with M02C14(PMe3)4' the M-M 1t ionization of M02Br4(PMe3)4 is at the same ionization 

energy (within 0.02 eV), and a greater shift is seen in the M-M 0 ionization (0.09 eV). 

When M02Me4(PMe3)4 is compared with M02C14(PMe3)4' the M-M 0 ionization is the one 

that stays nearly constant (0.02 eV shift), and the M-M 1t ionization has the greater 

shift (0.11 eV). 

For the Re2X4(PMe3)4 (X = CI, Br, I) complexes, two separate closeup spectra 

were taken in the region from 5.5-9.5 eV due to the increased complexity of the 
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ionization band profiles. Closeup spectra for the region from 5.2-7.1 eV are shown in 

Figure 9. A comparison of peak positions, half-widths, and relative areas for these 

spectra is given in Table 5. In the photoelectron spectrum of Re2CI4(PMe3)4' these first 

two peaks were assigned to ionization from the M-M 0* and M-M 0 orbitals, 

respectively.77b The changes observed in the closeup spectra of the Re2 complexes 

reflect those seen in the closeup spectra of the M02 complexes. The peak profiles in 

all three spectra are similar, and the shifts in ionization energy are small ( < 0.15 eV 

for corresponding ionizations). And, as in the spectra of M02CI4 (PMe3)4 and 

M02Br4(PMe3)4' the shifts in ionization energy are toward higher ionization energy upon 

substitution of the less electronegative halogen (I < Br < CI). The magnitude of the 

ionization energy shift is also somewhat larger for the 0* ionizations than for the 0 

ionizations. 

A slight difference in the peak profiles of the 0 and 0* ionizations is illustrated 

by noting that the 0* ionization is slightly more narrow than the 0 ionization for all three 

complexes. In the spectrum of Re2CI4(PMe3)4' this change in bandwidths was 

attributed to differences in removal of an antibonding 0* electron vs. a bonding 0 

electron. The slightly narrower 0* ionization band indicates that the equilibrium bond 

distance changes (associated with the vibrational progressions comprising the bond 

envelopes) are slightly less for removal of an electron from the 0* orbital than from the 

o orbital.77b Both the 0 and 8* ionizations are also slightly narrowed in Re2Br4 (PMe3)4 

and Re214(PMe3)4 (ca. 0.09 eV in both the high- and low-energy peak halfwidths from 

the CI to the I complex) in comparison to Re2CI4 (PMe3)4' The narrowing is similar for 

the bonding and antibonding orbitals, which points to the contribution of ligand 

vibrational progressions to the bandwidths. Similar narrowing is observed in the 0 and 
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Figure g--He(l) Closeup Spectra from 5.2-7.1 eV of Re2X4(PMe3)4 (X = 

CI,Br,I). 
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Table 5--He(l) Ionization Data for the 5.2-7.1 eV Region of Re2X4(PMe3)4 

(X = CI, Br, I). 

IonIzation energy (eV) Wh 

5.66 

6.51 

5.72 

6.56 

5.80 

6.56 

0.39 

0.43 

0.36 

0.36 

0.30 

0.34 

WI 

0.31 

0.34 

0.28 

0.30 

0.23 

0.25 

Rei. area., He(l) 

1.00 

0.98 

1.00 

0.85 

1.00 

0.85 
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1t ionizations of M02CI4(PMe3)4 and M02SriPMe3)4. The decrease in energy for the Mo

X stretch from CI--)Sr--)I is consistent with the narrowing in these ionizations for the 

heavier halogens. 

Closeup spectra for the region from 7.0-9.6 eV in the Re2X4(PMe3)4 complexes 

are shown in Figure 10. A comparison of peak positions, half-widths, and relative 

areas for these spectra is given in Table 6. In the spectrum of Re2CI4(PMe3)4' four 

peaks were assigned to the ionization feature in this region.77b The first two, at 7.78 

and 8.09 eV, were assigned to the spin-orbit split components of the M-M 1t ionization. 

The most intense feature in this region, at 8.49 eV, was assigned to ionization of the 

M-P a orbital. This orbital, as in the M02 complexes, is largely associated with the P 

lone pairs. The last feature, seen as a shoulder at 8.83 eV, was assigned to the M-M 

a ionization. In the spectrum of Re2Sr4(PMe3)4' these features are very nearly 

duplicated. All of the bands have shifted very slightly (0.05 eV or less) to lower 

ionization energy in the Sr complex. Overall, the correspondence of the features in 

this region between the CI and Sr complexes is quite clear. 

For Re214(PMe3)4' it appears that the ionization manifold in this region has 

changed a significant amount. Upon close examination of the spectrum, however, it is 

observed that the four ionizations seen in the spectra of the CI and Sr complexes have 

been retained. The largest shift in energy for any of the ionizations is in the spin-orbit 

split components of the M-M 1t ionization, which have shifted 0.17 and 0.27 eV from 

the Sr complex. The shifts from the corresponding peaks in the CI complex are 0.18 

and 0.31 eV. This compares with shifts of only 0.01 and 0.04 eV between the 

corresponding peaks in the Sr and CI complexes. The other two ionizations retained 
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Figure 10--He(l) Closeup Spectra from 7.0-9.6 eV of Re2X4(PMe3)4 (X = 

CI,Br,I). 
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Table 6--He{l} Ionization Data for the 7.0-9.6 eV Region of Re2X4{PMe3}4 

{X = el, Br, I}. 

Ionization energy (eV) Wh WI Rei. area., He(l) 

Re2CI4(PMe3)4 

7.78 0.52 0.38 1.00 

8.10 0.52 0.38 1.00 

8.48 0.35 0.31 1.63 

8.82 0.47 0.48 1.52 

Re2Br4(PMe3)4 

7.77 0.57 0.31 1.00 

8.06 0.57 0.31 1.00 

8.43 0.52 0.31 2.28 

8.81 0.57 0.31 1.44 

Re214(PMe3)4 

7.60 0.38 0.24 1.00 

7.79 0.38 0.24 1.00 

8.08 0.23 0.18 1.62 

8.36 0.22 0.21 1.42 

8.60 0.23 0.18 2.07 

8.87 0.22 0.21 1.26 
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from the CI and Br complexes shift much less in energy. The M-P 0' ionization goes 

from 8.48 eV in the CI complex, to 8.43 eV in the Br complex, and finally to 8.36 eV in 

the I complex. For the M-M 0' ionization, the ionization energies are 8.82 eV, 8.81 eV, 

and 8.87 eV for the CI, Br, and I complexes, respectively. 

This leaves two features with similar peak profiles at 8.08 and 8.60 eV in the 

closeup spectrum of Re214(PMe3)4' As pOinted out in the examination of the full (5.0-

15.5 eV) spectra of these complexes, a similar shift of the iodine lone pair ionizations 

to that observed upon substitution of Br for CI would place these ionizations in the 

region from 7.0-9.6 eV. In the full spectra of the CI and Br complexes, the halogen 

lone pair ionizations consist of broad, unresolved features. This contrasts with the two 

relatively sharp and well-separated ionizations observed at 8.08 and 8.60 eV in the I 

complex. However, in comparison to chlorine and bromine, the possibility of spin-orbit 

coupling for iodine-containing orbitals is much greater. The splitting of 0.52 eV 

between the two "additional" ionizations in this region for Re214(PMe3)4 compares with a 

value of 0.63 eV for the splitting expected in atomic iodine.o7 This splitting value 

would be consistent with considerable iodine character in this orbital. Based on these 

facts, we conclude that the major change in this region of the spectrum of Re214(PMe3)4 

is caused by the appearance of the iodine lone pair ionizations at 8.08 and 8.60 eV. 

These lone pair ionizations are centered at ca. 10.0 and 9.5 eV in the CI and Br 

complexes. 



Discussion 

Comparison of Molecular and Electronic Structure Changes in 

M2X4{PMe3)4 
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As mentioned in the introduction, photoelectron spectroscopy has proven to be 

a very useful tool in characterizing the electronic structure of complexes containing 

metal-metal multiple bonds. Other physical methods that can provide information 

relating to the molecular and electronic structures of these complexes include X-ray 

crystallography, thermochemical measurements, electronic spectra, vibrational 

spectroscopy, and electrochemical measurements.8Sa For the M2X4(PMe3)4 complexes, 

several methods have been utilized to compare structural details within the series. 

These earlier studies utilized several of the complexes examined here via 

photoelectron spectroscopy. 

Comparison of the photoelectron data with the results from these other methods 

allows the correlation of the ionizations from the complexes with other structural 

information. This correlation provides some new insight relating to the metal-metal 

multiple bond in these complexes. X-ray crystallography provides very accurate data 

relating to the molecular structure of these complexes. In general, it is difficult to make 

quantitative comparisons between bond distances and electronic structures in 

complexes with metal-metal multiple bonds. Nevertheless, some valuable comparisons 

can be made, particularly when a single feature of the complex can be varied. In this 
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fashion, the bond lengths of a series of M02X4(L "L)2 (where L"L = a chelating 

phosphine or arsine ligand) complexes have been compared as a function of the 

degree of internal rotation between the two metal centers.ss Table 7 gives some 

important bond distances from the X-ray crystal structures of several M2X4(PMe3)4 

complexes.76 In the M02X4(PMe3)4 complexes (where X = CI,Br,I), the M-M bond 

distances change only very slightly ( < 0.005 A). A much larger change is observed 

for M02Me4(PMe3)4' where the M-M distance is lengthened by ca. 0.025 A in 

comparison to the average bond distance in the halide dimers. The lack of change in 

the metal-metal bond is also reflected by the Raman spectra of the M02X4(PMe3)4 

halide dimers.76b The M-M and M-P stretching frequencies for M02CI4(PMe3)4 and 

M02Br4 (PMe3 )4 are nearly equal, while those for M02 '4(PMe3)4 decrease by only 10-15 

cm-1
• In contrast, there is a 170 cm-1 range for the Mo-halogen stretching frequency. 

These results further emphasize the relative insensitivity of the Mo-Mo and Mo-P 

bonds to halogen substitution. 

For the Re2X4 (PMe3)4 dimers, lack of crystallographic data precludes a preCise 

comparison of the molecular structures in these complexes. Information concerning 

their electronic structures is available through electrochemical studies. Oxidation 

potentials obtained through cyclic voltammetry of Re2X4(PR3)4' M02X4 (PR3)4' and 

M02X4 (L "L)2 complexes are given in Table 8.89 These potentials reflect only the 

energy of the highest occupied orbital in these complexes, and they can be affected by 

other factors involved in solution electrochemistry.9D However, their relative values 

show the same basic trend observed in the other physical measurements. For groups 

of complexes where only the halogen ligand is varied, the oxidation potentials change 
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Table 7--lmportant Bond Distances from the Crystal Structures of 

M2X4{PMe3)4 Complexes. 

Complex Bond DIstances (A) 

M-M M-X M-P Ref. 

Mo2C14(PMe3)4 2.130(0) 2.414(1) 2.545(1} 76a 

Mo2Br4(PMe3)4 2.125(1 ) 2.549(1 ) 2.547(2) 76b 

Mo214(PMe3)4 2.127(1 ) 2.751 (1) 2.565(2) 76b 

Mo2Me4(PMe3)4 2.153(1 ) 2.44(1 ) 2.513(1) 76c 

Re2CI4(PEf:J)4 2.232(6) 2.36(4) 2.53(3) 76d 
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Table B--Oxidation Potentials From Cyclic Voltammetry of M2X4{PR3)4 

and M2X4{LI\L)2 Complexes. 

Complex E112{ox) Complex ~12{OX) 

Mo2CI4(PE ta)4 0.40 Re2CI4(PEta)4 -0.42 

Mo2Br4(PE ta)4 0.54 Re2Br4(PE ta)4 -0.31 

Mo2CI4(dppm)2 0.66 Re214(PEta)4 -0.27 

Mo2Br4(dppm)2 0.71 

Mo214(dppm)2 0.77 
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through the group by only ca. 0.15 V. Even more interesting is the observation that 

the oxidation potentials become more positive with the substitution of a less 

electronegative halogen. This means that the complexes become harder to oxidize on 

going from CI~Br~1. This trend is opposite to what is expected based on the relative 

a-donor capabilities of the halogen ligands (f > B( > Cr). 

The trends that are seen in the photoelectron spectra of these complexes follow 

the same general trends established in the previously mentioned studies. For 

corresponding ionizations in the M02X4(PMe3)4 and the Re2X4(PMe3)4 series, the energy 

shifts are reasonably small ( < 0.2 eV). Also, for the ionizations from orbitals involved 

in metal-metal bonding, particularly the M-M 5 and 5*, a definite trend is observed 

toward higher ionization energy for CI~Br~1. These ionization energy trends 

correspond to the trends observed in the electrochemical studies. The first comparison 

between the gas-phase ionization data and the other experimental results is that the 

changes in the metal-metal bond brought abDut by substitution of the X ligands are 

relatively small. This is especially apparent when these structural and electronic 

changes are compared with those observed for the M-X bond. The second 

comparison is that the shift of the metal-metal ionizations toward higher ionization 

energy in the photoelectron spectra also corresponds to the shift toward more positive 

oxidation potentials with similar halogen substitution. In the photoelectron spectra of 

other halide complexes, such as M(CO)5X (M= Mn,Re),91 CpFe(CO)2X,92 and 

CpCr(NOhX,92 the metal ionizations go to lower ionization energy on substitution of the 

less electronegative halogen. In these complexes, an increase in the a-donor 

capability of X leads to a greater negative charge potential at the metal, and the 
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predominantly metal orbitals ionize at lower energies. Clearly, the nature of the metal

halogen interaction is very important to an overall understanding of the electronic 

structure changes in the M2X4(PMe3)4 series of complexes. In the following section, we 

will review the nature of the metal-halogen interaction in the aforementioned carbonyl 

and nitrosyl complexes. By contrasting the metal-halogen interaction in these 

complexes with the M2X4(PMe3)4 series, the electronic structure changes in the metal

metal bonded complexes can be more readily explained. 

Comparison of a-Donor and n-Donor Effects In M2X4{PMe3)4 

For the carbonyl and nitrosyl halide complexes mentioned earlier, the metals 

have access to ligands with good 1t-acceptor capability. In these complexes, the metal 

levels should be stabilized by this backbonding interaction, with the electron density 

remaining at the metal being relatively compact. In the metal-metal bonded 

complexes, the only other ligands present (other than the halide ligands) are the PMe3 

ligands. These ligands serve only as (j-donors, since they have little ability to act as 1t

acceptors. Without access to 1t-acceptor ligands, the metal electron density in these 

metal-metal bonded complexes will be relatively diffuse in comparison to the carbonyl 

and nitrosyl halide complexes. 

The halide ligands in both types of complexes are capable of (j and 1t 

interactions with the metal. The (j interaction is responsible for the metal-halogen 

bond, and the 1t interaction is a d1t-p1t interaction between the halogen lone pairs and 

filled metal levels of appropriate symmetry. This filled-filled interaction will destabilize 

the metal orbitals involved, and the destabilization will increase with increasing d1t-p1t 

overlap. In the absence of these filled-filled interactions, the metal ionizations should 



shift relative to the O'-donor ability of the halogen ligand. As mentioned before, the 

trend in the ionization features with substantial metal character for the carbonyl and 

nitrosyl complexes is toward lower energy as the halogen becomes less 

electronegative (a better O'-donor). With the compact d orbitals in these complexes 

containing 1t-acceptor ligands, it is not surprising that the ionization energy trends 

reflect the O'-donor capability of the halide ligand. 

In the M2X4(PMe3)4 complexes, there are orbitals involved in the metal-metal 
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multiple bond which are of correct symmetry to participate in a filled-filled interaction 

with the halogen lone pairs. Without the 1t-acceptor ligands, the orbitals involved in the 

metal-metal bond should be sufficiently diffuse to allow a significant d1t-p1t interaction 

with the halogen lone pairs. The degree of d1t-p7t interaction as a function of the 

halogen involved can be compared with the relative ability of main group elements to 

form multiple bonds. Main group atoms of smaller radii (such as carbon, nitrogen and 

oxygen) form compounds with multiple bonds to a much greater degree than their 

larger counterparts in the main groups.93 If this trend is applied to the transition 

metal-halogen d7t-p1t interaction, then the destabilization of the metal orbitals from this 

interaction should be greatest for chlorine, followed by bromine and iodine. 

When the ionization energy trends for the 0 and o· ionizations in the 

M02X4(PMe3)4 and Re2X4(PMe3)4 complexes are examined, the CI complexes have the 

highest energies (the least stable orbitals), followed by the Br and I complexes. The 

direction of shifts caused by the 0' and 1t interactions of the dimetal core with the 

halogens oppose one another, implying that the effect of the d1t-p1t interaction is 

dominant for the 0 and o· orbitals. The effects of these halogen 0' and 1t interactions 

on the metal-metal1t ionization more nearly match one another, as evidenced by the 

very small energy shifts of these ionizations in the CI and Br complexes of both metals. 
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The O'-donor ability of the ligands is still important, and can be monitored 

through the shifts in the M-P 0' ionizations. Since these orbitals have a high degree of 

phosphorus character, they should not be appreciably affected by the metal-halogen 

filled-filled interaction, which does not involve a shift of charge from the halogen to the 

metal. In contrast, the change in O'-donor ability of the halogen does involve a charge 

shift to the metal, and will affect the energy of the M-P 0' ionization. In the 

photoelectron spectra, this ionization shifts from 8.48 eV in Re2CI4(PMe3)4' to 8.43 eV 

in Re2Br4(PMe3)4' and finally to 8.36 eV in Re214(PMe3)4' For M02C14(PMe3)4 and 

M02Br4(PMe3)4' the M-P 0' ionizations occur at 8.40 and 8.33 eV, respectively. By 

comparing the shifts in the M-P 0' ionizations to the shifts in the ionizations from the 

orbitals involved in the metal-metal bond, we conclude that the O'-donor ability of the 

ligand is still a factor in the electronic structure of these complexes. However, the 

dominant effect on the metal-metal bond is provided by the d1t-p1t metal-halogen 

interaction. This interaction causes the unusual ionization energy shifts in these 

complexes relative to other halogen-containing complexes studied previously by 

photoelectron spectroscopy. These shifts in ioniztion energy reflect the stabilization of 

the orbitals involved in the metal-metal bond upon substitution of the less 

electronegative halogen. 

The inclusion of M02Me4(PMe3)4 in this study provides an opportunity to 

compare the different effects of pseudohalogen and halogen ligands on the metal

metal quadruple bond. For the CH3 - ligand, the e set of orbitals (C-H bonding) of 

proper symmetry for a d1t-p1t interaction with the metal are quite stable relative to any 

of the halogen lone pair orbitals. Consequently, d1t-p1t interaction should be of reduced 

importance for the Me complex relative to the halide complexes. In terms of their 
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donor abilities in organic ring systems such as substituted benzenes, alkyl groups are 

better O'-donors than halogens. For these organic systems, donor abilities are 

quantitatively measured using linear free-energy relationships such as the Hammett 0' 

parameter. In these systems, the lower value of the Hammett 0' parameter (for Me, 0', 

= -0.05; for CI, 0', = 0.46) indicates that a methyl group is a superior O'-donor to a 

halogen.94 If the O'-donor ability is most important for the Me complex, then the 

ionizations in this complex should be destabilized relative to the halide complexes. 

The M-M 0 and 1t ionizations for M02Me4(PMe:J)4 are both destabilized (by 0.02 

and 0.09 eV respectively) with respect to the same ionizations in M02CI4(PMe:J)4. 

These shifts appear to support the assertion that the Me group is a superior O'-donor 

compared to CI in the M02X4(PMe:J)4 system. Further confirmation of this through the 

shift of the M-P 0' ionization in M02Me4(PMe:J)4 is not possible, due to the overlap of the 

M-C 0' and M-P 0' ionizations. 

When the appropriate bond distances for M02Me4(PMe:J)4 are examined, the 

explanation for these ionization energy shifts may be more a function of the relative 

metal-ligand orbital overlaps rather than of the donor ability of the ligand. The Mo-Mo 

distance in M02Me4(PMe:J)4 is significantly longer (ca. 0.02 A) than for any of the halide 

complexes. The Mo-CI distance in M02CI4(PMe:J)4 (2.414 A) is also shorter than the 

Mo-C distance (2.44 A) in M02Me4(PMe:J)4.76a.76c The much better overlap for the metal

chlorine bond in comparison to the metal-carbon bond indicates a very weak Mo-C 

bond, implying less O'-donor ability by the Me group, or a significant steric interaction of 

the Me group with the adjacent PMe:J ligands. In either case, the substitution of the 

methyl group has resulted in the destabilization of the M-M 0 and 1t orbitals, and this 



destabilization is undoubtedly a factor in the lengthening of the M-M bond in this 

complex. 

Conclusions 
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For complexes containing metal-metal multiple bonds, the M2X4(PR3)4 (X = 

halogen or pseudohalogen; R = alkyl or aryl) series provides a unique opportunity to 

study the factors that influence the metal-metal bond. This series of complexes 

provides a relatively rare example of Isostructural complexes with metal-metal 

multiple bonding which are known across more than one group of the transition metals. 

These complexes thus allow the direct comparison of a metal-metal quadruple bond of 

~rc4'fl configuration with an "electron-rich" metal-metal triple bond of ~rc4020·2 

configuration. 

In studying the electronic structure of transition metal complexes via 

photoelectron spectroscopy, ligand and metal substitutions in series of related 

molecules can provide a probe of the bonding within the series. In this study, the 

photoelectron spectra of the M2X4(PMe3 )4 (M = Mo, X = Br,Me; M = Re, X = Br,l) 

complexes have been measured and compared with the previous spectra of 

M2C14(PMe3)4 (M = Mo,Re).77 These complexes differ only in the atoms directly 

coordinated to the dimetal unit, providing a direct probe of the metal-metal bonding. 

The changes in the metal-metal bond are brought about by changes in (J- and rc-donor 

ability for the different X ligands. 

In these photoelectron spectra, we have found that the experimentally observed 

~rc402 and (J2rc4020·2 configurations for the metal-metal bonds in the group 6 and group 
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7 chi oro-complexes are general for the series. Somewhat more surprisingly, we have 

found that these direct substitutions cause only very small changes in the energies of 

the orbitals involved in metal-metal bonding, and that those changes follow trends 

opposite to those observed when substituents on the ligand framework are changed. 

For these complexes, substitution of a less electronegative ligand causes a slight 

stabilization of the metal-metal bonding orbitals. These ionization energy trends 

correspond to the trends observed in electrochemical studies, where similar 

substitution results in more positive oxidation potentials (the complexes become more 

difficult to oxidize). These trends are opposite to what is expected based on the 

relative a-donor ability of the halogen ligands (f > 8( > Cr). 

The halide ligands in these dinuclear phosphine halide complexes are capable 

of a and 1t interactions with the metal. The a interaction is responsible for the metal

halogen bond, and the 1t interaction is a d1t-p1t interaction between the halogen lone 

pairs and filled metal levels of appropriate symmetry. This filled-filled interaction 

destabilizes the metal orbitals involved, and the destabilization will increase with 

increasing d1t-p1t overlap. In these complexes, the dominant effect on the metal-metal 

bond is provided by the d1t-p1t metal-halogen interaction, which causes the unusual 

ionization energy shifts. This interaction causes the stabilization of the orbitals 

involved in the metal-metal bond upon substitution of the less electronegative halogen. 

The a-donor ability of the ligands is still important, and can be monitored through the 

shifts in the M-P a ionizations. The M-P a orbital has a high degree of phosphorus 

character, and is not appreciably affected by the metal-halogen d1t-p1t interaction. As a 

result, the M-P a ionization and the ionizations from the metal-metal bond shift in 
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opposite directions, with the shift in the M-P 0' ionization directly reflecting the a-donor 

capability of X. 

The inclusion of M02Me4(PMe3)4 in this study provides an opportunity to 

compare the different effects of pseudohalogen and halogen ligands on the metal

metal quadruple bond. For the CH3- ligand, the orbitals of proper symmetry for a drr-prr 

interaction with the metal are quite stable relative to any of the halogen lone pair 

orbitals, reducing the importance of the M-CH3 drr-prr interaction. The M-M 0 and rr 

ionizations for M02Me4(PMe3)4 are both destabilized with respect to the same 

ionizations in M02CI4(PMe3)4. This is in agreement with the superior a-donor ability of 

Me relative to CI. However, when the appropriate bond distances for M02Me4(PMe3)4 

are examined, the explanation for these ionization energy shifts may be more a 

function of the reduced metal-ligand orbital overlaps in M02Me4(PMe3)4. In either case, 

the substitution of the methyl group has resulted in the destabilization of the M-M 0 and 

rr orbitals, and this destabilization is undoubtedly a factor in the lengthening of the M-M 

bond in this complex. 
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CHAPTER 4 

A DIRECT ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE COMPARISON BETWEEN 

METAL-METAL MULTIPLE BONDED COMPLEXES WITH VARYING 

DEGREES OF INTERNAL ROTATION BETWEEN THE METAL 

CENTERS: THE PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRA OF ~-Mo2CI4(dmpe)2 

AND Mo2CI4(dmpm)2 

Introduction 

Complexes containing the M2X4P4 core make up a large group of complexes 

containing metal-metal multiple bonds. These complexes are special in that 

complexes containing this core are known for more than one group of the transition 

metals. Examples of M2X4P4 complexes are numerous for the group 6 metals 

molybdenum and tungsten, and also for rhenium in group 7. The M2X4P4 complexes 

can be divided into two basic groups. One group is made up of complexes with 

monodentate phosphines, typically of the formula M2X4(PAa}4 (where X = halogen or 

pseudohalogen, and A = alkyl or aryl). The other group consists of bidentate 

phosphine complexes with the general formula M2X4(L IIL}2 (where X = halogen and L ilL 

= bidentate aryl- or alkylphosphine ligand). 

Differences between Mo(II}-Mo(lI} and Ae(II}-Ae(lI) dimers with metal-metal 

multiple bonds center on the two extra electrons available in the dirhenium systems. 

Aesults from the initial crystallographic characterization of Ae2CI4(PEta}4 suggested that 

these species [like the Mo(II}-Mo(lI) dimers] exhibited a metal-metal quadruple bond. 

This conclusion was drawn from the similar Ae-Ae distance for this complex when 
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compared to Re(III}-Re(III} dimers with quadruple bonds, including Re2CI/- and 

Re2CI6(PEl:J}2 (all Re-Re distances within 0.010 A). The structural data led the authors 

to the conclusion that an ant/bonding o· orbital could not be populated in the d5_d5 

dimer with such a small change in bond distance from the d4_d4 dimers.95 However, 

other experimental comparisons of the monodentate phosphine complexes 

M2X4(PMea}4 (where M = Mo, X=CI,Br,Me; M = W, X = CI; and M = Re, X = CI,Br,l) 

have clearly established the general nature of the cr1t
402 and a2

1t
4020·2 configurations 

for the quadruple and triple bonds in these complexes.96 

The monodentate M2X4P4 complexes with quadruple bonds (typified by 

M02X4(PRa)4' although numerous examples exist for monodentate, neutral donor 

ligands other than phosphines97
) that are presently known all possess similar eclipsed 

conformations. The preference of these quadruply bonded complexes for the eclipsed 

conformation has been attributed to the maximized o-overlap that occurs in this 

conformation.98 The occupation of the antibonding o· orbital in the corresponding 

d5_d5 dimers would be expected to remove this preference for the eClipsed 

conformation, since the increased overlap in the bonding 0 orbital will be exactly 

compensated by an increased overlap in the antibonding 0* orbital. Nevertheless, the 

Re(II)-Re(lI) monodentate phosphine complexes maintain the eclipsed conformation 

while clearly possessing the a2
1t

4
8

2
8*2 configuration for the metal-metal bond. These 

results lead to another explanation for the conformational preference in the M2X4(PRa)4 

dimers. The fact that the D2d conformation is favored for both the d4_d4 and d5_d5 

complexes has been attributed (at least to some degree) to the desire to minimize 

steric interactions between the PRa Iigands.95
,99 
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While the monodentate phosphine complexes are all of the same geometry (D2d 

local symmetry), a greater diversity in geometry is observed in the bidentate phosphine 

complexes.1OO Three different geometric isomers are known and have been 

observed both for Mo and Re, with some of these being opticallyactive.1OOb The 

bidentate phosphine can either be "chelating" (the a-isomer, with both ends of the 

ligand coordinated in cis-positions on the same metall0l.l02) or "bridging" (the ~-

isomer, with each end of the ligand coordinated to a different metal). An illustration of 

the different coordination geometries for both the monodentate and bidentate 

phosphine complexes is given in Figure 11. 

The complexes with bridging diphosphines can be further divided on the basis 

of the conformation of the two trans-MX2P 2 units relative to one another. The ligands 

can be in an eclipsed confirmation (as in the M2X4P 4 complexes, except that the local 

symmetry is D2h rather than D2d), or if the MX2P2 units "twist" relative to one another, 

they can be in a staggered confirmation. Going back to the earlier discussion of the 

monodentate phosphine complexes, symmetry considerations lead to the prediction 

that the eclipsed geometry will be favored in the Mo(II)-Mo(lI) complexes, and that free 

rotation about the metal-metal bond will be facile in the Re(II)-Re(lI) complexes. In 

fact, examples of complexes having eclipsed and staggered conformations are well 

characterized for the M02X4(L "L)2 series.103 Though no eclipsed structures are 

known for Re2CI4(L "L)2 complexes, the staggered structures show considerable 

variation in both the degree of "twist" (or internal rotation) between the ReX2P2 units 

and the metal-metal distances.l02.l04 
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The molybdenum complexes containing bidentate phosphine ligands have been 

intensely studied with the idea of correlating these changes in conformation to changes 

in the Mo-Mo distance' 05 and to changes in the o---?o* transition energy.'06 The 

conformational change can be quantitatively measured by X, the angle of twist away 

from an eclipsed conformation. The value of X is obtained for these complexes by 

taking an algebraic average of the four smallest P-Mo-Mo-P and CI-Mo-Mo-CI torsion 

angles. The changes in metal-metal distance are used to estimate the "change" in 

metal-metal bond order with decrease in 0 overlap. Bond distances in M02CI4(L "L)2 

complexes range from 2.138(1) A in M02C14(dppm)2 [X = 0.0°, eclipsed] to 2.183(3) A in 

~-M02CI4(dmpe)2 [x = 40.0°, almost completely staggered]. The Re-Re distance for ~

Re2Cl4(depe)2 [depe = 1,2-bis(diethylphosphino)ethane] is 2.211 (1) A (X = 43.7°), while 

the Re-Re distance for ~-Re2CI4(dppee)2 [dppee = cis-Ph2PCH=CHPPh2] is 2.242(3) A 

(x = 29.7°). The change in metal-metal distance over this range in the dirhenium 

complexes is even greater than for the dimolybdenum complexes. 

The structural data accumulated for the M2X4(L "L)2 complexes suggests that 

several factors influence the metal-metal distances in these complexes. The initial 

goal of this study was to determine how the change between eclipsed and staggered 

conformations in these complexes affects the orbitals involved in the metal-metal 

multiple bond. With the direct effect of this change on the 8 overlap, the energy of the 

M-M 8 ionization was of particular interest. Two complexes with bridging diphosphine 

ligands proved sufficiently volatile for study by photoelectron spectroscopy. 

M02C14(dmpm)2 [dmpm = bis(dimethylphosphino)methane] has an eclipsed structure (X 

= 0.0°), while ~-M02CI4(dmpe)2 [dmpe = 1,2-bis(dimethylphosphino)ethane] has a 
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Figure 11--Examples of Local Symmetry Occurring in Complexes With 
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staggered structure (Xavg. = 36.9). The spectra of these complexes are compared with 

the spectrum of M02CI4(PMe3)4' also containing an eclipsed structure, but having 

different local symmetry for the M2X4P 4 unit (D2d vs. D2h). 

In the spectra of these three complexes, there are only small shifts in the 0 

ionizations « 0.15 eV) despite the low o-overlap between the metals in the dmpe 

complex, compared with the maximum overlap expected in the dmpm and PMe3 

complexes. The relative intensities of the M-M 1t and M-P cr ionizations in the dmpe 

complex also indicate increased metal-metal and metal-ligand orbital mixing caused by 

the reduced symmetry. These experimental observations have lead to the 

development of a more complete explanation of the changes in bond distance for 

these complexes, emphasizing the effect of the changes in the M-M 1t and metal-ligand 

bonding orbitals. The development of this model not only strengthens our 

understanding of the bonding in these complexes, but also our general understanding 

of the electronic structure of the metal-metal quadruple bond. 

Results 

Mass Spectrometry of M02CI4{dmpm)2 and P-M02CI4{dmpe)2 

The electron impact (EI) mass spectra were collected for M02CI4 (dmpmh and p

M02CI4(dmpe)2' In both cases, solid samples of the complex were introduced into the 

mass spectrometer via a direct insertion probe, placed under high vacuum, and then 

volatilized by using a programmed temperature ramp to control the heat1ng of the 

probe. Table 9 lists the major peaks caused by metal-containing species in the EI 

mass spectra of M02C14(dmpm)2 and P-M02CI4(dmpe)2' 
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Table 9--EI Mass Spectra of M02CliLJ\L)2 (LJ\L = dmpm, dmpe): Major 

Peaks From Metal- and Diphosphine-Containing Species. 

Mass(amu) Assignment % Relative Abundance 

75.0 (CH2)P(CH3)/ 100.0 

605.7 Mo2CI4(dmpm)2+ 90.61 

136.0 (CH3)2PCH2P(CH3)2 + 79.86 

121.0 (CH3)P~H2P(CH3)2 + 58.09 

469.6 Mo2Cl4(dmpmt 23.13 

371.6 MoCl4(dmpmt 8.98 

633.7 Mo2CI4(dmpe)2 + 100.0 

135.0 (CH3)PCH2CH2P(CH3)2 + 85.62 

107.0 (CH3)PP(CH3)/ 48.43 

618.7 Mo2C14 ( dmpe k(CH3t 25.67 

483.6 Mo2Cl4(dmpet 25.14 

122.0 (CH3)2PP(CH3)2 + 21.50 

151.0 (CH3)2PCH2CH2P(CH3)2+(H)+ 15.01 
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Isotope splitting patterns are evident in all of the spectra, caused by the Mo and 

CI nuclei in the samples. These patterns are made particularly complex by the 

presence of molybdenum, where seven stable isotopes (with abundances ranging from 

ca. 9-24%) contribute to the overall distribution of molybdenum atoms. Many of the 

peaks listed in Table 9 are at the center of a group of masses ranging from 10-20 units 

wide. Because of the complexity of the isotopic splittings in these complexes, the 

assignment of peaks to simple protonated or deprotonated species (except for ligand 

fragments not containing CI or Mo) was not pursued further here. The important factor 

is that the resolution of the experiment is quite sufficient to observe ligand loss or 

substitution occurring for a particular ion, which is the basis for many of the peak 

assignments. 

One of the purposes of these mass spectral studies was to characterize the 

species present in the gas phase for these complexes, under conditions similar to 

those present in the photoelectron spectroscopy experiment. By monitoring the total 

relative ion count over the entire temperature range used to collect the spectra, it was 

determined that the complexes sublimed cleanly in all cases. All species identified 

from the mass spectra (other than the molecular ions) can be ascribed to reaction or 

decomposition of the parent complexes. 

The spectra of both complexes are relatively simple, with little fragmentation of 

the molecular ion in comparison to the M2X4(PMe3)4 complexes (see Chapter 3). The 

molecular ion peak has a very high abundance in both complexes, showing the 

stability of the M02X4(L IIL)2 species in the gas phase. Peaks from the free phosphine 

ligands also have high abundance in both spectra. The presence of peaks from M02-
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containing species, along with evidence for the clean sublimation of the complexes, 

suggest that the free ligand peaks are a result of fragmentation of the molecular ion, 

and are not produced from decomposition of the solid sample upon heating. There 

was also no evidence of free ligand in the photoelectron spectra of the complexes. 

The only major difference in the spectra of M02CI4(dmpm)2 and ~-M02CI4(dmpeh is the 

appearance of a peak (8.98% relative abundance) from a mononuclear Mo-containing 

species, MoCI4(dmpmt, in the spectrum of M02CI4(dmpm)2. Corresponding peaks from 

mononuclear species are not seen in the spectrum of ~-M02CI4(dmpe)2. This mayor 

may not reflect a difference in the strength of the metal-metal bond in these 

complexes, since the free ligands themselves show slightly different fragmentation 

patterns. Fragmentation of the phosphine ligand in M02Cl4(dmpmh may lead to facile 

dissociation of the ligand, providing a low energy path to cleavage of the metal-metal 

bond. 

He(l) Ionization Features for M2X4(LJ\L)2 (LJ\L = dmpm, dmpe) 

Complexes 

The He(l) full spectra for the 5.0-17.0 eV region of M02CI4(PMe)4 and 

M02CI4(LI\Lh (where LI\L = dmpm and dmpe) are shown in Figure 12. The general 

features of all of the spectra are quite similar, and there are three distinct regions from 

5.0-17.0 eV where ionizations are observed in these complexes. From 12.0-17.0 eV, a 

broad, featureless ionization manifold is observed, consisting of ionizations from ligand 

orbitals responsible for P-C 0' bonds and C-H 0' bonds (the sharp ionizations around 16 

eV are from the Ar 2P312 ionization, used as an internal lock for the energy scale). 
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Figure 12--He(l) Valence Photoelectron Spectra of (A) ~-M02CI4(dmpe)2' 

(B) M02CI4(PMe3)4' and (C) M02CI4(dmpm)2" 
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From ca. 9.0-12.0 eV a series of ionizations of intermediate relative area are seen. In 

the previous photoelectron spectra of M2CI4(PMea)4 complexes, these features have 

been attributed to ionization from CI lone pairs and orbitals combining M-P 0' and M-CI 

0' bonds.968 Finally, in an area from 5.0-9.0 eV where ionizations from transition metal-

based orbitals would be expected,'07 all the complexes show a series of 

comparatively sharp ionizations of low relative area. This region contains a major part 

qf the information pertinent to the metal-metal and metal-ligand interactions in these 

complexes, and will be discussed in further detail. 

Within the series, the energy and relative area of the major ionization features 

remain relatively constant for each complex. The general features of the first two 

regions (ionization from primarily ligand-based orbitals) discussed above remain 

constant in all three spectra. The major variation occurs in the region of lowest 

ionization energy, containing the orbitals high in metal character. Three well-resolved 

peaks are observed in the spectrum of M02CI4(PMea)4. The measurement of the He(I) 

and He(II) photoelectron spectra of M02C14(PMea)4 has established that the orbitals 

giving rise to these three peaks are the M-M 0 (6.44 eV), the M-M 7t (7.70 eV), and the 

M-P 0' (8.41 eV).96a The 0 ionization is observed in both of the bidentate phosphine 

complexes, well separated from the other ionizations. A clear one-to-one 

correspondence does not exist for the M-M 7t and M-P 0' ionizations in M02C14(PMe3)4 

when compared to the bidentate phosphine complexes. Both bidentate phosphine 

complexes possess a complex, multicomponent band profile in this region. 

High-resolution closeup photoelectron spectra are used to examine the changes 

in the spectra of M02C14(dmpm)2 and P-M02CI4(dmpe)2 relative to M02CI4(PMe3)4. 
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Closeup spectra for the region from 6.0-9.0 eV in these complexes are shown in Figure 

13. A comparison of peak positions, half-widths, and relative areas for the spectra is 

given in Table 10. The appearance of the 0 ionizations in the closeup spectra confirms 

the observation made from the full spectra concerning the similarity of this ionization 

between the three complexes. The change in energy of the 0 ionizations is quite small 

( < 0.15 eV between the three complexes). The bandshape of this ionization in the 

chelating phosphine complexes is only slightly different than for M02CI4(PMe3)4' being 

0.15-0.20 eV wider. 

The other ionizations in the chelating phosphine complexes, corresponding in 

energy to the M-M 1t and M-P a ionizations of M02CI4(PMe3)4' remain at similar energy 

but are split into several components. These individual components differ considerably 

in bandwidth and amplitude between the two M02C14(L IIL)2 complexes. The closeup 

spectrum of M02CI4(dmpm)2 shows a large, broad ionization feature at 8.58 eV, only 

0.18 eV higher in energy than the M-P a ionization of M02CI4(PMe3)4. Two more bands 

closely resembling one another are observed at 7.74 and 7.21 eV, where the M-M 1t 

ionization is observed at 7.71 eV in M02CI4(PMe3)4. The two similar bands in 

M02CI4(dmpm)2 each exhibit approximately half the relative area of the M-M 1t 

ionization in M02CI4(PMe3)4 when both are compared to the M-M 0 ionizations (the 0 

ionizations exhibit similar bandshapes for both complexes). 

The appearance of this region in P-M02CI4(dmpe)2 is markedly different to both 

M02CI4(PMe3)4 and M02CI4(dmpm)2. The data can be fitted with four well-resolved 

bands, with the two outer bands (at 7.25 and 8.68 eV) having relative areas similar to 

that of the M-M 0 ionization. The two inner features (at 7.67 and 8.25 eV) are of 
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Table 10--He(l} Ionization Data for the 5.7-9.1 eV Region of 

M02CI4(PMe3}4 and M02CI4(LJ\L}2 (LJ\L = dmpm, dmpe). 

Ionization energy (eV) 

~-Mo2CI4(dmpe)2 

6.44 

7.71 

8.40 

6.31 

7.25 

7.67 

8.25 

8.68 

6.34 

7.21 

7.74 

8.58 

0.38 0.31 

0.51 0.41 

0.56 0.38 

0.48 0.37 

0.67 0.58 

0.50 0.39 

0.50 0.39 

0.37 0.40 

0.48 0.33 

0.56 0.62 

0.53 0.32 

1.30 0.74 

Rei. area., He(l) 

1.00 

4.08 

4.88 

1.00 

1.33 

1.86 

1.87 

1.18 

1.00 

2.41 

2.00 

9.10 
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similar bandshape (even if no constraints are used in the fitting of the data), and each 

exhibit approximately twice the relative area of the M-M 0 ionization. Although both 

chelating phosphine complexes show complex band profiles in the area of the M-M 1t 

and M-P (J ionizations in M02C14(PMe3)4' the obvious differences in these ionization 

bands reflect differences in the nature of the orbitals involved in these bonds for ~

M02CI4(dmpe)2 and M02C14(dmpm)2. 

Two major observations can be made from examination of the ionization data. 

First, the 0 ionizations in both the monodentate and bidentate phosphine complexes 

are similar in appearance, and vary by only 0.15 eV through the series. This 

corresponds to a 0.053 A change in Mo-Mo distance through the series, from 2.183 A 

in ~-M02CI4(dmpe)2 to 2.130 A in M02C14(PMe3)4. Second, the single peaks assigned to 

the M-M 1t and M-P (J ionizations in M02CI4(PMe3)4 are clearly split into several 

components in the bidentate phosphine complexes. Changes in these ionizations 

between ~-M02CI4(dmpeh and M02CI4(dmpm)2 indicate that the metal-metal and metal

phosphorus interactions are affected by the change from a partially staggered 

conformation between the metals in ~-M02CI4(dmpe)2 to an eclipsed conformation in 

M02C14(dmpm)2. Examination of the changes in symmetry of the M2X4P4 core in these 

complexes is used to help explain these results, along with comparison to related 

experimental and theoretical data. The results presented here also help to provide a 

more detailed description of how each interaction in the M2X4P 4 core affects the metal

metal quadruple bond. 
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Discussion 

The Metal-Metal Quadruple Bond in M2X4P 4 Complexes: D2d , D2h , and 

D2 Conformations 

The major aim of this study was to obtain an experimental measure of the 

effect of varying internal rotation on the electronic structure of M2X4P 4 complexes 

possessing a metal-metal quadruple bond. Specifically, through measurement of the 

gas-phase photoelectron spectra of a series of complexes with different degrees of 

internal rotation between the metal centers, the changes in internal rotation can be 

correlated with changes in specific ionization energies and band profiles. In turn, the 

relationship between the ionization data and other experimental results (such as the 

crystallographic and spectroscopic studies mentioned earlier) can also aid in further 

developing our description of the metel-metal quadruple bond. 

To better understand the effects on the orbitals involved in metal-metal and 

metal-ligand bonding in these dimers when the degree of internal rotation is changed, it 

is useful to briefly describe the symmetry properties of these orbitals. As mentioned in 

the Experimental section, measurement of the He(l) and He(II) photoelectron spectra of 

M02CI4(PMe3)4 has established that the M-M 8 orbital gives rise to the lowest energy 

ionization, followed by the M-M 1t (7.70 eV) and M-P 0' (8.41 eV) ionizations.9Sa SCF

Xa.-SW calculations also predict that these orbitals are the lowest occupied valence 

orbitals, but incorrectly predict that the M-P 0' orbital will be at lower energy than the 

M-M 1t orbital.9Sa This problem is not unique to the SCF-Xa.-SW method, as similar 

results are obtained using other calculations such as the Fenske-Hall approximate 
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method.108 However, it is important to note that the description of the character of 

these orbitals from the calculation is in agreement with the ionization data. 80th the 

M-M () and 1t orbitals contain a substantial amount of metal character ( > 50%), while 

the M-P cr orbital is largely phosphorus in character (48%), with only a small metal 

contribution (18%). 

Further theoretical studies have dealt with rotating the two halves of the 

M02X4P 4 core relative to one another, and observing the effect on the electronic 

structure. Figure 14 shows a qualitative molecular orbital diagram (from SCF-Xa-SW 

calculations) for M02CI4(PH3)4 in three different local symmetries; 02d' as found in 

M02CI4(PMe3)4; 02h' as found in M02Cl4(dmpmh; and O2, as found in !3-M02CI4(dmpe)2' 

Table 11 lists the energies and percent contributions of the highest occupied orbitals 

shown in Figure 14.100b.109 The reduction in symmetry to 02h and O2 is expected to lift 

the degeneracy of the e orbitals in the 02d conformation. The M-M 1t and M-P cr 

orbitals are among these, and would be expected to split as the MX2P2 units of the 

dimer are rotated relative to one another. The calculations show these splittings, with 

the 8e orbital in the 02d conformation (M-M 1t) being split into a b2u and a b3u 

component in the 02h conformation, and into a b2 and b3 in the O2 conformation. The 

ge orbital in the 02d conformation (M-P cr) is split into a b2u and b3u component in the 

02h conformation, and into a b2 and b3 component in the O2 conformation. 

The closeup photoelectron spectra of M02CI4(dmpm)2' when compared with the 

spectra of M02CI4(PMe3)4' clearly show the splitting of the M-M 1t ionization from the 02d 

conformation to the 02h conformation. The split peaks in M02C14(dmpm)2 at 7.21 and 

7.74 eV are easily resolved. The M-M 1t ionization of M02CI4(PMe3)4' in comparison, 
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Figure 14--0rbital Correlation Diagram for Different Conformers of 

M02CI4{PH3)4 [Adapted from References 100b and 109]. 
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Table 11--Energies and Percent Contributions of the Highest Occupied 

Orbitals in Different Conformations of M02CI4(PH3)4 [Adapted from 

References 100b and 109]. 

x = 90°, 02d 

Level Energy (eV) %Mo %CI %P 

3b1 (M-M 0) -5.628 72 14 1 

ge (M-P a) -6.425 15 9 50 

8e (M-M 1t) -7.421 53 31 6 

X = 45°, O2 

9b1 (M-M 0) -5.107 79 14 3 

10a (M-M 0·) -5.110 73 13 2 

9b2 (M-P cr) -6.495 22 15 41 

9b3 (M-P cr) -6.559 14 7 52 

8b2 (M-M 1t) -6.959 43 30 15 

8b3 (M-M 1t) -7.743 54 34 3 

X = 0°, 02h 

3b19 (M-M 0) -5.656 70 16 1 

5b2U (M-M 1t) -6.727 51 38 0 

4b29 (M-P cr) -6.730 11 13 54 

5b3U (M-P cr) -6.862 13 7 53 

4b3U (M-M 1t) -8.007 51 37 1 
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occurs at 7.71 eV. The M-P 0 ionization does not shift appreciably between the two 

complexes (8.40 vs. 8.58 eV), and although separate peaks cannot be resolved in the 

M-P 0 ionization band of M02CI4(dmpm)2' the band is considerably more broad than the 

corresponding band in M02CI4(PMe3)4. Four distinct peaks are present in the ionization 

manifold from 6.5-9.0 eV in ~-M02CI4(dmpe)2' with the inner and outer two peaks in the 

manifold having similar peak profiles. The inner set of peaks also has a significantly 

higher relative area (ca. 1.6:1) than the outer set. This compares to the spectra of 

M02C14(PMe3)4 and M02CI4(dmpm)2' where the ionization(s) with significant P character 

(the M-P 0) have a larger area than the ionizations from orbitals with negligible P 

character (the M-M 1t and M-M 0). From this comparison, the most reasonable 

assignment of the peaks in this ionization band for ~-M02CI4(dmpeh places the 

components of the M-M 1t ionization at 7.25 and 8.68 eV (the two outer peaks in the 

band), and the components of the M-P 0 ionization at 7.67 and 8.25 eV (the two inner 

peaks in the band). 

The results from the SCF-Xa-SW calculations, along with predicting the 

splittings in the e orbitals caused by the reduction in symmetry, also qualitatively 

support the ionization assignments in the chelating phosphine complexes. The most 

important information from the calculations relating to these assignments is the 

magnitude of the splittings between the components of the M-M 1t and M-P 0 orbitals. 

The components of the M-P 0 orbital (the 9b3 and 9b2 in the O2 conformation, and the 

4b2g and 5b3u in the 02h conformation) are split by < 0.15 eV in both complexes. This 

is in contrast with the components of the M-M 1t orbital (the 8b2 and 8b3 in the O2 

conformation and the 5b2u and 4b3u in the 02h conformation), where the calculated 

splittings are ca. 0.8 and 1.3 eV. These calculated splittings qualitatively agree with 
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the photoelectron data, where the splittings for the peaks from the M-M 1t ionizations 

are much larger than those from the M-P 0' ionizations (with the components of the M

P 0' ionization in M02C14(dmpm)2 being unresolved). 

The major inconsistency between the photoelectron data and the theoretical 

results for M02C14(PMe3)4 involves the relative energies of the M-M 1t and M-P 0' 

orbitals.gSa The gas-phase He(I) and He(II) photoelectron spectra of M02C14(PMe3)4 

clearly establish that the M-M 1t ionization occurs at lower ionization energy than the 

M-P 0' ionization, while SCF-Xa.-SW calculations on M02C14(PH3)4 predict the opposite 

ordering (the M-M 1t orbital is ca. 1.0 eV more stable than the M-P 0' orbital). Figure 

14 shows the same general trends for the SCF-Xa.-SW calculations on the 02h and 02 

conformations of M02CI4(PH3)4' with the components of the M-M 1t orbital at equal or 

higher energies than the components of the M-P 0' orbital. The ionization data for 

M02CI4(PMe3)4 clearly indicates that the M-M 1t ionization occurs at ca. 0.7 eV lower 

ionization energy than the M-P 0' ionization. If the M-M 1t and M-P 0' orbitals in the 02d 

and 02 conformations are transposed in the same way, the orbital ordering from the 

calculations would be much the same as that obtained from the ionization data of 

M02C14(dmpm)2 and P-M02CI4(dmpe)2. Further b3-b3 orbital mixing (one M-M 1t and one 

M-P 0' component) is likely to influence the orbital character and subsequent ionization 

profiles observed in P-M02CI4(dmpe)2. 

Ionization Energies of the 8-Bond in M2X4P 4 Complexes as a Function 

of Angle of Internal Rotation: A Direct Measure of 8-Bond Strength 

Previous experimental and theoretical studies have answered many 

fundamental questions concerning the nature of the metal-metal multiple bond. As the 
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results of studies on M2X4P4 complexes indicate, many questions still remain pertaining 

to the metal-metal multiple bond. Physical observables that describe the metal-metal 

multiple bond, such as bond distances and bond energies, can be influenced by many 

factors. Included among these factors are the steric and electronic properties of the 

coordinating ligands and the electronic environment of the metals themselves 

(including effects such as metal-metal orbital overlap). Even effects of relatively small 

magnitude, such as intermolecular crystal packing forces, can influence metal-metal 

distances and overall geometries in these complexes.103b 

Some studies have developed quantitative relationships between observables 

such as metal-metal distances, and the factors which influence these observables. For 

the M02X4P 4 series, the most notable studies have examined the effect of internal 

rotation between the metal centers on metal-metal distances.10s For these complexes 

with quadruple bonds, it can be shown that the strength of the 0 component of the 

quadruple bond varies with cos(2X), where X is the angle of internal rotation away from 

an eclipsed conformation of the complex.98 The crystallographic results show a linear 

relationship between metal-metal distance and cos(2X), with a Significant increase in 

metal-metal distance as cos(2X) increases. Complete "loss" of the M-M 0 bond (by the 

complex adopting a completely staggered conformation with X = 45°) was extrapolated 

to predict an increase of 0.097 A in bond length associated with loss of the 0 

component of the bond in these complexes. loSe The effect of changing X will certainly 

have an effect on the 0 overlap, but the effect on the 0 orbital itself is not observable 

from the crystallographic data. These studies reflect the overall change in the metal 

and ligand environment in the complexes reflected by the change in metal-metal 

distance. 
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One of the major advantages in using photoelectron spectroscopy to study the 

metal-metal quadruple bond is that the orbitals of different symmetry involved in the 

metal-metal bond can be independently observed. In previous studies of the M2X4P 4 

complexes, the M-M 1t, 8, and 8* (for the d5_d5 Re2
4

+ dimers) ionizations have been 

identified. The M-M 1t ionization is also resolved from the other metal ionizations in the 

M2X4P 4 complexes studied here. There is little change in bandshape of the M-M 8 

ionization between M02CI4(PMe3)4' M02CI4(dmpm)2' and P-M02CI4(dmpe)2' and an 

overall shift in energy of only 0.13 eV for the 8 ionization in the three complexes. 

The Mo-Mo distances for M02CI4(PMe3)4' M02C14(dmpm)2 (two crystalline 

modifications), and P-M02CI4(dmpe)2 (two crystalline modifications) are 2.130(1), 

2.134(4), 2.1253(4), 2.168(1), and 2.183(3) A respectively. This spans the range of 

metal-metal distances observed in M02X4P 4 complexes, but represents only a small 

range of the Mo-Mo distances observed in complexes where metal-metal quadruple 

bonding is implied (from -2.04-2.30 A).110 The relatively small change in metal-metal 

distance as a function of internal rotation between the metals invites a comparison to 

the relatively small change in energy of the 8 ionization. A pertinent comparison is to 

the photoelectron spectrum of Re2CI4(PMe3)4' a d5_d5 dimer with a <T1t4828*2 metal-metal 

configuration. The occupation of both the 8 and 8* orbitals in this complex leads to 

rotational invariance of the 8 (and the 8*) orbital. The energy difference between the 8 

and 8* ionizations should only represent the difference between a completely bonding 

(8) and a completely antibonding (8*) interaction. The change from an eclipsed 

conformation to a staggered conformation (zero 8 overlap) in the M02X4P4 dimers 

should lead to a change in energy of the 8 ionization which is half the magnitude of 

the 8-8* separation in Re2CI4(PMe3)4' 
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The gas phase photoelectron spectrum of Re2C14(PMe3)4 shows energies of 

5.66 and 6.51 eV for the o· and 0 ionizations, respectively.96b This leads to the 

prediction that total loss of 0 bonding (X = 45°) would lead to a 0 orbital energy of 

6.085 eV [halfway between the 0 and o· orbital energies for Re2CI4(PMe3)4]' Maximum 

stabilization of 0.425 eV would be expected for M02C14(PMe3)4 and M02C14(dmpm)2' 

which possess eclipsed conformations. Two crystalline modifications of ~

M02C14(dmpe)2 are known, with X = 33.8° and 40.0° for the different structures.lOSa.106 

Assuming a linear relationship between orbital energy and cos(2X), the stabilization 

from the totally staggered conformation will range from 0.162-0.074 eV, using the 

crystallographic structures as outer limits for the gas-phase geometry of ~

M02CI4(dmpe)2' This leads to the prediction of a 0 orbital energy in the range of 6.159-

6.247 eV for ~-M02CI4(dmpe)2' 

This model, while perhaps oversimplified, leads to reasonable agreement with 

the observed energies of the 0 ionizations. The predicted energy for the eclipsed 

conformers are both high (6.51 eV vs. the experimentally observed energies of 6.34 

and 6.44 eV), while the predicted energy for the staggered ~-M02CI4(dmpe)2 is slightly 

low (6.16-6.25 eV vs. the observed energy of 6.31 eV). The fact that M02CI4(dmpm)2 

has the largest deviation from this model is consistent with its molecular structure 

when compared to those of M02C14(PMe3)4 and ~-M02CI4(dmpe)2' Selected bond 

distances and angles for these complexes are given in Table 12. The chloro-ligands in 

M02C14(dmpm)2 bend away from the metal-metal bond to a lesser degree (larger CI-Mo

CI and smaller Mo-Mo-CI angles) than in the other two complexes. Overlap between 

the lone pairs of the chloro-ligands and the M-M 0 orbital will become larger as the Mo-
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Table 12--Selected Bond Distances and Angles for Mo2CI4{PMe3)4J 

Mo2CI4{dmpm)2' and P-Mo2CI4{dmpe)2. 

Complex 

Mo2C14(PMe3)4 

~-Mo2CI4(dmpe)2 

W-Mo2Cl4(dmpeh 

Mo2CI4(dmpmh1 

Mo2CI4( dmpm)2 2 

1Tetragonal form 

2Monoclinic form 

Mo-Mo (A) CI-Mo-CI CO) 

2.130(1) 135.5(4) 

2.183(3) 137.6(2) 

2.168(1 ) 137.1(5) 

2.134(4) 153.3(2) 

2.1253(4) 147.59(3) 

Mo-Mo-CI CO) Ref. 

112.4(2) 101b 

110.3(1) 105a 

111.09(7) 106 

103.4(1) 103c 

106.20(3) 103c 
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Mo-CI angle approaches 90°. This filled-filled interaction should destabilize the M-M 0 

orbital, consistent with the lowering of the ionization energy (6.34 eV) of 

M02Cl4{dmpmh in comparison to the model. 

The results of this study have shown that varying the degree of internal rotation 

has only a small effect on the M-M 0 ionization in these M02CI4P 4 complexes. 

Qualitatively, the energies observed for the 0 ionization are in reasonable agreement 

with calculated energies based on the energy separation of the 0 and o· ionizations in 

Re2CI4{PMe3)4' It should also be stressed, however, that the magnitude of the energy 

change caused by varying the degree of internal rotation is quite small compared to 

the total energy of the metal-metal quadruple bond. 

Thermochemical data has been used to estimate bond enthalpy in other 

systems containing metal-metal quadruple bonds, with values of 408 kJ morl obtained 

for Re2CI/-, and 334 kJ morl for M02{02CCH3)4.lll,l12 These numbers are rather 

approximate (± 50 kJ morl), but are nevertheless quite large in comparison to the 

energy shifts of the 0 ionizations observed in the complexes studied here. The shift of 

0.13 eV between M02C14{PMe3)4 and ~-M02CI4{dmpe)2 corresponds to 12.5 kJ morl , 

less than 5% of the total energy of the metal-metal quadruple bond. The bond 

distance change of 0.053 A between M02C14{PMe3)4 and ~-M02CI4{dmpe)2 is also small 

in comparison with the range of bond distances observed for complexes containing 

metal-metal quadruple bonds (-2.04-2.30 A). In the crystal structure of M0214{dppeb 

two different conformers of the complex exist within the unit cell. One has a Mo-Mo 

distance of 2.129(5) A (x = 0°), with the other having a Mo-Mo distance of 2.180(4) A 

{x = 27.9o).103b The bond distance change caused by crystal packing forces in this 
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case is almost as large as the entire range of distances observed in M02X4P4 

complexes. All these observations lead to the conclusion that the metal-metal distance 

and bond energy in these complexes are relatively insensitive to the degree of 0 

overlap between the metal centers. 

Conclusions 

The series of d4_~ M02X4(L "L)2 dimers containing metal-metal quadruple bonds 

have been extensively studied in regard to the nature of the multiple bond. The initial 

goal of this study was to determine how the orbitals making up the metal-metal 

quadruple bond were affected by the change between eclipsed and staggered 

conformations in these complexes. The energy of the M-M 0 ionization was of 

particular interest, since the change in conformation directly affects the metal-metal 

overlap. 

When the valence photoelectron spectra of M02CI4(PMe3)4' M02CI4(dmpm)2' and 

P-M02CI4(dmpe)2 are compared, there are only small energy shifts for the 0 ionizations 

« 0.15 eV). This implies that the M-M 0 orbitals are of similar energy, despite the low 

o overlap between the metals in P-M02CI4(dmpe)2 when compared with the maximum 

overlap expected in the other two complexes. The magnitude of these shifts are in 

reasonable agreement with calculated shifts based on the energies of the 0 and 0" 

ionizations in Re2CI4(PMe3)4' The energies of these orbitals represent the difference 

between a completely bonding and a completely antibonding 0 interaction. The shift of 

0.13 eV (12.5 kJ mor') in the 0 ionization between M02C14(PMe3)4 and P-M02CI4(dmpe)2 

suggests that the major bonding changes occurring in these systems are a result of 

changes in M-M 1t and metal-ligand bonding rather than the result of changes in 0 



overlap. An increased overlap between the M-M 0 orbital and Cl/one pairs in 

M02CI4(dmpm)2 (by reference to the crystal structures of these M02C/4P4 species) 

132 

explains the destabilization of the 0 ionization in this complex. In /3-M02C/4(dmpe)2 (and 

presumably in other complexes with staggered conformations), orbital mixing between 

components of the M-M 1t and M-P cr bonds is an important factor in the overall 

change in the metal-metal bond, as evidenced by the changes in the low energy 

ionization profiles of this complex. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EFFECTS OF LIGAND ADDITION TO METAL-METAL MULTIPLE 

BONDS: "TRIPLE BONDED" [CpM{CO)J2 VS. "SINGLE BONDED" 

[CpM{CO)3h (M = Cr, Mo, W) 

Introduction 

Complexes of the general formula [CpM(CO)nJ2 comprise what is becoming a 

very general series of complexes containing metal-metal bonds, with formal bond 

orders ranging from one to three.113 For complexes containing multiple metal-metal 

bonds in particular, this series is growing to the point where it rivals the heavily studied 

dimetaltetracarboxylate [M2(02CR)4J series in terms of the number of transition metals 

where examples of the series exist. 

[CpM(CO)nJ2 complexes for which some degree of metal-metal bonding has 

been proposed are contained in groups 5, 6, and 7. Examples include CP2V2(CO)5114 

and Cp*2M2(CO)3 (Cp* = C5Me5; M = Mn,Re),115 as well as the group 6 series 

[CpM(CO)2J2 (M = Cr,Mo,W).116 The symmetric group 6 and group 7 dimers can be 

formally viewed as consisting of two 15-electron metal centers. The asymmetric 

CP2V2(CO)5 dimer (one vanadium has one terminal CO, the other has two, and the 

remaining two are semibridging between the metals) can formally be viewed as an 

interaction between one 14-electron vanadium center and another 16-electron 

vanadium center. An example of these dimers is also known in group 8, with the 

preparation and structural characterization of the unique complex Cp*2Fe2(J.I.-CO)3.117 
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The metal-metal distance in this complex is quite short (Fe-Fe = 2.265(1) A), indicative 

of metal-metal multiple bonding, but the complex is paramagnetic, with the magnetic 

moment indicating a triplet ground state for the molecule.117a Isoelectronic species with 

metal-metal multiple bonds that contain other aromatic ligands have been 

characterized, including (CSRS)2Cr2(CO)311S and (C4R4)2Fe2(COh.119 Mixed-metal 

species with multiple bonds have been reported with metals from the same group 

[such as CP2MoW(CO)4f20, and also with metals from different groups [such as 

(C4Me4)Fe(Il-CO)3Mn(CsMes) and (CsMes)Cr(Il-CO)3Mn(CsMes)].121 The "unsaturated" 

[CpM(CO)2J2 complexes also show a rich chemistry, as evidenced by their reaction with 

neutral 2-electron donor ligands (L) to give the formally single bonded [CpM(CO)2LJ2 

dimers.116b-c,122 Acetylenes and main group elements react with these complexes, 

adding across the M-M bond to give metallatetrahedranes,11sb.123 or by direct insertion 

of an unsupported main group atom into the M-M bond.124 

This class of metal-metal bonded cyclopentadienyl metal carbonyl dimers, 

particularly the group 6 complexes, possesses several unique structural features 

relating to the metal-metal bonding in the complexes. The group 6 [CpM(CO)nJ2 dimers 

are unique in the fact that two distinct classes of dimers (where n = 2,3) are known 

and structurally characterized for M = Cr, Mo, and W. Further, the addition of one CO 

per metal causes a major change in the mode of CO bonding in the complex, and also 

causes a major change in the metal-metal interaction. As an example, the average Cr

Cr bond distance for [CpCr(C02J2 (two independent molecules) is 2.215 A,11Sd and with 

addition of one CO per metal, the Cr-Cr distance increases to 3.281 A in 

[CpCr(CO)3J2.12S In terms of simple "electron counting", this reflects the change from a 
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metal-metal triple bond in the dicarbonyl dimers (consisting of two 15-electron 

CpM(CO)2 fragments) to a metal-metal single bond in the tricarbonyl dimers (consisting 

of two 17-electron CpM(CO)3 fragments). The chromium complex [CpCr(CO):J2 also 

forms an isoelectronic series with the aforementioned group 5 and group 7 complexes 

CP2V2(CO)S and Cp*2Mn2(COh Upon addition or removal of a carbonyl concommitant 

with the change in number of metal d electrons, the mode of CO bonding changes 

through this series, from terminal and semibridging in CP2V2(CO)S to semibridging only 

in [CpCr(CO)212 to symmetrically bridging only in Cp*2Mn2(CO)3. Clearly, the molecular 

and electronic structure of this type of complex is greatly affected by ligand addition to 

the metal-metal bond. Experimental characterization of the electronic change resulting 

from ligand addition should lead to a better understanding of the widely varied 

structural features in these complexes. 

In the study of this class of compounds, the nature of the metal-metal 

interaction plays a key role in understanding the structures and reactivities exhibited by 

these complexes. Gas-phase ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) has proven 

to be a valuable experimental tool in determining the electronic structure of complexes 

containing metal-metal mUltiple bonds. Through high-resolution UPS studies, 

significant details of the electronic structure of metal-metal quadruple bonded126 and 

triple bonded127 species have been clarified. These studies have shown the general 

nature of several configurations for complexes with metal-metal multiple bonds; c:l1t4 for 

d3_d3 "electron-poor" triple bonds, cr21t482 for d4_d4 quadruple bonds, and cr21t
4828*2 for dS_ 

dS "electron-rich" triple bonds. The group 6 [CpM(COh12 dimers are also dS_ds 

systems, but they possess a much different ligand set (including semibridging CO 
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ligands) than Re2CI4(PMe3)4' a d5_d5 system where a cr1t4828·2 configuraton has been 

established for the metal-metal triple bond.127e The comparison between these 

systems is important in understanding the involvement of bridging ligands in the metal

metal interaction. Previous theoretical128 and experimental (including the He(l) 

photoelectron spectra)129 studies on the group 6 [CpM(CO)2J2 dimers have provided 

insight into the nature of the metal-metal interaction, but the lack of resolution in the 

photoelectron data precludes an unambiguous experimental characterization of all the 

orbitals involved in the metal-metal interaction. 

The [CpM(CO)2J2 dimers also provide the opportunity for experimental study of 

the electronic effects of ligand addition to a metal-metal multiple bond. Addition of two 

equivalents of CO to these complexes gives [CpM(CO)3J2 dimers, with the one 

additional CO per metal adding in the mirror plane containing the metal-metal bond. 

The related geometries of the [CpM(CO)2J2 and [CpM(CO)3J2 dimers are illustrated in 

Figure 15. The virtual symmetry is the same for both series (C2h), but the increased 

metal-metal distance and the changes in ligand orientation affect the metal-metal 

interaction, and the role the ligands play in that interaction. With the large increase in 

M-M distance and the change in formal electron count, one possibility is that the only 

direct metal-metal interaction common to both systems is the metal-metal 0' bond. The 

original goal of this work was to fully characterize the ionizations from the metal-metal 

multiple bond in the [CpM(CO)2J2 dimers, and to observe the effects on these 

interactions caused by ligand addition to the multiple bond. 

The photoelectron spectra of both the [CpM(CO)2J2 and [CpM(CO)3J2 (M = 

Cr,Mo,W) dimers are reported in this work, and the ionization features compared 
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Figure 15--Geometries of the Group 6 [CpM{CO)J2 and [CpM{CO)3J2 

Dimers. 
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between the two systems. The a, 0, and 0* components of the multiple bond in the 

[CpM(CO)212 dimers can be individually resolved, and are compared to their 

counterparts in the dS_ds Re2X4(PMe3)4 dimers, which have no ligands bridging the Re

Re triple bond. Energy shifts are observed for the a, 0, and 0* components of the 

bond, while the orbitals of 1t symmetry mix with a* and 0* components, giving rise to 

orbitals which are non bonding with respect to the direct metal-metal interaction. The 

shifts that occur can be ascribed to the different ligand environments in the two series 

of complexes. The major change in the spectra of the [CpM(CO)J2 dimers is the 

destabilization of the M-M a ionization relative to the [CpM(CO)J2 dimers. This 

destabilization, resulting from the coordination of the additional CO in the mirror plane 

containing the metal dz2 orbital, places the metal-metal a ionization within the normal 

range of a ionization energies observed in other metal-metal bonded systems. 

Results 

Mass Spectrometry of [CpM(CO)312 (M = Cr,Mo,W) 

One of the purposes of the mass spectral studies was to characterize the 

species present in the gas phase for these complexes, under conditions similar to 

those present in the photoelectron spectroscopy experiment. This was a particular 

concern for [CpCr(CO)312' since several 17 -electron (CsRs)Cr(CO)2L (L = CO, PR3, 

P(OR)3; R = H, Me) species have been characterized both in solution and in the solid 

state.130 The ease with which the metal-metal bond can be cleaved in [CpCr(COh12 

makes it important to know if the dinuclear structure is being retained in the gas phase. 
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Mass spectra were collected for [CpCr(CO)3J2' [CpMo(CO)3J2' and [CpW(CO)3J2· 

The spectrum of the Cr complex was collected using a chemical ionization source 

(isobutane) to avoid undue fragmentation of the complex. The Mo and W complexes 

showed no such problems, and were collected with an electron impact source. In all 

cases, solid samples of the complex were introduced into the mass spectrometer via a 

direct insertion probe, placed under high vacuum, and then volatilized by using a 

programmed temperature ramp to control the heating of the probe. Table 13 lists the 

major peaks caused by metal-containing species in the CI mass spectrum of 

[CpCr(CO)3J2' with Table 14 and Table 15 giving the same results for the EI spectra of 

[CpMo(CO)a12 and [CpW(COhJ2' respectively. 

Isotope splitting patterns are evident in the spectra of the Mo and W 

complexes. Seven stable molybdenum isotopes (with abundances ranging from ca. 9-

24%) contribute to the overall distribution of Mo atoms, while four major isotopes (ca. 

14-31% abundance) give rise to the splitting in the W complexes.131 Many of the 

peaks listed in Tables 2 and 3 are at the center of a group of masses, ranging from 

10-15 mass units wide in the W complexes, to 20-25 mass units wide in the Mo 

complexes. Because of the complexity of the isotopic splittings in these complexes, 

the assignment of peaks to simple protonated or deprotonated species was not 

pursued further here. The important factor is that the resolution of the experiment is 

quite sufficient to observe ligand loss or substitution occurring for a particular ion, 

which is the basis for many of the peak assignments. 

By monitoring the total relative ion count over the entire temperature range 

used to collect the spectra, it was determined that the complexes sublimed cleanly in 
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Table 13--CI Mass Spectrum of [CpCr{CO)3J2: Major Peaks From Metal-

Containing Species. 

Mass(amu) Assignment % Relative Abundance 

201.0 CpCr(CO)a+ 100.0 

318.0 CP2Cr2(CO)a + 96.12 

333.0 CpCra(CO)/ 24.06 

182.0 CP2Cr+ 15.48 

216.0 Cr2(CO)/ 13.29 

173.0 CpCr(CO)2+ 10.57 

361.0 CpCra(CO)s + 4.27 
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Table 14--EI Mass Spectrum of [CpMo(CO)3h: Major Peaks From Metal-

Containing Species. 

Mass{amu) Assignment % Relative Abundance 

319.9 CP2Mo2+ 100.0 

377.9 CP2Mo2(CO)2+ 41.45 

160.9 CpMo+ 35.18 

216.9 CpMo(CO)/ 31.86 

433.9 CP2Mo2(CO)/ 27.34 

189.0 CpMo(COt 14.02 

461.9 CP2Mo2(CO)S+ 13.94 

244.9 CpMO(CO)3+ 13.47 

405.8 CP2Mo2(CO)3+ 8.11 

489.9 CP2Mo2(CO)6 + 5.86 

349.9 CP2Mo2(COr 2.48 
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Table 1S--EI Mass Spectrum of [CpW(CO)312: Major Peaks From Metal-Containing 

Species. 

Mass(amu) Assignment % Relative Abundance 

496.0 CP2W/ 100.0 

582.0 CP2W2(CO)3+ 47.28 

610.0 CP2W2(CO)/ 45.71 

249.0 CpW+ 43.93 

305.0 CpW(CO)2+ 36.75 

554.0 CP2W2(CO)/ 30.85 

526.0 CP2W2(COr 23.52 

666.0 CP2W2(CO)s+ 21.34 

333.0 CpW(CO)3+ 19.57 

637.9 CP2W2(CO)s+ 18.01 

277.0 CpW(COr 17.78 
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all cases. All species identified from the mass spectra (other than the molecular ions) 

can be ascribed to fragmentation or reaction of the parent complexes. The mass 

spectra of all three [CpM(CO}aJ2 complexes contain peaks of high relative abundance 

( > 95%) from species containing the dinuclear CP2M2 core. The spectra of 

[CpMo(CO}aJ2 and [CpW(CO}aJ2 both show peaks for stepwise loss of CO from the 

[CpM(CO}aJ2 parent ion. In the case of [CpCr(CO}ab the peak of highest relative 

abundance is for the CpCr(CO}a+ monomer. However, a peak of nearly equal 

abundance (96.12%) is observed for the dinuclear CP2Cr2(COh+ ion, along with peaks 

for other di- and trinuclear species. The presence of peaks of relatively high 

abundance ( > 35%) from mononuclear species illustrates the ease of cleavage of the 

metal-metal bond in the [CpM(CO}al2 dimers. There is little doubt, however, that the 

dinuclear cores of the complexes are preserved in the gas phase during the 

photoelectron experiment, owing to the presence of these polynuclear ions in the mass 

spectra of the complexes. 

He(I) Ionization Features of [CpM(CO)n12 Complexes 

The He(l} full spectra for the 6-16 eV region of [CpM(CO)2J2 are shown in 

Figure 16, and for [CpM(CO)aJ2 in Figure 17 (M = Cr,Mo,W). The general features of 

both series of complexes are quite similar, but close comparison reveals slight 

differences between the two. There are three distinct regions from 6-16 eV where 

ionizations are observed in these complexes. From 12-16 e V, a broad, mostly 

featureless ionization manifold is observed, consisting of ionizations from ligand 

orbitals including C-C 0', C-H 0', C-O 0', C-O 1t, and Cp al " 1t. From ca. 8.5-10.5 eV, a 
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Figure 16--He{l) Valence Photoelectron Spectra of the [CpM{CO)212 

Complexes (M = Cr,Mo,W). 
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Figure 17--He(l) Valence Photoelectron Spectra of the [CpM(CO)312 

Complexes (M = Cr,Mo,W). 
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single, asymmetric band is present, characteristic of ionization from a Cp e1" 1t set of 

orbitals.132 Finally, in the area from 6.0-8.5 eV where ionizations from transition 

metal-based orbitals are typically observed,132 both series of complexes exhibit an 

ionization band at similar energy, but of slightly different bandshape between the 

dicarbonyl and tricarbonyl dimers. Information pertinent to the bonding in these 

complexes is contained primarily within the latter two regions, which will be discussed 

in detail later. 

The He(l) closeup spectra from 6.4-11.0 eV for [CpM(CO):J2 are given in Figure 

18, while the same closeup spectra for [CpM(CO)312 are shown in Figure 19. A 

comparison of peak positions, half-widths, and relative areas for these spectra are 

given in Table 16 ([CpM(CO)212) and Table 17 ([CpM(CO)J2). This energy range 

includes the Cp e1" 1t ionizations in the region from 9-10 eV, and the ionizations from 

primarily metal-based orbitals at lower ionization energy. A gap of approximately 1 eV 

separates these two major regions in these closeup spectra. The closeup spectra of 

[CpMO(CO):J2 and [CpW(CO)212 show a significant asymmetry on the low ionization 

energy side of the Cp e1" 1t ionization (centered at ca. 9.5 eV). All three [CpM(CO)212 

complexes have ionization features with similar bandshapes at lower energy. The 

ionization manifold in this region for [CpCr(CO)212 can be fit with three peaks of similar 

bandshape, while the spectra of [CpMO(CO)2J2 and [CpW(CO)2J2 each require four 

bands for reasonable representation. In the spectrum of [CpCr(CO)2J2' the lowest 

energy ionization is more clearly resolved from the rest of the metal-based ionization 

manifold in comparison to the spectra of the Mo and W complexes. 
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Figure 18--He(l} Closeup Spectra of the [CpM(CO}J2 Complexes (M = 
Cr,Mo,W). 
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Figure 19--He(l) Closeup Spectra of the [CpM(CO)3h Complexes (M = 
Cr,Mo,W). 
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Table 16--He(1) Ionization Data for the 6.4-11.0 eV Region of [CpM(CO)J2 

(M = Cr,Mo, W). 

Ionization energy (eV) 

6.93 (A) 

7.44 (8) 

7.81 (C,O) 

9.19 (E) 

[CpMo(CO)212 

7.14 (A) 

7.48 (8) 

7.79 (C) 

8.07 (0) 

9.35 (E) 

[CpW(CO)212 

7.08 (A) 

7.46 (8) 

7.81 (C) 

8.13 (0) 

9.53 (E) 

0.34 

0.34 

0.47 

0.27 

0.42 

0.42 

0.45 

0.45 

0.29 

0.34 

0.34 

0.44 

0.44 

0.34 

0.31 

0.31 

0.47 

0.27 

0.25 

0.25 

0.34 

0.34 

0.29 

0.29 

0.34 

0.34 

0.34 

0.34 

Rei. area., He(l) 

1.00 

1.14 

2.16 

1.34 

1.00 

1.05 

1.11 

1.31 

1.03 

1.00 

1.23 

1.89 

1.52 

1.17 
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Table 17--He{l} Ionization Data for the 6.4-11.0 eV Region of [CpM{CO}3h 

(M = Cr ,Mo, W). 

IonIzation energy (eV) 

[CpCr(CO)Jz 

[CpMO(CO)Jz 

7.44 (A) 

7.69 (8) 

8.20 (C) 

7.36 (A) 

7.77 (8) 

8.10 (C) 

7.31 (A) 

7.87 (8) 

8.16 (C) 

0.23 0.32 

0.59 0.33 

0.59 0.33 

0.56 0.38 

0.46 0.27 

0.46 0.27 

0.50 0.37 

0.38 0.29 

0.38 0.29 

ReI. area., He(l) 

1.00 

2.58 

1.17 

1.79 

1.30 

1.00 

1.49 

1.19 

1.00 
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The closeup spectra of the [CpM(CO)aJ2 dimers show the same two major 

features as the [CpM(CO)2J2 complexes, but with some distinct changes in the 

bandshapes of the ionizations. The Cp e1" 1t ionizations of the dicarbonyl dimers shift 

toward higher ionization energy on going from Cr~Mo~W. The same ionization in the 

tricarbonyl dimers shows a similar shift on going from Mo--)W, but is abnormally 

stabilized for [CpCr(CO)aJ2. The bandshapes of the metal-based ionizations in the 

tricarbonyl dimers also obviously differ from the corresponding ionizations in the 

dicarbonyl dimers. The ionization manifold for the metal-based orbitals in each of the 

[CpM(CO)aJ2 dimers can be fit with three asymmetric Gaussian peaks. The individual 

spectral features of [CpMo(COhJ2 and [CpW(CO)aJ2 closely resemble one another, but 

the same bands in [CpCr(CO)aJ2 have a much different appearance. The initial 

ionization in the spectrum of [CpW(CO)aJ2 is the most clearly resolved in this series, 

while the same ionization in [CpCr(CO)aJ2 is completely overlapped with the other 

bands in the region. 

Comparison of the closeup spectra of the [CpM(CO)2J2 series with the original 

He(l) full spectra of the same complexesl29 reveals some important differences 

between the two sets of ionization data. First, the increased energy resolution in these 

experiments is shown by the definition of the individual ionization features in the 

closeup spectra. In the original spectra, only the initial ionization (at 7.0-7.5 eV) could 

be resolved from the other metal-based features, with the other band assignments 

coming from direct correlation with molecular orbital eigenvalues. The ionization 

energies obtained in this study are also consistently lower than those given in the 

earlier study (0.1-0.3 eV), presumably due to the difficulty in fitting the lower 
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signal/noise data. The original He(l) spectrum of [CpCr(CO):J2 also shows an extra 

band at 8.80 eV which was not observed in the closeup spectrum reported here. The 

other basic features of the spectra are very similar, and the reported sublimation 

temperatures of the complexes are comparable (88· in this work vs. 90-100· in the 

original study). Since [CpCr(CO)3J2 is used as a starting material in the preparation of 

[CpCr(CO)2J2' it is possible that the presence of the tricarbonyl dimer as an impurity 

could lead to the appearance of the extra peak in the previously reported spectrum of 

the dicarbonyl dimer.l29 However, the closeup spectra of [CpCr(CO)3J2 obtained in this 

work show no peaks within ca. 0.5 eV of the additional peak in the original spectrum of 

[CpCr(COhJ2' Another possible impurity is toluene, used as the solvent for the thermal 

decarbonylation of [CpCr(CO)3J2.122 The b1 and a2 1t ionizations in toluene are 

observed at energies (8.83 and 9.36 eV)l33 consistent with the energy of the 

additional peak. On this basis, the most likely explanation for the appearance of the 

additional ionization in the original spectrum of [CpCr(CO)2J2 is the presence of toluene 

as an impurity in the sample. 

Discussion 

General Bonding Picture of the Group 6 [CpM(CO)n12 Dimers 

The ionizations for these dimers described in the results section can be 

summarized in terms of a simple molecular orbital model provided by Fenske-Hall 

molecular orbital calculations on [CpCr(CO)2J2 and [CpCr(CO)3J2' In these calculations, 

the geometries of both molecules were idealized to C2h symmetry using the bond 

distances and angles from the crystal structures.116a.125 The orbitals obtained using the 
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idealized geometries for these dimers provide useful information about the metal-based 

ionizations observed in the photoelectron spectra. The only change from the bond 

distances and angles in the crystal structure is in the Cr-C-O angle, which is set to 

1800 to simplify calculation of the idealized geometries. The coordinate systems used 

in these calculations are illustrated in Figure 15. The local coordinate system for each 

Cr directs the z-axis down the metal-metal bond, pointing toward the other metal 

center. 

The calculation performed here on [CpCr(CO)J2 is expressed in terms of the 

ligand interactions with the Cr2
2

+ fragment to help address the question of CO 

interaction with the metal-metal bond. The results from this calculation are 

summarized in Table 18. The orbital energy and orbital character of levels with 

substantial metal character in [CpCr(CO)2J2 are listed, along with the symmetry of the 

metal orbitals related to the direct metal-metal interaction. Each of these orbitals in 

[CpCr(CO)2]2 contains a contribution from the CO 7t* levels (10-25%). The most 

important change from the bare metal dimer to the complex involves the mixing of the 

7t orbitals of Cr2
2
+ with 0* and cr* components to give essentially non bonding levels in 

[CpCr(CO)J2' The ordering of the levels is reasonable [from cr and 0 orbitals (bonding, 

most stable) to the mixed rrJo* and rrJcr* orbitals (nonbonding) to the 0* orbital 

(antibonding, least stable)], assuming a similar interaction of each metal orbital with the 

ligand set. This also implies that a "direct" metal-metal triple bond does not exist for 

the [CpM(CO)2]2 dimers. Instead, the direct metal-metal 7t interaction has been 

replaced by the mixed 7t/o* and rrJcr* levels, bonding through the semibridging carbonyl 

ligands. This bonding picture is essentially equivalent to that presented by Hoffman 
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Table 18--Metal-Based Orbitals from the Fenske-Hall Calculations on 

[CpCr{CO)J2 and [CpCr{CO)3h. 

Orbital energy (eV) 

[CpCr(CO)J2 

-8.07 

-8.62 

-8.89 

-9.28 

-9.83 

[CpCr(CO)J2 

-7.61 

-8.75 

-8.85 

-9.07 

-9.55 

~ = semibridging CO, 1rt = terminal CO 

% Character of Orbital 

73% 0* (dx2.y2), 20% CO 1t* 

37% 0* (d.y) , 28% 1t (d.z), 14% CO 1t* (0*11t) 

23% G* (~2), 43% 1t (dyz), 15% CO 1t* (G*I1t) 

60% 0 (dx2.y2), 24% CO 1t* 

69% G (~2), 7% 0 (dx2.y2), 10% CO 1t* 

51% G (dZ2) , 25% COb 1t* 

32% 0 (d.2.y2), 26% 1t* (dyz), 20% COb 1t*, 10% COt 1t* (0/1t*) 

60% 1t* (d.z) , 12% COb 1t*, 10% COt 1t* 

36% 0* (d.2.y2), 22% 1t (dyz), 20% COb 1t*, 10% COt 1t* (0*11t) 

54% 1t (du ), 20% COb 1t*, 10% COt 1t* 
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and co-workers from extended HOckel calculations on [CpMO(CO)J2.128 

The basic geometry of [CpCr(CO)3J2 is also C2h, but with the coordination of one 

additional CO per metal, the metal-metal distance increases from 2.215 A to 3.281 A. 

This increase in metal-metal distance reflects the change in bonding between the less 

"unsaturated" 17 -electron CpCr(CO)3 - fragments when compared to the 15-electron 

CpCr(CO)2 - fragments. The resulting decrease in metal-metal overlaps should lead to 

an increased involvement of the carbonyl ligands in the bonding of the dimer. The 

results of the Fenske-Hall calculation on [CpCr(CO}3J2 support this idea. These results 

are also summarized in Table 18. 

The orbital character of the lowest-lying orbitals differs considerably between 

[CpCr(COhJ2 and [CpCr(CO}J2' All of these levels in [CpCr(CO}312' as in the dicarbonyl 

dimer, contain contributions from the 7t* orbitals of the terminal and/or bridging 

carbonyls. The major change between the two systems involves the metal orbitals that 

partiCipate in the bonding between the Cr centers in [CpCr(CO}312' The HOMO in 

[CpCr(CO}312 is predominantly metal-metal cr in character, destabilized by more than 2 

eV from the cr orbital in [CpCr(COh12' The remaining occupied orbitals do not 

correspond to any of the levels predicted for the dicarbonyl dimer. Two of the levels 

contain contributions from metal orbitals of both 0 (dx2.y2) and 7t (dyz) symmetry, while 

the other two arise from metal orbitals of 7t and 7t* symmetry (both dxz). 

The bonding in the [CpM(COh12 dimers can be described as the interaction of 

two pseudooctahedral CpM(COh fragments. Even with the deviations from octahedral 

symmetry and the reorientation of the fragment axes (the z-axis pointing down the 

metal-metal bond rather than the threefold axis of the fragment), the highest occupied 



orbitals of the CpM(CO)3 fragment are very similar to those described in previous 

theoretical studies. l34 They correspond to the "t2g-like" orbitals of the M(CO)3 
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fragment, consisting of an a1 and an e set. The a1 orbital is of G symmetry (mostly Cr 

dz2), while the other two orbitals are nearly degenerate and contain x symmetry 

components. The energy difference between these two orbitals is undoubtedly related 

to the distortions from octahedral symmetry in the CpCr(CO)3 fragment. When the two 

CpCr(CO)3 fragments are brought together, the only significant overlap between the 

two fragments is between the two a1 orbitals. This interaction leads to the metal-metal 

single bond in [CpCr(CO):J2. The other metal-based orbitals in the dimer are primarily 

Cr~CO backbonding interactions resulting from the appropriate combinations of the x

symmetry e orbitals on the CpCr(COh fragments. The composition of these orbitals in 

[CpCr(CO)3J2 changes very little from their parent orbitals in the CpCr(CO)3 fragment. 

It is also apparent from Table 18 that any interaction between the fragments via the e 

orbitals will result in no net metal-metal bonding. Any net bonding provided by the a/x* 

and x symmetry orbitals (8.75 and 9.55 eV, respectively) is cancelled by the net 

antibonding of the x* and a*/rc symmetry orbitals (8.85 and 9.07 eV). 

Comparison Between d5_d5 Dimers With Metal-Metal Multiple Bonds: 

Ligand Bridged vs. Non-Ligand Bridged Systems 

The nature of the metal-metal multiple bond has been studied extensively, both 

from an experimental and a theoretical standpoint. The direct orbital interactions 

between metals have now been well characterized for non-ligand bridged complexes 

with metal-metal multiple bonds. An example of this type of system is given by the 
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M2X4(PMe3}4 dimers (where M = MO,W,Re and X = halogen, pseudohalogen), where a 

cr1t4ri metal-metal interaction has been well established for the d4-cf group 6 dimers, 

and a cr1t4020*2 interaction for the d5-c:f dimers. The ligand set of these non-bridged 

systems leaves four of the five possible non-zero overlaps between the d orbitals of 

the two metals intact (from a set of one 0', two 1t, and two 0 interactions). One of the 0 

symmetry combinations is stabilized by metal-ligand 0' bonding, and is unavailable for 

direct metal-metal interaction. Otherwise, the relative energies of the orbitals involved 

in the metal-metal bond in these systems are similar to those expected for the "bare" 

metal dimer. 

The situation becomes much more complex when a ligand is capable of 

interacting with both metals in a dinuclear system. An example of this type of system 

is given by complexes containing J.l:!-ligands, typically with 1t-bonding capability, such 

as carbonyls or nitrosyls. The fundamental question in this type of system involves the 

degree to which the direct metal-metal interaction is replaced by the three-center 

metal-ligand-metal interaction. Further, there can be questions related to the basic 

nature of the bridging ligand interaction. 

Several different bonding modes have been proposed for CO in dinuclear 

complexes, as illustrated in Figure 20. The solid-state structures of [CpCr(CO}:J2116a 

and [CpMO(CO}2J2116d show the presence of a semibridging carbonyl, along with metal

metal distances (2.215 and 2.448 A, respectively) indicative of some degree of multiple 

bonding. The original interpretation of the structures of these complexes included a 

description of the semibridging carbonyls as 4-electron donors; two electrons through a 

0' bond to one metal, and two electrons through CO 11t~M-M 1t* donation (the CO 
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Figure 20--Different Bonding Modes Proposed for CO in Dinuclear 

Complexes. 
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acting as a 1t-donor). More recent theoretical and experimental studies128
•
129 have 

instead described the CO as a semibridging 1t-acceptor ligand. In either case, the 

direct metal-metal interaction will be affected by 1t interaction of the CO with the 

adjacent metal. The overall change in bond order and/or orbital character of the metal-

metal multiple bond is not clearly defined. It is also not clear how the metal-metal 

interaction in these complexes is related to the metal-metal interaction in non-bridged 

systems such as the M2X4(PR3)4 dimers. 

Collection of high-resolution He(l) photoelectron spectra of the [CpM(CO)J2 

(M=Cr,Mo,W) series now allows the resolution of individual ionizations from the orbitals 

involved in the metal-metal interaction. The closeup spectra of these dimers show an 

initial well-resolved ionization at low energy (band A), followed by another feature at 

higher energy that can be fit to three peaks (bands B,C,D; only two are resolved for 

[CpCr(CO)J2)' An additional peak is also visible as an asymmetric shoulder on the low 

energy side of the Cp e," ionization (band E). The Fenske-Hall calculations on 

[CpCr(CO)2J2 show a similar grouping of orbital eigenvalues; one orbital at 8.07 eV (0*), 

followed by a group of three orbitals between 8.6-9.3 eV (o*/1t, o*hr, 0), and a final 

orbital at 9.83 eV (0). In the spectra where all five bands can clearly be resolved 

([CpMO(CO)J2 and [CpW(CO)2J2)' bands Band C shift very little (0.02 eV), while the 

other three bands show larger shifts (0.06-0.18 eV). The corresponding bands in 

[CpCr(CO)J2 which can be resolved (bands A,B,E) show shifts of similar magnitude. 

The orbitals from the Fenske-Hall calculation that correspond to bands Band C 

in the photoelectron spectra are essentially nonbonding with respect to the direct 

metal-metal interaction. The fact that the energy of these ionizations remains relatively 
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constant through the series supports their assignment to the nonbonding o*/1c and CJ*/1t 

orbitals. Of the other three peaks, band E shifts over a much larger range than either 

band A or D. The metal-metal CJ interaction is the most directional of the metal-metal 

interactions and should be the most sensitive to the changes in orbital overlap between 

the different metals. This is in agreement with the calculation, which predicts that the 

orbital with M-M CJ character will be closest in energy to the Cp e1" orbitals. 

Differences in the ligand set, particularly in the metal-bridging ligand 

interactions, should be responsible for changes in the metal ionizations between these 

d5_d5 dimers and other d5_~ systems where the multiple bond is not bridged. A test of 

this premise can be made by comparison of the metal-based ionizations in 

Re2CI4(PMe3}4 with those in the [CpM(CO}212 dimers. [CpW(CO}J2 is most suitable for 

the direct comparison, since the ionizations of the d5_d5 Re dimer can be corrected for 

the different effective nuclear charges of Wand Re by comparison of the ionization 

features of Re2CI4(PMe3}4 and W2CI4(PMe3}4' 

Table 19 lists the peak pOSitions of the metal-based ionizations in 

Re2CI4(PMe3}4 and in [CpW(CO}J2' The 0 bond, compared to the CJ and 1t bonds, is 

not directed along the metal-metal axis, and is the least sensitive to changes in overlap 

between Wand Re. A comparison of the 0 ionizations of Re2CI4(PMe3}4 and 

W2CI4(PMe3}4 should give the best indication of the change in effective nuclear charge 

between the two metals. The column for "corrected" peak positions of [CpW(CO}J2 

reflects the change in energy for the 0 ionization between Re2CI4(PMe3}4 (6.51 eV) and 

W2CI4(PMe3}4 (5.81 eV). 
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Table 19--Comparison Between Bridged and Non-Bridged d5_d5 Dimers: 

He{l} Ionizations of Re2CI4{PMe3}4 vs. [CpW{CO}J2. 

IE, [CpW(CO)J2 (eV) "corrected" IE, [CpW(CO)212
8 .1 

5.66 (5*) 7.08 (5*) 

6.51 (5) 7.46 (5*ht) 

7.78 (7t) 7.81 (0'*/7t) 

8.09 (7t) 8.13 (5) 

8.83 (0') 9.53 (0') 

.1 = ("corrected" IE, [CpW(CO)212) - (IE, Re2CI4(PMe3)4) 

a "corrected" IE = (observed IE) - 0.7 eV 

7.78 

8.16 

8.51 

8.83 

10.23 

2.12 

1.62 

1.41 
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Three of the five metal ionizations in these two systems arise from similar 

metal-metal interactions, and can be directly compared. The two ionizations from the 

metal orbitals of 7t symmetry cannot be directly compared because of the orbital mixing 

that occurs in the [CpM(CO)2J2 systems. The expected shift for the ionizations which 

can be directly compared (the a, 0, and 0·) is to hIgher ionization potential (orbitals are 

more stable) for [CpW(CO)~2 in comparison to Re2CI4(PMe3)4. Three factors 

contributing to this are the increased a-donor capability of PMe3 vs. CO, the increased 

7t-acceptor capability of CO vs. PMe3 , and the 7t-donor capability of CI. 

The values corresponding to the change between the "corrected" peak positions 

of [CpW(CO)~2 and the peak positions of Re2CI4(PMe3)4 (.1 in Table 19) show that the 

expected stabilization does in fact occur. The shifts vary from 2.12 eV for the o· 
ionization, to 1.62 eV for the 0 ionization, to 1.41 eV for the a ionization. The question 

still remains concerning how the individual changes in donor and acceptor capability 

affect the orbitals involved in the direct metal-metal interaction. The interaction of the 0 

and o· orbitals with the 7t. orbitals of the carbonyls should be similar (a reasonable 

assumption based on the results of the Fenske-Hall calculation on [CpCr(CO)2]2). The 

o and o· orbitals of Re2CI4(PMe3 )4 should also have similar interaction with the CI lone 

pairs (the p7t-d7t filled-filled interaction discussed in Chapter 3). From these two 

observations, it follows that the change in the observed shifts (.1 in Table 19) between 

the M-M 0 and o· orbitals must result from the difference in a-donor ability between the 

two ligand sets. The difference in the shifts between the 0 and o· ionizations (2.12 -

1.62 = 0.60 eV) is relatively small compared to the overall magnitude of the shifts. 

This implies that the change in a-donor ability only has a small effect on the direct 
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metal-metal interaction when compared to the effect resulting from changes in the 1t

donor/acceptor capability of the ligand set. 

The further stabilization for the 0', 0, and o· orbitals of [CpW(CO)J2 related to 

the changes in 1t-donor/acceptor capability (estimated to be > 1 eV) is certainly 

significant when compared to thermochemical estimates of the overall bond strength of 

the metal-metal triple bond (ranging from 200-500 kJ mor1 for a Mo-Mo triple 

bond135
). Unfortunately, it is not possible to separate the stabilization provided by the 

1t-acceptor interaction of the semibridging carbonyls in [CpW(CO)212 from the 

destabilization provided by the 1t-donor interaction of the CI ligands in Re2CI4(PMe3)4. 

The calculations on [CpCr(CO)J2 do indicate extensive mixing of the M-M 1t orbitals 

with 0'. and o· components to favor interactions with the semibridging carbonyls. From 

this result, it is unlikely that the change in 1t-donor/acceptor capability between 

Re2C14(PMe3)4 and [CpW(CO)J2 is entirely related to the CI1t-donor interaction in 

Re2CI4(PMe3)4. Part of the stabilization in the 0', 0, and o· orbitals of [CpW(COh12 

when compared to the same orbitals in Re2C14(PMe3)4 is certainly due to the 1t-acceptor 

interaction of the semibridging carbonyls in [CpW(CO)J2. This interaction will reduce 

the metal-metal bond order of these [CpM(CO)212 dimers in comparison to non-bridged 

d5_d5 systems such as Re2X4(PR3)4. 

Effect of Ligand Addition to a Metal-Metal Multiple Bond: The 

Photoelectron Spectra of [CpM(CO)312 vs. [CpM(CO)212. 

The group 6 [CpM(CO)nJ2 dimers are unique to this class of complexes, in that 

two distinct series (with n=2,3) have been identified and well characterized. Both 
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series of complexes are relatively stable, and can be interconverted by reversible CO 

loss/addition. The most important structural change between the two series is the 

extreme lengthening of the metal-metal bond in the [CpM(CO)312 series (from ca. 0.8-

1.0 A compared with [CpM(CO)212). The dicarbonyl dimers require a formal metal

metal triple bond to reach 18 electrons per metal, where the tricarbonyl dimers require 

only a formal single bond. However, we have established that the cr1t
4020·2 electron 

configuration seen in the non-bridged Re2X4(PR3)4 systems does not directly apply to 

the [CpM(CO)212 dimers. By measuring the photoelectron spectra of the [CpM(COh12 

series, we are now able to directly compare the electronic structure of this series with 

the related [CpM(CO)J2 complexes. 

The general bonding picture for the tricarbonyl dimers provided by the Fenske

Hall calculations on [CpCr(CO)J2 shows that the bonding in the [CpM(CO)312 dimers is 

quite different than in the [CpM(CO)212 dimers. This is not particularly surprising, in 

view of the large change in metal-metal distances between the two series. Only one 

orbital with substantial metal character is capable of a direct metal-metal interaction at 

the metal-metal distance of [CpCr(CO)312 (3.281 A). This orbital is mainly metal dz2 (M

M a) in character, and is the HOMO (-7.61 eV) for [CpCr(CO)312. This orbital is 

destabilized by more than 2 eV from the M-M a orbital in [CpCr(CO)212. The decreased 

overlap of the dz2 orbitals is partially responsible for this, along with the destabilization 

caused by a-donation from the additional terminal carbonyls into the dz2 orbitals. The 

other four orbitals containing metal d character are grouped within 0.8 eV of one 

another, and all contain contributions from the metal d-orbitals of 1t symmetry (dxz and 

dyz). The participation of these orbitals allows the maximum interaction with the 1t-



acceptor orbitals of the CO. At such a long metal-metal distance, these M-CO 

interactions replace the direct metal-metal interactions (such as the M-M 8) of the 

dicarbonyl dimers. 
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Analysis of the photoelectron spectra of the [CpM(CO)al2 series proves 

somewhat more difficult than for [CpM(COhJ2' Several ionization features overlap 

within 1 eV in the metal ionization region (7.2-8.2 eV), and only three distinct bands 

can be resolved in any of the spectra. The Fenske-Hall calculations indicate that five 

metal-containing orbitals should be present in this region. The peak positions for these 

ionizations show a shift to lower ionization energy for the first ionization band (band A) 

on going from Cr"-7Mo"-7W. The other two bands (8 and C) do not shift uniformly on 

going from Cr"-7Mo, and are destabilized on going from MO"-7W. The position of the 

Cp e1" ionizations in the Mo and W complexes indicates that the metal center is more 

"electron-rich" in [CpW(COhJ2 than in [CpMO(CO)3J2' This increase in charge at the 

metal would destabilize other filled metal levels, such as the metal-metal cr bonding 

orbital. The other orbitals with a large degree of metal character are mainly involved in 

bonding with the carbonyl ligands (rather than in a direct metal-metal interaction). The 

energy of these orbitals will depend on the degree of metal"-7CO backbonding, which 

should increase from Cr"-7Mo"-7W. Thus, the energy shifts for the metal-based 

ionizations of [CpMO(CO)3J2 and [CpW(COhJ2 support the model given by the Fenske-

Hall calculations. The initial band (A) can be assigned to ionization from the M-M cr 

orbital, while bands 8 and C are assigned to ionization from the other four orbitals that 

contain either 1t or 1t* components. It should also be noted that this assignment for the 

M-M cr ionization places it within the normal range of cr ionization energies observed in 

other metal-metal bonded systems, including the group 6 M2Ra, M2(NR2)a, and M2(OR)a 
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dimers (M = MO,W).127a.136 It is also comparable in energy to the cr ionization in 

systems where only a metal-metal cr ionization is expected, such as in Mn2(CO)10 and 

Re2(CO)10·137 

The metal-based ionizations in [CpCr(COhJ2 do not show the same shifts seen 

in the Mo and W complexes, and the bandshape of the ionizations is also much 

different. The metal-metal cr ionization (band A) and some of the M-CO x* ionizations 

(band B) are stabilized relative to the Mo and W complexes, but band C is also slightly 

stabilized (0.10 eV) from its position in [CpMO(CO)3J2' The band profile of bands Band 

C indicates that the shift in energy may be largely a function of the individual 

ionizations that are observed under each band. The Fenske-Hall calculations for 

[CpCr(CO)3J2 predict that the HOMO (the M-M cr orbital) is well-separated from the rest 

of the metal-based orbitals (by ca. 1 eV). It is followed by three orbitals containing 

metal components of x symmetry (o/x*, x*, o*hc) which are within ca. 0.3 eV of one 

another. The final metal-based orbital also has a contribution from the metal dxz 

orbitals (x symmetry) and lies almost 0.5 eV to higher ionization energy. The energies 

of these orbitals suggest that the different ionization profile in [CpCr(CO)3J2 (specifically 

for bands B and C) is due to ionizations from the o/x*, 1C*, and o*/x orbitals, all 

occurring under band B. Ionization of the remaining x symmetry orbital gives rise to 

the shoulder observed at 8.20 eV. The metal-CO interactions with "pure" x symmetry 

should have the greatest Interaction with the CO x* orbitals, and be stabilized with 

respect to the o/x· and o· /x combinations. This type of stabilization would lead to two 

more symmetric ionization bands in the Mo and W complexes. 

One problem in this analysis of the spectrum of [CpCr(CO)3J2 is that the 

separation of the metal-metal cr ionization (band A) from the rest of the metal-based 
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ionizations is much smaller than predicted by the calculations (0.25 eV vs. 1.14 eV). 

The extreme lengthening of the metal-metal bond in [CpCr(CO):J2 (3.281 A vs 3.235 A 

for [CpMo(COh12 and 3.222 A in [CpW(COh12)' along with the relative ease of Cr-Cr 

bond homolysis to give CpCr(COk and its derivatives130, at first suggest a weakened 

Cr-Cr cr bond. The shifts of band A in the photoelectron spectra of the [CpM(CO)312 

dimers indicate that in fact, the Cr-Cr cr bond is slightly stronger than the Mo-Mo or W

W cr bonds. The shifts of the 1t symmetry ionizations suggest an alternate explanation 

for the enhanced reactivity of [CpCr(CO)312. Rather than the M-M cr interaction, it is the 

M~CO x* interactions that are destabilized, leading to an overall loss of stability of the 

[CpCr(CO)312 dimer toward dissociation to CpCr(CO)3·. These x-acceptor interactions 

of the semibridging carbonyls have been mentioned as a possible explanation for the 

low activation barrier for gauche-anti interconversion in [CpCr(CO)312 vs. the Mo and W 

complexes 125,138. The results from the photoelectron spectra of the [CpM(CO)312 

dimers suggest that it is the weakening of these M~CO x* interactions, rather than the 

weakening of the M-M cr interaction, that leads to the enhanced reactivity of 

[CpCr(CO)3J2· 

Conclusions 

The photoelectron spectra of both the [CpM(CO)J2 and [CpM(COh12 (M = 

Cr,Mo,W) dimers are reported in this work, and the ionization features compared 

between the two systems. The cr, 0, and 0* components of the multiple bond in the 

[CpM(CO)212 dimers can be individually resolved, and are compared to their 

counterparts in the d5_d5 Re2X4(PMe3)4 dimers, which have no ligands bridging the Re

Re triple bond. Two of the five metal ionizations in these systems, from the metal 
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orbitals of 1t symmetry, cannot be directly compared because of the orbital mixing that 

occurs in the [CpM(CO)2J2 systems as a result of the lowered symmetry. The shifts for 

the a, 0, and 0* ionizations, which can be directly compared, are to hIgher ionization 

potential (orbitals are more stable) for [CpW(CO)J2 in comparison to Re2CI4(PMe3)4' 

Three factors contributing to these shifts are the increased a-donor capability of PMe3 

vs. CO, the increased 1t-acceptor capability of CO vs. PMe3, and the 1t-donor capability 

of CI (demonstrated for the M2X4(PMe3)4 dimers in Chapter 3). Comparison of the 

shifts in the 0 and 0* ionizations of these two systems, along with the Fenske-Hall 

calculations on [CpCr(CO)2J2' indicate that the carbonyl ligands in the [CpM(CO)J2 

dimers do function as 1t-acceptor ligands, even when in a semibridging geometry. The 

1t-acceptor interaction of the semibridging carbonyls with the dimetal unit reduces the 

direct metal-metal bond order of these [CpM(COhJ2 dimers in comparison to 

nonbridged d5_d5 systems such as the Re2X4(PMe3)4 dimers. 

The group 6 [CpM(CO}nJ2 dimers are unique to this type of metal-metal bonded 

complex, in that two distinct series (with n=2,3) have been identified and well 

characterized. The most important structural change between the two series is the 

extreme lengthening of the metal-metal bond in the [CpM(CO}3J2 series (from ca. 0.8-

1.0 A compared with [CpM(CO)J2)' The initial band in the valence photoelectron 

spectra of the [CpM(CO}3J2 dimers can be assigned to ionization from the M-M a 

orbital. The remaining bands are assigned to ionization from the other four orbitals 

that contain either 1t or 1t* components (two of these orbitals also contain M-M 0 or o· 
components). It should also be noted that the destabilization of the M-M a ionization 

relative to its energy in the [CpM(CO}J2 dimers places it within the normal range of a 
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ionization energies observed in other metal-metal bonded systems. The shifts of the 

initial band in the photoelectron spectra of the [CpM(CO)312 dimers indicate that the Cr

Cr cr bond is slightly stronger than the Mo-Mo or W-W cr bonds. The shifts of the 

other bands in the spectra suggest that it is the weakening of the M.-?CO 1t* 

interactions, rather than the weakening of the M-M cr interaction, that leads to the 

enhanced reactivity of [CpCr(CO)J2. 
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CHAPTER 6 

A DIRECT ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE COMPARISON BETWEEN 

SIMILAR METAL-HETEROATOM MULTIPLE BONDS: THE 

PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRA OF [CpCr{CO)J2{J.1-E) (E=S,Se) 

Introduction 

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 5, the chemistry of organometallic complexes 

with metal-metal multiple bonds has only begun to emerge over the last decade or so. 

While the chemistry of this family of complexes has developed, another series of 

closely related complexes has emerged, providing a bridge between transition metal 

organometallic complexes and main group compounds. These complexes contain 

some degree of multiple bonding between a transition metal in an organometallic 

fragment and an otherwise substituent-free main group atom. Examples are well 

known throughout the main block elements.l39 They include such diverse 

compounds as [CpMn(CO):J2(J.l-Pb),140 [(dppe)V(COhMJ.l-E) (where dppe = 1,2-

bis(diphenylphosphino)ethane and E = S, Se, Te),141 and [Cp*Mn(CO):J2(J.l-EH) 

(where E = P, As and Cp* = CsMes).142 It should be noted that the latter series (the 

J.l-phosphinidene and J.l-arsinidene complexes) contains a hydrogen atom as a 

"substituent" on the main group atom. Even with this change, it is still likely that these 

complexes contain some degree of metal-main group atom multiple bonding. Another 

related group of complexes contain an "interstitial" main group atom enclosed within a 

polyhedron of transition metals. An example is provided by RuSC(CO)17,143 where the 



carbon atom in the complex sits at the center of an octahedron of Ru atoms, and 

multiple bonding is not implied between the metal atoms and the main group atom. 
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Along with the opportunity to establish some new general principles in 

organometallic chemistry, these complexes provide an opportunity to compare 

unsupported metal-heteroatom multiple bonds with metal-metal multiple bonds 

containing the same organometallic fragments. This series of complexes with metal

heteroatom multiple bonds may also provide new insight to the role of main group 

elements in catalytic systems. They could provide a link, both from a preparative and 

a theoretical standpoint, between the chemistry of transition metal organometallics and 

transition metal/main group "solid-state" compounds represented by binary transition 

metal compounds such as carbides and sulfides. These binary compounds present 

interesting catalytic and conductive properties in their own right.144 The chemistry of 

the metal-heteroatom complexes could also provide a new route to the bulk and thin

film synthesis of these solid state materials from organometallic precursors. 

Some of the more fundamental questions to be answered about these 

complexes concern the exact description of the metal-heteroatom multiple bond, and 

the bonding changes between isoelectronic systems such as [CpCr(CO)2MJl.-S), 

[CpCr(CO)212(Jl.-Se), and [Cp*Mn(CO)212(Jl.-Ge). The fact that multiple bonding does 

occur between the transition metal and the bare main group element is well illustrated 

by a comparison of the Mn-Mn triple bonded dimer Cp*2Mn2(CO)3 with 

[Cp*Mn(CO)J2(Jl.-Ge). Since the covalent radii of Mn and Ge are almost identical, 

some degree of multiple bonding can be inferred from the fact that the Mn-Mn and Mn

Ge bond distances in the complexes are comparable (2.17 vs. 2.18 A).145 The exact 
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nature of the multiple bond, however, is still not completely understood, as evidenced 

by contradiction between theoretical and experimental results on these systems. For 

example, the EAN (effective atomic number) rule describes the series of 

[CpCr(CO)J2(Il-E) (where E = S, Se) complexes as 18-electron complexes, with the 

presence of a triple bond between the heteroatom and each of the chromium atoms 

(Cr==E=Cr). From a theoretical standpoint, molecular orbital calculations instead 

indicate that full triple bond character for the Il-S system, as described by the EAN 

rule, is not present.146 Experimentally, differences between the Il-S and Il-Se 

complexes are seen through the increased reactivity of the Il-Se species toward 

excess heteroatom147 or toward reactants capable of cleaving the M-E multiple bond, 

such as diazoalkanes.148 This contrasts with the apparent similarity of the Cr-S and 

Cr-Se bonds, inasmuch as the difference in the Cr-S and Cr-Se bond distances almost 

exactly reflects the difference in the atomic radii of Sand Se (0.13 A).147 

The chemistry of complexes containing chromium-group 16 multiple bonds 

began in 1979, with the synthesis and X-ray crystal structure of [CpCr(CO)2MIl-S) by 

Legzdins and co-workers.149 In 1985, two groups reported the synthesis and crystal 

structure of the corresponding Il-Se derivative, containing a very short Cr-Se (avg.= 

2.210 A) bond.147.148 The basic geometry of these complexes is illustrated in Figure 21. 

These complexes are an ideal starting point for studying the electronic structure of 

transition metal-main group multiple bonds for several reasons. First of all, both the 

sulfido- and selenido-complexes are easily prepared from the same starting material, 

[CpCr(CO)3J2.148.150 These complexes also present the opportunity to directly 

compare metal-metal and metal-heteroatom multiple bonds by comparing [CpCr(CO)2J2 
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Figure 21--8asic Geometry of [CpCr(CO)2h(J.!-E). 

E 

Cr 
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with [CpCr(CO)2MI-l-E). Both of these complexes involve the 15-electron CpCr(CO)2 

fragment, and by the EAN rule, both require formation of a triple bond to reach 18 

electrons/metal center. Finally, both are sufficiently volatile (as evidenced by reported 

mass spectral data), to permit their study by gas-phase UV photoelectron 

spectroscopy. Through the analysis of the photoelectron spectra of [CpCr(COhMI-l-S} 

and [CpCr(CO)2MI-l-Se}, it is now possible to clarify the nature of the metal-heteroatom 

multiple bond in these complexes. These results, and the comparison with the 

photoelectron spectra of [CpCr(CO}:J2' are described in this chapter. 

Results 

Mass Spectrometry of [CpCr(CO}J2(Il-E} 

The electron impact (EI; source energy = 70 eV) and chemical ionization (CI; 

isobutane) mass spectra were collected for [CpCr(CO):J2(I-l-S} and [CpCr(CO}2MI-l-Se}. 

In both cases, solid samples of the complex were introduced into the mass 

spectrometer via a direct insertion probe, placed under high vacuum, and then 

volatilized by using a programmed temperature ramp to control the heating of the 

probe. By monitoring the total relative ion count over the entire temperature range 

used to collect the spectra, it was determined that the complexes sublimed cleanly in 

all cases. The major difference between the CI and EI spectra concerned the degree 

of fragmentation of the dimeric molecular ion. In both cases the EI spectra showed 

much more fragmentation of the molecular ion than did the CI spectra. For example, 

in the EI spectra of the I-l-S and I-l-Se complexes, the peak at m/z = 182, representing 

CP2Cr+, had very high intensity (64.44% relative abundance (RA) for the I-l-S complex, 
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and 73.07% RA for the J.L-Se complex}. Much less fragmentation was indicated in the 

CI spectra, where the molecular ion peaks were of very high abundance (100% RA for 

the J.L-S complex, and 61.46% RA for the J.L-Se complex). Table 20 lists the major 

peaks caused by Cr-containing species in the CI mass spectrum of [CpCr(COhMJ.L-S), 

and Table 21 gives the same results for [CpCr(CO}2MJ.L-Se}. Table 22 reports the 

peaks from Cr-containing species observed in the EI mass spectra of both 

[CpCr(COhMJ.L-S} and [CpCr(CO}2MJ.L-Se}. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the mass spectra of these complexes. 

Since the molecular ion peaks have very high relative abundances, this gives a 

positive indication of the species present in the gas phase under conditions closely 

approximating those used to obtain the photoelectron spectra, and also indicates the 

stability of the Cr-E-Cr core in the gas phase. Even in the EI spectra, where 

fragmentation of the molecular ion occurs to a greater degree than in the CI spectra, 

there are peaks of substantial abundance seen for ions where the Cr-E-Cr core 

remains intact. An example is the peak for CP2Cr2E+, which is of 100% relative 

abundance for the J.L-S complex, and 14.21% relative abundance for the J.L-Se complex. 

Also, both complexes show the ability to undergo condensation reactions to 

form clusters with more than two chromium atoms. Some of the ions identified from 

the mass spectra of these complexes have analogues in neutral complexes prepared 

by the solution condensation reactions of [CpCr(CO}2MJ.L-E}. Examples already 

mentioned in the literature include the cUbane-type clusters CP4Cr4E4 (E = S,Se}147.151 

and CP4Cr4(Il:J-COMIl:J-S}2.152 The mass spectra also show evidence for stable 

trinuclear cluster species not yet observed in neutral complexes, but seen in anionic 
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Table 20--CI Mass Spectrum of [CpCr(CO)2J2(Jl-S): Major Peaks From 

Metal-Containing Species. 

Mass(amu) AssIgnment % Refatlve Abundance 

378.0 CP2Cr 2(CO)4S+ 100.0 

588.0 CP4Cr4(CO)2S/ 67.37 

322.0 CP2Cr 2( CO)2S+ 40.62 

182.1 CP2Cr+ 29.53 

495.0 CP3Cr 3(CO)4S+ 25.53 

644.0 CP4Cr4(CO)4S2 + 24.57 

561.0 CP4Cr4(CO)S/ 18.38 

439.0 CP3Cr3(CO)2S+ 12.55 

351.0 CP3Cr3+ 8.09 
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Table 21--CI Mass Spectrum of [CpCr(CO)2]2(Il-Se): Major Peaks From 

Metal-Containing Species. 

Mass(amu) Assignment % Relative Abundance 

370.1 CP2Cr 2{ CO)2Se+ 100.0 

426.2 CP2Cr2(CO)4Se+ 61.46 

655.3 CP4Cr4(CO)Se2 + 50.91 

682.2 CP4Cr4(CO)2Se2+ 47.22 

543.1 CP3Cr3(CO)4Se+ 26.86 

621.2 CP3Cr3(CO)4Se2 + 24.69 

202.1 CpCr(CO)3+ 24.47 

315.0 CP2Cr2Se+ 22.84 

784.2 CP4Cr4Se4+ 20.22 

182.2 CP2Cr+ 19.81 

487.1 CP3Cr3(CO)2Se+ 17.80 

353.0 CP2Cr 2{ CO) Se+ 14.41 
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Table 22--EI Mass Spectrum of [CpCr{CO)2]2{J.1.-E) (E = S,Se): Major 

Peaks From Metal-Containing Species. 

Mass(amu) Assignment % Relative Abundance 

265.9 CP2Cr2S+ 100.0 

182.0 CP2Cr+ 64.44 

117.0 CpCr 13.34 

52.0 Cr 12.46 

321.9 CP2Cr2(CO)2S+ 11.92 

293.9 CP2Cr2(CO)S+ 10.68 

200.9 CpCr(CO)3+ 9.56 

377.9 CP2Cr2(CO)4S+ 4.29 

530.7 CP3Cr4S/ 2.58 

52.0 Cr+ 100.0 

117.0 CpCr+ 53.05 

182.1 CP2Cr+ 73.07 

313.9 CP2Cr2Se+ 14.21 

369.9 CP2Cr2(CO)2Se+ 2.09 

341.9 CP2Cr2(CO)Se+ 0.98 

783.7 CP4Cr4Se4+ 1.05 

718.7 CP3Cr4Se4+ 0.30 
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complexes such as [CPaCra(CO)6Ser and [Cra(CO)12Sf.153 The formation of Cr4 

cluster species is likely to involve reaction of two Cr2 species containing the CP2Cr2E 

unit to give a CP4Cr4E2 cluster. And for the Cra species, the CP2Cr2E unit is likely to 

react with CpCr+ to give a CPaCraE cluster (substantial amounts of CpCr+ are seen in 

the EI spectra). 

Finally, the ordering of the first four peaks in the EI spectra of the two 

complexes indicates that the Cr-E bond is more easily broken in the J.l-Se complex 

than in the J.l-S complex. In both spectra, the four peaks of highest abundance are 

CP2Cr2E+, CP2Cr+, CpCr+, and Cr+. For [CpCr(CO)2MJ.l-S), the peak with 100% RA is 

CP2Cr 2S+' while for [CpCr(CO)J2(J.l-Se), the peak for Cr+ has 100% RA, and the peak 

for CP2Cr2Se+ has only 14.21% RA. Since the source energy (70 eV) was the same 

for both spectra, the much higher degree of fragmentation observed for the J.l-Se 

complex indicates that the Cr-Se bond is more easily broken than the Cr-S bond in the 

J.l-S complex. 

He(l) and He(lI) Ionization Features of [CpCr(CO)J2(Jl.-E) Complexes 

The He(l) full spectra for the 6-16 eV region of [CpCr(CO)2MJ.l-S), 

[CpCr(CO)2MJ.l-Se), and [CpCr(CO)2J2 are shown in Figure 22. There are three distinct 

regions from 6-16 eV where ionizations are observed in these complexes. From 12-16 

eV, a broad, mostly featureless ionization manifold is observed, consisting of 

ionizations from ligand orbitals including C-C cr, C-H cr, C-O cr, C-O 1t, and Cp a1" 1t. 

From ca. 8.5-10.5 eV, a single, asymmetric band is present, characteristic of ionization 

from a Cp e1" 1t set of orbitals.154 In the J.l-S complex, a small ionization feature is 

also seen at the high energy side of this region, near 10.5 eV. Finally, in the area from 
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Figure 22--He(l) Valence Photoelectron Spectra of [CpCr(CO)2J2' 

[CpCr(CO)2]2(Jl-S), and [CpCr(CO)2h(Jl-Se). 

IONIZATION ENERGY ·(eV) 

16.0 14.0 12.0 10.0 8.0 6.0 

Cr-Cr 

Cr-S-Cr 

Cr-Se-Cr 
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6.0-8.5 eV where ionizations from transition metal-based orbitals are typically 

observed,154 all three complexes exhibit bands of differing shape and energy position. 

Information pertinent to the bonding in these complexes is contained primarily within 

the latter two regions, which will be discussed in detail later. 

In comparing the full spectra of the three complexes (Figure 22), two 

observations are readily apparent. First, the lowest energy ionizations in [CpCr(CO):J2 

and [CpCr(CO)2MJ.1-S) appear to be very close in energy (within 0.1 eV). As noted in 

Chapter 5, this first ionization in [CpCr(CO)2]2 is assigned to the metal-metal 

antibonding o· orbital. Secondly, the first ionization of [CpCr(CO):J2(J.1-Se) appears 

more stable (the ionization from it is at higher ionization energy) than the first 

ionization for [CpCr(CO):J2(J.1-S). Based on the results observed in the photoelectron 

spectra of simple molecules such as H2E and (MH3)2E (M = C,Si,Ge; E = S,Se),155 

and for more complex transition metal-containing systems such as OS3(CO)gE2,156 it 

is expected that a given orbital in the J.1-Se complex would be more electron-rich than 

its counterpart in the J.1-S complex, and would give rise to an ionization at lower 

energy. Since the first ionization in the J.1-Se complex is at higher energy than for the 

J.1-S complex, it appears that the changes in bonding caused by substituting Se for S 

are not solely due to a simple inductive effect. 

Closeup spectra of the 6-11 eV region for the same three complexes are shown 

in Figure 23. In the higher-resolution closeup spectra, more differences between the 

J.1-heteroatom complexes become apparent. The Cp e1" ionization is of similar size and 

energy position for [CpCr(CO):J2 and [CpCr(CO)2MJ.1-Se), but in [CpCr(CO)2MJ.1-S), an 

obvious shoulder is present on the low energy side of the band, and the entire band 
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Figure 23--He(l) Closeup Spectra of [CpCr(CO)212' [CpCr(CO)J2(J.l-S), and 

[CpCr(CO)2h(J.l-Se ). 

IONIZATION ENERGY (eV) 
11.0 10.0 9.0 8.0 7.0 6.0 

Or-Cr 

Or-S-Or 

Or-Se-Or 
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has shifted to lower ionization energy. For the bands at lowest ionization energy in the 

J.l-E complexes, both the peak position and the shape of the ionization manifold are 

considerably different. The relatively sharp ionization at 6.9 eV in the J.l-S complex is 

ca. 0.5 eV lower in energy than the initial component of the broad ionization manifold 

in the J.l-Se complex. 

A comparison of the He(l) and He(II) valence photoelectron spectra over the 

same region for [CpCr(CO)2MJ.l-S) is given in Figure 24, and for [CpCr(CO)?J2(J.l-Se) in 

Figure 25. The comparison between the He(l) and He(II) valence photoelectron 

spectra can provide information relating to the degree of transition metal character 

associated with a given orbital. In general, an ionization from an orbital with a high 

degree of metal character will show an Increase in relative intensity when compared to 

an ionization from an orbital with little or no transition metal character.154 A comparison 

of peak positions, half-widths, and relative areas for the He(l) and He(II) spectra of 

[CpCr(COhMJ.l-S) and [CpCr(CO)2MJ.l-Se) (corresponding to Figures 24 and 25) is 

given in Table 23. These comparisons confirm that the asymmetric ionization seen in 

both spectra from 8.5-10.5 eV decreases in intensity relative to the ionizations seen in 

the 6.0 to 8.5 eV region. This supports the assignment of the ionization in the 8.5-10.5 

eV region to primarily the Cp e1" orbital. The comparisons also indicate that the 

ionizations at lower energy « 8.5 eV) are from orbitals with a higher degree of metal 

character. It should also be noted that in the He(l) spectra of these complexes, the Cp 

e1" ionization is fit to two peaks of similar high- and low-energy halfwidths, to model the 

asymmetry of the band caused by symmetry splitting of the e1" set. This splitting is 

caused by distortion of carbon-carbon distances in the coordinated Cp rings, such that 
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Figure 24--Comparison of He{l) and He{lI) Photoelectron Spectra for 
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Figure 25--Comparison of He(l) and He(lI) Photoelectron Spectra for 

[CpCr(CO)J2(~-Se). 
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Table 23--He(l) and He(lI) Ionization Data for [CpCr(CO)J2(J.l-E) 

(E = S,Se) 

Ionization Energy (eV) Wh WI Rei. area, He(l) Rei. area, He{lI) 

[CpCr(COhh(Il-S) 

6.75 0.51 0.26 1.00 1.00 

6.97 0.51 0.26 1.01 1.45 

8.97 0.48 0.48 1.67 0.69 

9.34 0.62 0.40 2.18 1.54 

9.70 0.62 0.40 0.73 1.24 

[CpCr(CO)212(Il-Se) 

7.45 0.32 0.32 1.00 1.00 

7.73 0.32 0.32 0.82 1.04 

8.09 0.66 0.66 1.32 1.35 

9.53 0.84 0.37 3.43 2.77 

9.93 0.84 0.37 1.15 0.75 

186 
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the fivefold symmetry of the ring is broken.157 The He(l) spectrum of the J.l-S 

complex also clearly shows that the Cp e1" ionization has shifted to lower energy 

relative to the J.l-Se complex (by ca. 0.2 eV), and that a discernible shoulder is present 

on the low energy side of the peak. The Cp e1" ionization in the J.l-Se complex has a 

shape similar to the corresponding ionization in [CpCr(CO)2]2' without the low ionization 

energy shoulder seen in the J.l-S complex. In the J.l-S complex, the lowest energy 

ionization is a relatively sharp feature centered at 6.9 eV. The corresponding 

ionization in the J.l-Se complex is a multicomponent band centered at ca. 7.7 eV. 

Since there is no evidence that the shoulder from the Cp e1" ionization in the J.l-S 

complex has shifted to higher ionization energy in the J.l-Se complex, it would appear 

that this shoulder has shifted to lower ionization energy and become a part of the initial 

multicomponent band. 

Further closeup spectra of the leading ionization band of [CpCr(CO)2MJ.l-S) 

(from 6.4-7.5 eV) and [CpCr(CO)J2(J.l-Se)(from 7.0-9.0 eV) are given in Figures 26 and 

27, respectively. The peak positions, halfwidths, and relative areas for these closeup 

spectra are given in Table 24. The peak positions (within 0.02 eV) and the peak 

halfwidths (within 0.06 eV) are consistent with those reported in Table 23 (for the He(l) 

spectra of the 6-11 eV region--separate data collections from spectra in Figures 26 and 

27). 

The spectra of these lowest energy features show that the initial ionization in 

both the J.l-S and the J.l-Se complexes is asymmetric, and cannot be well represented 
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Figure 26--He(l) Closeup Spectrum of First Ionization Band In 

IONIZATION ENERGY (eV) 
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Figure 27-He(l) Closeup Spectrum of First Ionization Band in 

[CpCr(CO)J2(Jl-Se ). 
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Table 24--He{l) Ionization Data for Metal-Based Ionizations of 

[CpCr{CO)212{J.l-E) (E = S,Se). 

Ionization Energy {eV} 

[CpCr{CO}2MJ.l-S} 

6.77 

6.97 

7.45 

7.73 

8.08 

0.45 

0.45 

0.31 

0.31 

0.65 

WI 

0.28 

0.28 

0.32 

0.32 

0.65 

Rei. area, He(I} 

0.96 

1.00 

1.26 

1.00 

1.63 
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by a single Gaussian peak. This is especially noticeable for the J.l-Se complex, where 

the lowest energy feature is nearly flat at the top, suggesting that it is made up of more 

than one component. These features can be represented by two peaks of similar 

shape, nearly equal relative areas, and consistent energy separation (0.20-0.25 eV) for 

both complexes. The one remaining ionization, located at B.OB eV in the J.l-Se complex 

and B.93 eV in the J.l-S complex, is somewhat more broad and shifted to lower energy 

in the J.l-Se complex. 

Discussion 

Description of the M-E-M 7t-System in [CpCr{CO)J2{J..l-E) 

The differences seen in the photoelectron spectra of these complexes indicate 

a considerable change in the metal-heteroatom bond between [CpCr(CO)2MJ.l-S) and 

[CpCr(CO)J2(J.l-Se). As mentioned earlier, a molecular orbital study on [CpCr(CO)2MJ.l

S) by Kostic and Fenske (using the Fenske-Hall approximate method) indicates that 

the metal-heteroatom bond is not best described by the Cr=E=Cr conjugated system 

predicted through the EAN rule.146 It is now necessary to discuss this model in detail 

to understand the information provided by the photoelectron spectra of these J.l

heteroatom complexes. 

To understand the bonding in [CpCr(CO)2MJ.l-E}, and to compare the metal

heteroatom bond with the metal-metal bond in [CpCr(CO}2J2' it is necessary to first look 

at the bonding in the fragments making up the molecule. In these molecules, the 

pertinent fragments are CpCr(CO}2 and E (S or Se). There are some differences in the 

orbital energies of the CpCr(CO}2 fragment for [CpCr(CO)2J2 and [CpCr(CO)2MJ.l-E), 
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due mainly to differences in the orientation of the Cp and CO ligands with respect the 

metal-metal and metal-heteroatom axes. Nonetheless, the basic character of the metal 

and ligand orbitals comprising the fragment are similar. In the J,L-heteroatom dimers, 

the M-CO axes are perpendicular to the M-E axis, and the CO's on the same metal are 

nearly perpendicular to one another (CO-Cr-CO angleavg• = 90.0°). The Cp rings bend 

back, away from the M-E bond (E-Cr-Cp bond angleavg. = 127.9°).149 This compares to 

the situation in the metal-metal bonded dimers, where the M-Cp axis is nearly colin ear 

with the metal-metal bond, and the CO's bend out over the M-M bond (Cr-Cr-CO bond 

angleavg. = 73.6°).158 

As mentioned in the results section, the major differences in the photoelectron 

spectra of the J,L-S and J,L-Se complexes are seen for ionizations lower than 11 eV, from 

filled Cp e1" 1t and transition-metal based orbitals. An energy level diagram (from 

orbital energies given in reference 146) for the CpCr(CO)2 fragment, and the 

[CpCr(CO}:J2(J,L-E} dimer constructed from these fragments, is given in Figure 28. 

Here, the two CpCr(COh groups are treated as +1 ions, and the heteroatom as a -2 

ion. The local coordinate system for the CpCr(CO)2 fragments is oriented such that the 

z-axis is colin ear with the Cr-E bond (pointing toward the heteroatom) and the y-axis 

lies in the mirror plane bisecting the carbonyls. In the CpCr(CO)2 fragment, there are 

three basic groups of orbitals that contribute to the bonding in the J,L-heteroatom 

complexes.146 The first group, deSignated as 1 a' and 1 a", are mainly comprised of the 

filled HOMO of the Cp ring, the e1", and give rise to the large asymmetric ionization in 

the 8.5-10.5 eV region for both complexes. The next group contains the 2a' orbital, 

consisting mainly of the metal dx2.y2 orbital, along with the 21t orbitals of the CO. This 
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Figure 28--Molecular Orbital Diagram for [CpCr(CO)J2(Jl-E) 

(orbital energies obtained from reference 146). 
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orbital is of 0 symmetry relative to the p-orbitals of the heteroatom. Both the 1 a' and 

2a' orbitals also contain small amounts (10-15%) of metal dz2 character. The third 

group of orbitals, containing metal dxz and dyz components capable of 1t- overlap with 

the p orbitals of the heteroatom, consists of the 3a' (the HOMO of the fragment) and 

the 2a" (the LUMO of the fragment). 

It is also necessary to consider the different conformers that are possible in 

these complexes, depending on the rotation of the two CpCr(COh fragments relative to 

one another. Newman projections illustrating the possible conformers are shown in 

Figure 29. In the solid state, both the ~-S and ~-Se complexes adopt the gauche 

configuration. However, the solution NMR C3C) of th3 complexes shows only a single 

CO resonance. This indicates that either the syn or the anti conformation occurs 

exclusively in solution (all carbonyls are equivalent in these conformations), or that a 

fluxional process is occurring to make all the carbonyl ligands equivalent on the NMR 

timescale. In the case of the gauche conformer, free rotation about the Cr-E bonds 

could cause exchange of the inequivalent sets of carbonyl ligands, and give rise to a 

single resonance in the NMR. In the earlier theoretical treatment of the bonding in 

[CpCr(CO)J2(~-S), all three "idealized" conformers (syn, anti, and gauche) were 

constructed from two CpCr(CO)2 fragments and a S atom. The total energies of the 

occupied orbitals in the different conformations were equal (within 0.01 eV).146 The 

near degeneracy of these different conformations is consistent with the NMR results 

indicating free rotation of the CpCr(CO)2 groups about the heteroatom. 

More important to the discussion of the overall electronic structure of these 

complexes is that the composition of the molecular orbitals of [CpCr(CO)2M~-S) show 



Figure 29--Possible Conformers in [CpCr(CO)J2(J.L-E). 
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very little dependence on the conformer selected.146 In both conformers, the occupied 

orbitals consist of four basic groups ordered in the same relative energy. At lowest 

binding energy are two orbitals made up exclusively of 2a" and 3a' components on the 

CpCr(CO)2 fragment, with no contribution from the p orbitals of the S. The 2a" and 3a' 

orbitals of the fragment have 1t symmetry, and from the D_h symmetry of the Cr-E-Cr 

unit this group of orbitals will be labelled 1tg-nonbonding [1tg(nb)]. At approximately 1 

eV higher energy are two nearly degenerate orbitals containing exclusively 2a' 

character. This fragment orbital is basically of 0 symmetry, and as expected, has no 

contribution from the p orbitals of the S. This group of orbitals will be labelled Og-

nonbonding [og(nb)]. The third group of orbitals, at much higher energy (ca. 4 eV), 

consists largely of the 1 a" and 1 a' components of the CpCr(CO)2 fragment, associated 

with the Cp e1" 1t set. These will simply be labelled the Cp 1t orbitals. The fourth and 

final group of low-lying occupied orbitals is the first to contain a substantial amount of 

sulfur p character, along with contributions from the 2a", 3a' and 1 a' orbitals of the 

CpCr(COh fragment. With the 1t symmetry of the 2a" and 3a' fragment orbitals, this 

final group will be labelled 1tu-bonding [1tu(b»). It is also important to note that the most 

stable group of unoccupied orbitals also has sulfur p character, combined with the 

same 2a" and 3a' components from CpCr(COh. These virtual levels will be labelled 1t

antibonding [1tu(ab)]. 

One change which does occur between the gauche and anti conformers is that 

the orbitals comprising some of the groups become degenerate in the gauche 

conformer, where in the anti conformer they are separated by ca. 0.4 eV. For the 

occupied orbitals, this includes both the 1tg(nb) and rru(b) levels. By referring back to 



the Newman projections in Figure 29, it is apparent that the metal dxz and ~yz 

components of these orbitals see differing ligand environments in the anti (and syn) 

conformers, causing the splitting of the orbitals in the 7tg(nb) and 1tu(b) levels. This 

result will be used later in the interpretation of the photoelectron spectra of these 

complexes. 

Rather than describing the metal-heteroatom core as Cr=S=Cr, this model 

represents it as Cr=S=Cr. The set of chromium-sulfur double bonds results from a 
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three-center, four-electron interaction shown graphically in Figure 30. The double bond 

is due to occupation of the 7tu(b) and the Cr-S (J orbitals. The 7tg(nb) orbitals are 

occupied but do not contribute to the bond. The 7tu(ab) set remains unoccupied, and is 

the first set of unoccupied orbitals in the complex. The only other low-lying level with 

substantial metal character is the og(nb) set, having no heteroatom character and 

making no contribution to metal-heteroatom bonding. The interpretation of the 

photoelectron spectra of the Jl-S and Jl-Se complexes shows that this model of the 

metal-heteroatom multiple bond is basically correct, and suggests some modifications 

which can account for the changes that occur when sulfur is substituted by selenium. 

Interpretation of the Photoelectron Spectra of [CpCr(CO}212(Il-E} 

(E=S,Se) 

Now that the theoretical model of the bonding in these complexes has been 

described, the test of its validity lies in how well it explains the experimentally observed 

ionization energies. The photoelectron spectra of both complexes show an initial 

asymmetric ionization which can be fitted to two peaks of similar relative area and 
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Figure 3Q--Orbital Diagram of the Metal-Heteroatom x-System for 

[CpCr(CO)J2(Jl-S). 
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energy separation. In view of the similarities between these two peaks, they are 

assigned to ionization from the 1tg(nb) and og(nb) orbitals, which contain little or no 

heteroatom or Cp 1t character, and should be quite similar for both complexes. The 

Fenske-Hall calculations indicate that the 1tg(nb) set is non-degenerate in the anti 

conformer (separated by 0.4 eV), but degenerate in the gauche conformer.146 The 

similar peak shapes of the 1tg(nb) and the og(nb) (the og(nb) set is degenerate in both 

conformers) ionizations point to the gauche conformer being the major species 

observed in the gas-phase photoelectron spectra. 

One peak remains in the closeup spectrum of each complex, located at 8.08 eV 

in the Jl-Se complex, and 8.93 eV in the Jl-S complex. This ionization is then assigned 

to the 1tu(b) orbital, which is high in heteroatom character, and is somewhat more broad 

in the Jl-Se complex. This assignment shows that the ionization from the first orbital 

with heteratom character [the 1tu(b) orbital] does shift to lower ionization energy on 

going from S to Se. The ionizations from orbitals with exclusively metal character, and 

from the Cp e1" orbitals, are the ones that shift to higher energy upon substitution of 

Se for S. 

One remaining ionization of relatively small area is seen in the full spectrum of 

[CpCr(CO)2MJl-S) at ca. 11.0 eV. The photoelectron spectra of various transition metal 

sulfido clusters place ionizations from M-S 0' bonds between 11.0 and 12.0 eV.156
,159 

The energy of this ionization in [CpCr(CO)2MJl-S), along with its similar relative area to 

other metal-based ionizations in the complex, support its assignment to the M-S 0' 

bond. However, no corresponding feature is seen in the full spectrum of 

[CpCr(CO)2MJl-Se). If the shifts in the M-E 0' ionizations upon substitution of S for Se 
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are similar to the shifts in the M-E 1tu(b) ionizations, then the M-Se cr ionization should 

occur at ca. 10.1 eV. This would place it very close to the Cp e," ionization in the J.l

Se complex. If the relative areas of ionizations from orbitals with mainly metal 

character [such as the og(nb) and 1tg(nb) orbitals] are compared with the relative areas 

of the Cp e," ionizations for both complexes, the Cp e," ionization in the J.l-Se complex 

is approximately 30% larger than in the J.l-S complex. Due to the broadness and lack 

of definition in the Cp e," ionization, it is not possible to accurately fit the peak from the 

underlying M-Se cr ionization. Nevertheless, the significant increase in intensity of the 

Cp e," ionization supports its placement here, and confirms the assignment of the M-E 

cr ionization for the J.l-heteroatom complexes. 

The ordering of the valence orbitals from the assignment of the photoelectron 

spectra is consistent with the orbital eigenvalues calculated in reference 146, with one 

exception. In the calculation, the nu(b) orbital is placed at ca. 1 eV higher energy than 

the Cp e," ionizations. Comparison of the Cp e," ionization band in the J.l-Se complex, 

where the bandshape is very similar to that seen for the corresponding ionization in 

[CpCr(CO)2]2' to the same ionization band in the J.l-S complex, where an obvious 

shoulder is present on the low energy side of the band, supports the conclusion that 

the 1tu(b) orbital lies at lower energy than the Cp e," 1t set in these complexes. One 

possible reason behind the excessive stabilization of this orbital with a high degree of 

S character is that the S atom in the complex may not be well represented by a.basis 

function for a neutral S atom, and the nu(b) orbital formed using this neutral S function 

may as a result have an abnormally high calculated ionization energy. 
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As stated before, the lowest occupied orbital with heteroatom character in these 

complexes does, as initially expected, shift to lower ionization energy on going from S 

to Se. Shifts in organic molecules containing S or Se normally range from 0.3-0.7 

eV.155 The shift between these molecules is quite large in comparison, at 0.85 eV. In 

contrast, other orbitals containing little or no heteroatom character [including the 1tg(nb), 

og(nb), and Cp e1" orbitals] do shift to higher ionization energy on going from S to Se. 

The destabilization of the nu(b) orbital suggests that the Cr-Se 1t bond is more electron

rich than the Cr-S 1t bond, implying a decrease in 1t bond strength. The shifts of the 

remaining orbitals suggest that the Cp and the nonbonding metal orbitals are more 

electron-poor in the Il-Se complex than in the Il-S complex. 

An explanation for these complementary shifts in orbital energies can be 

supplied by the participation of the empty d orbitals on Se in the Cr-Se-Cr 1t-system, as 

illustrated in Figure 31. In the S complex (Figure 30), the 1tg(nb) orbital contains no 

heteroatom character, having a nodal plane at the S atom. As shown in Figure 31, 

there is an empty d orbital on Se of the proper symmetry to allow a Cr~Se 

backbonding interaction. The same orbital is also present on S, but a larger energy 

separation between the sulfur and chromium d orbitals makes the Cr~S interaction 

less favorable. The Cr~Se backbonding interaction would destabilize the Cr-Se 1tu(b) 

orbital, while stabilizing the remaining metal and Cp orbitals because of the increased 

positive charge potential at the metal. Since the og(nb) orbitals are not involved in 

bonding to any other group on the molecule, it is appropriate to use them as a 

measure of the charge shift at the metal. Using this comparison, the Cr has become 

ca. 0.75 eV more stable in the Il-Se complex. This is in reasonable agreement with 
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Figure 31--0rbital Diagram of the Metal-Heteroatom 1t-System for 

[CpCr(CO)J2(Jl-Se ). 
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the 0.85 eV destabilization of the 1tu(b) orbital. The destabilization of the 1tu(b) orbital 

should also lead to stabilization of the virtual1tu(ab) orbital. The widely different colors 

of the two complexes (green for the J.l.-S complex vs. red-orange for the J.l.-Se complex) 

indicate the decrease in the HOMO-LUMO gap for the J.l.-Se complex. 

It is also possible to explain the increased positive charge potential at the metal 

in the J.l.-Se complex without invoking d-orbital participation by the selenium. The only 

orbital that influences the charge distribution in the Cr-Se-Cr 1t-system is the 1tu(b), if 

there is no selenium d-orbital contribution to the 1tg(nb) orbital. The formation of a 

symmetric, de localized 1t-bond in the J.l.-S complex through the 1tu(b) orbital would lead 

to a symmetric charge distribution in the Cr-S-Cr 1t-system. Poorer d1t-p1t overlap 

between chromium and selenium could cause the charge distribution to become more 

localized. With the less effective 1t-donation from selenium to chromium, the metal 

should be more positive in the J.l.-Se complex than in the J.l.-S complex. 

Other experimental evidnce, however, supports the idea of d-orbital participation 

the Cr-Se-Cr 1t-system. The bandshapes of the 1tg(nb) and the og(nb) ionizations in the 

J.l.-S complex are nearly identical, emphasizing their similarity as essentially non bonding 

orbitals in the Cr-E-Cr 1t-system. The same two bands in the J.l.-Se complex have 

slightly different bandshapes, with the initial band (the 1tg(b)] appearing somewhat 

broadened, characteristic of a higher degree of bonding character in the orbital giving 

rise to the ionization.154 The very short Cr-Se bond distance in (CpCr(CO)2MJ.l.-Se) 

(avg. = 2.210 A) also indicates significant Cr-Se multiple bond character.147.148 There 

are few examples of other complexes containing formal Cr-Se single and double 

bonds, but a comparison with (CpCr(CO)2]2(J.l.-Se2) and (CP3Cr3(CO)SSer emphasizes 

the high degree of Cr-Se multiple bond character present in (CpCr(CO)2MJ.l.-Se). The 
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Cr-Se distance in [CpCr(CO)2Mll-Se2). with a formal Cr-Se single bond. is 2.546 A.100 

Two different Cr-Se distances are observed in [CP3Cr3(CO)6Ser. corresponding to Cr

Se bonds with partial double bond character (2.339 A) and partial triple bond character 

(2.279 A).l53a This suggests at least some triple bond character in [CpCr(CO)2Mll-Se). 

consistent with Cr~Se backbonding in the Cr-Se-Cr 7t-system. 

lonization-Structure-Reactivity Relationships Between [CpCr{CO)J2' 

[CpCr{CO)212{Jl-S) and [CpCr{CO)J2{Jl-Se). 

The electronic structure of the [CpM(CO):J2 dimers and the [CpCr(CO):J2(Il-E) 

dimers present an interesting opportunity for comparison. inasmuch as both dimers 

contain the same 15-electron CpCr(CO)2 fragment. Along with aiding in the 

development of the model for metal-heteroatom multiple bonding in the ll-heteroatom 

dimers. the photoelectron spectra of these complexes can be compared with those 

from the metal-metal bonded dimers to explore the effect of heteroatom addition to the 

metal-metal multiple bond. The relationship between the ionizations in the complexes 

can also help explain the differences in reactivity. both between the two J.1-heteroatom 

dimers and between the metal-metal and metal-heteroatom bonded systems. 

For the J.1-heteroatom dimers. both the trends in reactivity and the mass spectral 

results presented in this chapter suggest that the Cr-Se bond is substantially weaker 

than the Cr-S bond. The EI mass spectra of the two J.1-heteroatom dimers show much 

more fragmentation in the J.1-Se dimer than in the J.1-S dimer. The Cr-S-Cr unit of 

[CpCr(CO):J2(J.1-S) remains intact (100% relative abundance for CP2Cr2S+) at the 70 eV 

source energy. while the Cr-Se-Cr unit of [CpCr(CO):J2(J.1-Se) largely does not (14.21% 

relative abundance for CP2Cr2Se+). The J.1-Se complex is also reactive toward reagents 
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capable of cleaving the metal heteroatom bond, such as excess heteroatom or 

diazoalkanes, where the Jl-S complex is not.147.14a It is worthwhile to note that in the 

preparation of the Jl-Se dimer from equimolar amounts of [CpCr(CO):J2 and Sea, the 

reaction must be stopped after 15 minutes at room temperature; otherwise, further 

reaction occurs giving the (WSe2) complex [CpCr(CO)2MJl-SeJ. Preparation of the 

corresponding (Jl-S2) complex requires a stoichiometric amount of the reactants and 1 

hour of reaction time.147.1so 

The photoelectron spectra of the Jl-E dimers show that the 1tu(b) orbital, the 

lowest energy orbital directly involved in the Cr-E bond, becomes less stable on going 

from S to So. Since the other two lower-lying orbitals [the 1tg(nb) and 5g(nb)) are 

stabilized on going from S to Se, it appears that the electronic factor behind the 

increased reactivity of the Jl-Se complex is the destabilization of the 1tu(b) orbital. The 

energy of the 1tu(b) orbital in the Jl-Se complex is also comparable (within 0.3 eV) to 

the energies of the metal orbitals of 1t symmetry in [CpM(CO)J2. As noted in chapter 

5, these 1t symmetry orbitals in the [CpM(CO)2J2 complexes are essentially nonbonding 

(in relation to the direct metal-metal interaction), due to mixing with orbitals containing 

o· and 0* components. The reactivity of these metal-metal bonded systems toward 

diazoalkanes is also well established, as well as with their reactions with alkynes to 

give similar dimetallatetrahedrane species.161 From these comparisons of ionization 

features for the metal-metal and metal-heteroatom bonded complexes, it is apparent 

that the ionizations that track most closely with the reactivity of the complexes are the 

ionizations from the 1tu(b) orbitals in the [CpCr(CO)J2(WE) systems and from the rrJ5* 

and rrJo* orbitals in the [CpM(CO)J2 systems. 



Finally, it is interesting to observe that the 0* orbital (the HOMO) in 

[CpCr(CO):J2 is actually more stable than the highest occupied orbital in 
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[CpCr(CO):J2(Jl-S), which contains a 0 nonbonding component [og(nb)]. Another factor 

must account for why an antlbonding orbital in the metal-metal bonded complex is 

more stable than an orbital localized on the metal centers, with no bonding (or 

antibonding) character. In fact, the stabilization of the 0* orbital relative to the og(nb) 

component of the Jl-S dimer confirms an idea initially proposed by Hall and co

workers.162 They proposed that the semibridging carbonyls in the metal-metal bonded 

dimers act as It-acceptors rather than as It-donors. The stabilization of the M-M 0* 

orbital relative to the M-E-M og(nb) orbital supports this argument, inasmuch as any 

other changes in the ligand set should have little effect on these orbitals. When 

comparing the two different types of complexes, the 0 orbitals on the metal-metal 

bonded complex form a bonding/antibonding combination and those in the Jl

heteroatom complexes are nonbonding. The Cp e1" orbitals of each system are least 

perturbed by the change from the M-M to the M-E-M core, and are a more suitable 

measure of the charge difference at the metal between the two types of complexes. 

Using these orbitals as a comparison, the stabilization provided by Cr~CO 

backbonding is very close to that provided by Cr~Se backbonding (within 0.15 eV 

from the position of the Cp e1" ionizations). It is also interesting to note that the 

ionizations from orbitals of 1t symmetry (which are most directly affected by the 

backbonding interactions) have a similar energy separation with respect to the Cp e1" 

ionizations in [CpCr(CO)212 and [CpCr(CO)2MJl-Se). The increase in positive charge 

potential at the metal shown by the Cp e1" ionizations is being matched by an 

corresponding increase in negative charge potential to the 1t symmetry orbitals in both 
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systems. This further emphasizes the stabilization provided by Cr~Se and Cr~CO 

backbonding, and the lack of that stabilization for the J.I.-S complex. 

Conclusions 

Through the analysis of the photoelectron spectra of [CpCr(CO)2MJ.I.-S) and 

[CpCr(CO)2MJ.I.-Se), it is now possible to clarify the nature of the multiple bond between 

an organometallic fragment and an "unsupported" main group atom. The EAN 

(effective atomic number) rule describes the series of [CpCr(CO)2MJ.I.-E) (E=S,Se) 

complexes as 18-electron complexes, linked by two Cr-heteroatom triple bonds 

(Cr=E=Cr). The results of these studies indicate that the metal-heteroatom core is 

more realistically represented by a three-center, four-electron interaction, resulting in a 

set of Cr-heteroatom double bonds (Cr=E=Cr). The double bond is due to occupation 

of ax-bonding set of orbitals and the Cr-E (J orbitals. A nonbonding set of x-symmetry 

orbitals, along with a nonbonding set of o-symmetry orbitals, are occupied but do not 

contribute to the bond. Based on the photoelectron spectra of other molecules 

containing sulfur and selenium, it was expected that a given orbital in the J.I.-Se 

complex would be more electron-rich than its counterpart in the J.I.-S complex, and 

would give rise to an ionization at lower energy. Since the first ionization in the J.I.-Se 

complex is at higher energy than for the J.I.-S complex, it appears that the changes in 

bonding caused by substituting Se for S are not solely due to a simple inductive effect. 

The photoelectron spectra of both complexes show an initial asymmetric 

ionization which can be fitted to two peaks of similar relative area and energy 

separation. In view of the similarities between these two peaks, they are assigned to 

ionization from the xg(nb) and og(nb) orbitals, which contain little or no heteroatom or 
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Cp 1t character. The next ionizations, located at 8.08 eV in the J,1-Se complex, and 

8.93 eV in the J,1-S complex, are assigned to the 1tu(b) orbital. This orbital is high in 

heteroatom character, and its ionization is somewhat more broad in the J.1-Se complex 

than in the Jl.-S complex. This assignment shows that the ionization from the first 

orbital with heteroatom character [the 1tu(b) orbital] does shift to lower ionization energy 

on going from S to Se. The ionizations from orbitals with exclusively metal character, 

and from the Cp e1" orbitals, are the ones that shift to higher energy upon substitution 

of Se for S. The stabilization of the two lowest energy orbitals [the 1tg(nb) and og(nb)] 

on going from S to Se suggest that the electronic factor behind the increased reactivity 

of the Jl.-Se complex is the destabilization of the 1tu(b) orbital. 

The destabilization of the 1tu(b) orbital suggests that the Cr-Se 1t bond is more 

electron-rich than the Cr-S 1t bond, implying a decrease in 1t bond strength. The shifts 

of the remaining orbitals suggest that the Cp and the nonbonding metal orbitals are 

more electron-poor in the Jl.-Se complex than in the Jl.-S complex. An explanation for 

these complementary shifts in orbital energies can be supplied by the participation of 

the empty d orbitals on Se in the Cr-Se-Cr 1t-system. There is an empty d orbital on 

Se of the proper symmetry to allow a Cr--)Se backbonding interaction. The same 

orbital is also present on S, but a larger energy separation between the sulfur and 

chromium d orbitals makes the Cr--)S interaction less favorable. The Cr--)Se 

backbonding interaction destabilizes the Cr-Se 1tu(b) orbital, while stabilizing the 

remaining metal and Cp orbitals because of the increased positive charge potential at 

the metal. 
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